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ABSTRACT

The Niimatiggang adults ofthe Morohe Province ofPapua New Guinea are

caught in the midst ofa cacophony ofencroaching foreign languages. Until this century,
their isolated existence in the mgged Saruwaged mountain region protected their

language and culture from the intrusion and influence ofother ethnic groups-even
close neighbors. With the coming ofWestern exploration and technology,these

approximately 1,000 adults were faced with the difficult task ofintegrating the foreign
manner oflife brought by traders, explorers,missionaries and entrepreneurs with their
traditional world view.

Due to historic Numanggang cosmology,and the perception that special words

could be used to manipulate deceased ancestors to endow them with prosperity,the

introduction to literacy by the wealthy foreign invaders in unfamiliar languages became
subject to mystical interpretation. A pervasive cargo cult mentality throughout the
Madang and Morohe region developed in the early part ofthe century and reinforced the

propensity to discover the secret ofpower. Together with the foreign nature ofliteracy,
both in literature and pedagogy,this predisposition to find access to the cargo created a

climate in which reading and writing was interpreted by some as a means ofreceiving
the esoteric knowledge needed to obtain material prosperity through the spirit world.

With the coming ofa linguistic team sent by the Summer Institute ofLinguistics
(SIL)in 1978,and the subsequent analysis ofthe Numanggang language,these adults
now have the opportunity to explore literacy in their mother tongue for the first time.

While valuing their language as the vehicle for oral communication,the Numanggang do
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not yet realize the potential ofwritten language to enlarge their communicative

repertoire. A literacy curriculum aimed at drawing Unambiguous parallels between daily
oral language and written language will hopefully aid in the understanding ofthe

relationship that exists between listening and reading,and between speaking and writing.
Reading and writing must be perceived as another form ofcommunication available to

every member ofthe society,not simply those leaders who are privy to special esoteric
knowledge.

In order to accomplish this goal,indigenously generated stories,illustrated by
Numanggang artists, will form the core ofthe literature used in the adult program.

Verandah stories"— traditional oral genre told and re-told on verandahs every evening —
will be offered as a proposed solution to correct the misperception ofliteracy. To de
mystify the written word,only stories that are accounts ofactual events,historical or

current, will be used in the initial phase. Writing will center around the recounting of
personal experiences. To create a balanced literacy program,this phase will also feature

the use ofa transfer primer from Melanesian Pidgin to Numanggang.Future phases of
the program for the development offluency and comprehension will take the form of

writers' workshops in which more material for the initial phase will be published.
A community centered program using indigenously generated literature that

reflects oral communication patterns and purposes,and local art will foster the potential
for ongoing literacy learning.It is hoped that the corporate use ofliteracy for functions
oforal language will increase the viable avenues ofmeaningful communication for
everyone-a wonderful possibility for a society that relishes story time.
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Dedicated to my precious Numanggang friends

who have waited so long to read in the language oftheir heart

CHAPTER ONE:STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Developing a literacy program for the Numanggang adult semi-literates requires a
comprehensive understanding ofthe national and local issues that influence the climate in

which a culturally relevant program must be created and implemented. This chapter will
introduce the challenge,suggesting indigenously authored and illustrated text as a

solution, and will propose an appropriate reading model as the basis for pedagogical
strategies for the program.
Overview

The nights come gently to the mountainous village ofTumun in Papua New

Guinea.(See map.Appendix B on page 341).First the crickets and frogs begin their
evening chorus,welcoming the Numanggang who are returning from their gardens
carrying food and firewood. As the sun whispers goodnight and nestles in the mountain

shadows,flickering firelight springs up from every verandah.Family and friends gather
around as the evening meal is being prepared. The time for stories has come once again.
After tucking our children in bed,David and I listen to animated conversations

and hilarious peels oflaughter mingling in the evening air. As we hear the nightly,joyful
symphony,we understand the beauty ofa society rich in oral tradition and the

tremendous responsibility we have in serving these people by teaching them to read and
write in the language oftheir heart.

The exhilarating face-to-face verandah encounters contrast poignantly,however,
with the dour gatherings at the church where communication takes place in a mixture of
Numanggang,Kate(a coastal Papua New Guinean language),and Melanesian Pidgin

(the trade language). A typical meeting finds an elderly man cradling a black book in his

callused hands,painstakingly deciphering the print and announcing word,by halting
word,the text for the service. The sea ofNumanggang congregants,squeezed tightly on
the slender plank benches,nod either from the heavy tropical heat or from apathy.
Ifthe pastor could read to them in their mother tongue,would the community as a
whole experience a paradigm shift in their perception ofliteracy? Could the written word

become another mode ofcommunication,just as viable and valuable as the evening oral
story times? Numerous studies done by the Summer Institute ofLinguistics support
affirmative answers to these questions(as examples see: Hodgkin, 1996;Bergmann,
1996;Day,1993). The road to achieving an ongoing and indigenously generated adult
literacy program,however,is strewn with obstacles.

The United Nations Educational,Scientific and Cultural Organization's
(UNESCO)1985 statistics, report that 98% ofthe adult illiterates in the world live in the

Third World(Newman & Beverstock, 1990,p.22). According to a paper presented by
Willie Jonduo(1997),the Director for the National Literacy Awareness Secretariat in
Papua New Guinea,at the Asia-Pacific Regional Consultation on Adult Education

Conference,there are only fifty vernacular or Pidgin adult literacy programs with a total
enrollment of1,071 adults in the entire Morobe Province.In all ofPapua New Guinea,

there are 558 adult programs compared to 3,042 programs for children(p.45). There are
approximately 1,000 Numanggang adults over 40 years ofage who are classified as
illiterate or semi-literate in a foreign language. Less than ten percent ofthese can read in

their mother tongue(D.Hynum,personal communication,November,1998). A small
percentage can read in either Kate or Pidgin with some degree offluency.

Papua New Guinea recognizes the need for the promotion ofliteracy in general,
and literacy in the vernacular,in particular. The Education Sector Review calls for a

major reeonstruetion ofthe educational system:

The present curriculum does not meet the learning needs related to
Integral Human Development,Papua New Guinean ways,social and

economic improvement and nation building.In short,it does not prepare
Papua New Guineans for life long learning and the realities oflife after

leaving school.{Elementary Strategy TrialDraft.Preamble,1991,p.l)
Further complicating the challenge is the phenomenal number ofindigenous

languages in this small eoimtry(over 860 distinct languages according to Spaeth, 1997,
p. 2). Few ofthese possess an orthography,let alone vernacular literature. The task is

beyond the present ability ofthe newly self-governing nation to tackle alone. With the

multiplicity oflanguages and the current literacy rate of45.1%(adults and children
nation-wide),Jonduo(1997)credits the efforts ofNon-Governmental Organizations
(NGO)for their dedicated work in community based literacy programs(p.46).

The purpose ofthis project is to develop a cultrually appropriate literacy program
and curriculum for the adult members ofthe Numanggang community. Societies in

which the language has been only oral present unique challenges to literacy development.
Before the community will fully support a program ofliteracy,the relationship between
oral and written language must be modeled as it is in literate societies. Unless reading
and writing are imderstood as another means ofdaily communication,the Numanggang
will not be motivated to piusue vemacular literacy.

Lack ofa tradition ofliteracy is not the only obstacle to be overcome in the

development ofa viable vemaeular literacy program for the Numanggang adults.

Traditionally,they have perceived literacy as shrouded with mystical properties. The
traditional cosmology consisted ofnot only the living,but also the dead and ereative
beings who could be manipulated to provide knowledge and material treasures for the
living ifthe proper incantations were spoken and the correct rituals performed. Words,

uttered in a specific manner,could be the"road"to obtaining this mysterious"cargo."
A further complication in relation to community literacy is the traditional,

exclusivistic ownership ofknowledge. Only"big men"-important leaders-were privy
to the speeial endowment ofpower that gave them access to secret knowledge whieh
allowed them to eommunicate with and manipulate spirit beings(Cochrane,1970;
Lawrenee, 1964; Worsley, 1970). Because social and technical success were indications

ofability to communicate with ancestors and deities,the arrival ofEuropeans with their
advaneed technology indicated to the eoastal Papua New Guineas that the white men had

indeed learned the secret to obtaining the cargo. The foreigners were logieally placed in
the category of"big men."The arrival ofexplorers,traders, missionaries and

entrepreneurs throughout the region stimulated the development ofnumerous cargo cult
movements. These movements combined traditional cosmology and epistemology with

new perceptions ofintroduced foreign cultures in a variety ofsystems(Lawrence,1964;
McElhanon, 1969; Worsley, 1970).

Written words in foreign languages,used often by these foreigners, apparently
held supernatural power(Cochrane, 1970;Lawrence, 1964). Merehants wrote letters and

after a time,goods appeared in the stores.Pilots read manuals;explorers read maps;
soldiers read orders; missionaries read the Bible. All ofthem enjoyed a higher standard
ofliving than the natives. Because,in the traditional view,particular words and

combinations ofwords were thought to be invested with power(Kulick & Stroud, 1993),
reading and writing in these foreign languages perhaps held the secret to that power
(Meggitt, 1981; Street, 1987; Worsley,1970).

Concluding that cargo cult mentality pervades the very air the present day
Numanggang breathe,however,smacks ofpatemalism. Over halfa century ofcontact

with Westem culture has tempered expectations and the newer generation have adopted
many outward appearances ofthe introduced life style. A critique ofcurrent thinking is
elusive due to several reasons which will he discussed later. Yet,there are sufficient

indications to warrant care in the development ofliteracy materials.IfWestem literature,

curriculum,and pedagogy are blindly adapted for use in the Numanggang program,the
esoteric and exclusivistic perception ofwritten languages may inadvertently be

reinforced. An effective literacy program must clarify the relationship between oral and
written languages for use in daily oral communication.Rather than being perceived as
ritualistic incantations known only to the spiritual elite,reading and writing must reflect
the oral traditions experienced every evening on the verandahs. The ownership and

development ofthe literacy materials must be placed in the hands ofevery Numanggang,
notjust those who leam the foreign secrets.
Due to the necessity ofbuilding the program on meaningftil texts in order to

combat possible mysticism,the curriculum will he based on indigenously authored and

illustrated texts that issue from personal and corporate experience. The ultimate goal of
the program is to allow the Niunanggang freedom to reflect their rich heritage oforal

commvmication in written form,thereby ensuring that the program is generated by them
rather than being imposed by outsiders.

A Proposed Model ofReading for the Numanggang Adult Literacy Program

Before a program ofliteracy can be implemented for the Numanggang,a

theoretical framework and pedagogical strategies must be developed.In an attempt to
create a culture-specific plan for literacy,it would be beneficial to first examine the

theoretical models ofreading currently discussed in the literature and offer a slightly
modified model based on language processes and linguistic theory. Two questions will
be asked: 1)Whatis reading?; and 2)How should reading be taught?
What is Reading?

A definition ofterms must precede the construction ofa theoretical model,

otherwise,the model will represent different things to different people.In asking the

question,"What is reading?,"it must be determined whether we are,in fact, asking a

very different question-"How should reading be taught?" Weaver(1994)aptly states
there is universal agreement that the goal ofreading is to obtain meaning,but

disagreement abounds in what is involved in learning to read. To define reading by one's
theory ofreading instruction begs the question. Reading must be defined prior to the
development ofa classroom methodology.
Ifa teacher who believes in the phonics based instructional model is asked a

different question,"WTiy do we read?,"the answer would likely be similar to the whole

language teacher's reply. We read to obtain meaningfrom theprint. Ifthe question,
"How do we read?,"is asked, answers would differ greatly depending on theoretical

orientation. The difficulty is that in developing models ofreading,we are not

distinguishing between the what, why,and how ofreading. Instead,we are simply calling
them "models ofreading."
Current Reading Models

Although accepted as a schematic representation ofvarious reading theory
models,the Reading Theory Continuum(Figure 1 below),is inadequate for several
reasons. Most importantly,it is not a continuum in the true sense ofthe word. While

some factors on the scale gradually decrease or increase as one moves along the
continuum,several elements do not change in a predictable manner.In addition,the

continuum reflects more than"reading theory." It could more aptly be titled,"Reading
Instructional Models."Finally,reading theories are perhaps defined by the continuum
rather than the continuum being a clear reflection ofwell defined reading theories.

PHONICS

SKILLS

WHOLE LANGUAGE

bottom-up
decoding
judgment

sight words
sight words

top-down

minutia

standardization

connections

acceptance

authentic processes

Fimire 1. Reading Theory Continuum.(Synthesized from class lectures,Edrg 620,
CSUSB,Oct. 7, 14,and 18,1997).

Current research in language acquisition(including its application to literacy)
and socio-psycholinguistics(Goodman,1996; Orwig, 1995; Spiegel, 1996; Weaver,
1994),indicates that reading is an interactive process encompassing the entire continuum.
Ifone claims to be a"whole language" proponent,including in a theoretical framework
elements ofphonemic,morphemic,and S)mtactic requirements,then the continuum

becomes weighted much like a see-saw with a heavy child on one end. Furthermore,if

the models ofreading proposed by Harste and Burke(Figure 2 below),truly reflect an
orientation to the three categories on the reading continuum,universal agreementthatthe
express purpose ofreading is to convey meaning is ignored in the first two models.
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Figure 2. Models ofReading.(Harste & Burke, 1979,p. 132).

Meaning is not apartofa model ofreading. It is the very heart and goal ofreading.
Only the whole language model places meaning in a more central position.

Language Processes

The answer to the question,"Whatis reading?"has heen sought hy psychologists,

linguists, and educators. B.F. Skinner's book VerbalBehavior(1957),greatly impacted
theories oflanguage learning and reading. Concentration ofinput shaped by

reinforcement were the hallmarks ofthis hehaviorist philosophy.Noam Chomsky(1959),
a renowned linguist who developed transformational grammar,disagreed. He contended
that every human mind contains an active language processor that allows the creative

generation ofsentences never before heard. Chomsky's theories in turn impacted reading
theories,notably that ofKen Goodman,who combined the disciplines oflinguistics and

reading education. His hooks are a long awaited look at the"nature oflanguage and the
science ofreading"(Goodman,1996,cover).Reading,Goodman says,is one element of
the many facets oflanguage processes. His theory placed reading in the semantic
household oflanguage(Figure 3 below).

ORAL LANGUAGE

WRITTEN LANGUAGE

PRODUCTIVE

Speaking

Writing

RECEPTIVE

Listening

Reading

Figure 3. Language Processes.(Goodman,1996,p.4).

Though diversity in language exists in internal structure,i.e. phonology,
morphology,grammar,and syntax, all languages when spoken act as vehicles for
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communication ofideas or meaning for affective or cognitive purposes. Goodman(1996)
states:

The process by which written language develops is the same as that for oral
language development.Both develop out ofthe need ofhumans to think

sjmibolically and to commimicate in a growing range ofcontexts and functions,
as individuals and as societies,(p. 119)

In a very real way,language,in all its diversity and complexity,is the human

vehicle for communicating meaning,for expressing the sense we are creating ofour
world. Our daughter,Beth Anne,an avid fourteen-year-old reader,proclaimed,"I'm a
good reader because Iread more thanjust written words-like eyes,minds,faces and art.
I read what it's saying" (October,1997).Reading,for her is simply another extension of

her mind's endless search for meaning.She sees animals in the clouds,laughter in the
rain,and poems at dusk. Our son,Jeremy,learned to "read" various makes and dates of

cars before he learned to read the car sale advertisements in the newspaper.
From the moment ofbirth,babies begin to visually process the world around

them. Gradually,shapes become meaningful and are incorporated into their personal
structure ofmeaning.People,objects,and places are identified and categorized. Infants

learn that Mommy is not Daddy and that dogs are different from cats(Smith,1997,p. 5,
6,73). The study ofsemiotics supports the fact that human beings are constantly in the
process ofcreating meaning from acoustical,visual, and tactical signs(Diaz-Rico &

Weed,1995,p.18-19). When children enter the classroom for the first time,they are
expected to leam how to read.Because they already possess the necessary skills for
distinguishing objects in the world,learning to read should simply require an extension of
the use ofthose skills. Frank Smith(1997)supports this assumption:
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Learning to read involves no learning ability that children haven't already
exercised in order to understand the language spoken at home or to make sense of

the visual world around them.In fact,learning to read should be very much
simpler,given the complexity ofthese earlier language and visual
accomplishments,(p.5)

According to Goodman(1996),"children[in a literate society]come to school

aheady rich in literary experiences,and having aheady learned to make sense ofprint"
(p. 119).Ifa child can speak,then,barring any severe mental handicaps,he/she will be
able to read because reading is a dimension oflanguage."There is...nothing about

reading that is unique as far as intellectual processes are concerned.From the point of
view oflanguage,reading makes no demands that the brain doesn't meet in the

comprehension ofspeech"(Smith, 1997,p. 1). Written language is simply that-written
language.It is another avenue in which the brain processes visual information and
interprets meaning.

In the wake ofthe discovery that reading is a language process,a composite

understanding ofreading has emerged.Drawn from several disciplines,this description
ofreading is based in the mysteries ofthe human brain within the context ofsocial
interaction:

Reading...is not merely a psycholinguistic process,involving a transaction
between the mind ofthe reader and the language ofthe text. Rather,reading is a
socio-psycholinguistic process,because the reader-text transaction occurs within

a social and situational context. (Weaver,1994,p.29)

Readers bring to the written page,metalinguistic,metacognitive and

metacomprehensive strategies(Weaver,1994,p. 23). Using these strategies,the human

mind interacts with the print and seeks to find meaning.The process is incredibly
complex,with a constant interplay ofmultiple strategies developed sinee birth. Research
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in the functioning ofthe human brain reveals that it simultaneously uses"thoughts,
emotions,imagination,and the senses to understand and interact with the environment"

(Diaz-Rico & Weed,1995,p. 19).

Foundational to the socio-psycholinguistic definition ofreading is the core

component ofmeaning. Without the search for meaning,there would be no language,

oral or written. All oral language would be only a barrage ofauditory insensibility,and
written language would be nothing hut a series ofmysterious symbols. A deep structure
to all forms ofcommunication gives purpose and creates motivation for speech and for
written language.
A New Model ofReading

Considering the current research,the following definition ofreading is proposed
as an answer to the question,"Whatis reading?"-the what,why,and how oflanguage
being given equal pause:

Reading is an extension oflanguageprocesses which involves the interpretation
oflinguisticsymbolsfor meaning transfer through the use ofmultiple strategies
requiring complex cognitive, affective, andsocial awareness.

Using this definition to build a model ofreading permits reading to take its rightful place
among other language processes. The model is presented in Figure 4,p. 14.
How Should Reading be Taught?

With a definition and model ofreading in hand,the second question,"How

should reading be taught?,"can now be explored.Two considerations underlying the
modified model are fundamental to its interpretation when applying it to the instruction
ofreading. First,the new reader is similar to the second language learner in that both
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LANGUAGE PROCESSES

From surface structure to deep structure
LISTENING

READING

phonemes

graphemes

morphemes/words

morphemes/words

sentences

1r

sentences

SEMANTICS

r

within a social context

SEMANTICS
within a social context

From deep structure to surface structure
SPEAKING
i

^

WRITING

phonemes

i

^

graphemes
morphemes/words

morphemes/words
sentences

sentences

SEMANTICS

SEMANTICS
within a social context

within a social context

Figure 4. A Model ofReading as Part ofOther Language Processes.

bring with them a knowledge ofhow language works,and metaeognitive strategies for
discerning meaning.Both are essentially learning a new semiotic framework in which to

encode deep structure. The new reader,therefore,should

be treated as one learning to

speak a language for the first time.He knows too much already. Because learning to read
for meaning is successful only ifthe target language is meaningful to the learner,

language acquisition must precede efficient reading.Ifthat is the case,then learning to
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read can be enhanced by instruction much the same way a second language learner
benefits from formal lessons.

Second,the goal ofall educators should be to assure the success ofthe greatest

munber ofstudents.Because each person is uniquely created with differing learning
styles,educators mustrecognize and respond to those styles in the formulation of

instructional methods.The reading model offers the possibility offocusing on any level

ofthe language-phoneme,morpheme,sentence,or semantic core.Forthe Numanggang
people ofPapua New Guinea(and for mostlanguage groups with recently developed
orthographies based on phoneme/grapheme match),multiple strategies are not only
functional,but highly productive.
Multi-Strateev Method

Mary Stringer, a member ofthe Papua New Guinea branch ofSIL,did an

extensive study in which a class ofnon-literate children from the Enga Province were

divided into three different groups. Teachers in one group used the Syllable Method,in

which reading instruction centered around phonics and systematic instruction,the goal
being"correct"reading strategies and written answers. The other group,using the
Process Method,was given much freedom.The teacher responsible for group two

allowed errors,discovery,and creativity. The third group was taught using both the
Syllable Method and the Process Method. Stringer(1987)analyzes the results:

The Enga pre-school study strongly indicates that those children training in both
methods...attack reading and creative writing with confidence. They predict well
and read with xmderstanding,including tone,stress and intonation,and with
obvious pleasure...Those who have been taught only the Syllable Method do not
readily write creatively and they tend to read haltingly,sounding out each syllable
before pronouncing the words,even when those words are known....Those
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exposed to only the Process Method...lack the skills to tackle new material thus

leading to a slow introduction to literacy.(Stringer, 1987,pp.8-9)
Following her research project. Stringer promoted her Multi-Strategy Method

(Stringer, 1993;Stringer &Faraclas, 1987)in which she integrated the whole language
approach with a systematic phonics approach to literacy teaming. Rempel(1993)
introduced a modified version-the Multi-Strategy Economy Method-to meet the needs

ofthe indigenous language groups ofPapua New Guinea who are working imder the
constraints of(1)poverty and(2)ofteachers who have only a minimal educational level.

The Economy model has a whole language track with creative writing and a phonics
track which is based on meaningful text. The phonics track includes word building
exercises and writing practice for spelling.In this method,reading natural meaningful
stories and building accuracy in word attack skills via phonics strategies are both
emphasized.In pilot projects the results are very promising.

Other research supports the multi-strategy philosophy(Cunningham,1996;Smith,
1997; An,1997). Cunningham(1996),a proponent ofthe Reading Recovery program,

states:"Research into the word identification process supports the need for reading and
writing as well as the need for explicit instmction on how to read and write and on

discovering how our alphabetic language works"(p.88).Smith(1997)believes every
approach is credible."Out of...tens ofthousands ofstudies only one basic and

incontrovertible conclusion can be drawn: All methods ofteaching reading look as if

they achieve some success,with some children,some ofthe time"(p. 3). No one strategy
should he touted to the exclusion ofother methods or strategies that have proven
successful. A balanced literacy program eclectically gathers strategies from numerous
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methodologies,combining them in a manner that supports the definition ofreading as a
language process. Spiegel(1996)proposes that:

Systematic direct instruction and many aspects ofwhole language can be blended
in ways that strengthen both approaches. Rather than looking for points of
conflict,literacy educators will benefit children more ifthey
look for points ofcompromise and opportunities to blend the best ofboth
viewpoints,(p.21)

In 1993,a task force composed often literacy consultants met in Papua New

Guinea to discuss the elements they deemed necessary to assure a balanced literacy
program. These specialists were a mix ofAustralians,Asians,and Americans and

therefore represented a broad spectrum oftheoretical persuasions and experience. All
agreed that four elements needed to be included in literacy programs:top-down and
bottom-up strategies,reading and writing. The core oftheir working model was

"Meaning and Comprehension"(M & C)ofthe written text(see Figure 5 on page 18).
Combination ofDirect Instruction and Whole Language Strategies for the Numanggang

For the Numanggang adults,a balanced program answers the need to incorporate

both traditional and introduced methods ofinstruction. Culturally appropriate ways of

instruction are demonstrations,either with or without verbal instructions. Learning takes
place by careful observation and participation. All the skills necessary for survival are

modeled by older members ofthe family,the children naturally acquiring those skills as

they mature(see APPENDIX Al:Educational Considerations,page 155).In the early
1930's,the Lutheran Church established a"church"school in Gain village. All
eligible children attended. For the first time,the Numanggang children encountered
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Figure 5. A Balanced Model(Rempel,1993,p. 19).

learning based on the perennialist and behaviorist models. Although inconsistent with

traditional forms oflearning by observation,the people seem to have accepted this
system as proper and have compartmentalized their lives into school and daily life.
In developing the program ofliteracy for the Numanggang people,reverence for
their traditional values figures heavily in the conceptual model.However,certain

elements ofdirect instruction for semi-literates will enhance the speed and proficiency
with which they become proficient readers in the vernacular,and indeed,are expected by
the Numanggang as an important component ofclassroom learning. When whole

language methods ofmodeling reading in a meaningful context were used in pilot

literacy courses in Tumun,interest increased,but undivided attention was also given the
teacher during sessions ofdirect instruction. Both methods proved successful.

Systematic instruction must continue as a component ofNumanggang literacy
programs,not only because it is functional,but because critical information,necessary
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for deriving meaning from the text lies at the phoneme and morpheme level. The transfer

primer which introduces the alphabet,however,moves rapidly into meaningful text-a
luxury available when the orthography reflects a one sound/one symbol correspondence,
and when the learners can aheady read in a second language.

Justification for the absolute necessity ofincluding whole language

methodologies for the Numanggang is presented in the Literature Review(p.22). The
linguistic reasons for including direct instruction in phonics are delineated in APPENDIX
Al:Linguistic Considerations(p. 160).
A New Instructional Model

Using the new reading model(Figure 4,p. 14), a new instructional model can be
devised. Founded within the setting ofsocial context,instructional content can be
systematically taught. Lessons would move much like the dial on a radio-each lesson

tuning into a different aspect ofmeaningful communication(see Figure6 on page 20).
The combination ofwhole language and direct teaching has yielded exceptional results in

pilot literacy projects.In May,1996,40 young people crowded into a small living room
in Tumun for five consecutive days to leam to read in Numanggang.Two hours in the
evening was designated for the class,but no one wanted to leave.Finally,after four
hours,the students were sent home in order to give the leaders a rest. On the final
evening,students were invited to share their original short stories with the class. The

excitement andjoy over becoming literate in their own language,something they
previously had deemed impossible,permeated the room.One story in particular caused
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hysterical laughter ail around - not because the author made mistakes, but because the
content of the story was so funny.

The following Sunday, selected class graduates read the Scripture portions in
church. Unlike the leader stumbling over a foreign text, the readers supported the verses
with amazing fluency and the writtenpage itself conveyed the meaning in a new and
profound manner because the language itself was their mother tongue.
Summarv

In attempting to leam to read in the vernacular, the Numanggang adults face a

myriad of obstacles. Their language was unwrittenuntil the late 1980's. A small percent
age of the adults can read withproficiency in either Kate or Melanesian Pidgin. However,

the history of literary traditionin a number of foreign languages skews the perception of
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reading,and the traditional view that secrets ofknowledge are hidden in words known

only to the"hig men"confuses the purpose ofwritten communication.Though rich in
oral tradition,the Numanggang do not appear to consider written language as an
extension ofspoken language.In order to combat the pervasive mystique ofwritten
words,literacy must be seen as an extension ofdaily oral language available to all
members ofthe society.

With the development ofthe Numanggang orthography and the production of
some translated material and indigenously authored and illustrated texts,the potential for

a vernacular literacy program is now possible. Literature produced in writers' workshops
and taught by Numanggang adults will form the core ofthe program.The simple
orthography utilizes only one grapheme for each phoneme and,therefore,lends itselfto

the proposed instructional model which incorporates elements ofboth the phonics and
whole language approaches. A transfer primer,which introduces the alphabet and
provides instruction in difficult linguistic features ofNumanggang,will supplement

collections oflocally produced literature. Ownership ofthe reading and writing process
in their mother tongue could potentially arrest the exclusive,esoteric perception of
literacy and place reading and writing within the reach ofevery Numanggang adult.
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CHAPTER TWO:LITERATURE REVIEW

It wasjust an old skeleton key.David Hjuium,a linguist analyzing the

Numanggang language,happened upon it one day,rasting in the wet grass. Thinking it
might fit the ancient locks used on some ofthe village homes,he offered it to a bystander
from another village who took it hesitantly. Several weeks passed. Finally,the new
owner ofthe key surreptitiously approached Hynum with the news that he could not

figure out how to use it. In the course ofthe conversation,the villager mentioned that

"others were saying the bomboongi('rich man')had given him the key to the cargo"
(Hynum,personal conversation, 1985). On another occasion,it was said that Hynum
visited the grave site after dark to converse with the ancestors who imparted to him their

knowledge and wealth. After all, he did no hard physical labor,but spent his day copying
down words and reading print.

The younger generation, who have experienced greater exposure to the world of

education,seem more at ease with the visiting linguists, eagerly offering help and
fnendship. Most ofthe older members ofthe village ofTumrm also have warmed to the

presence offoreigners. Those in distant villages,however,remain aloofand seem to eye
the white family with either awe or suspicion. Whether or not it can he conclusively

determined that the Numanggang see a connection between the linguist's preoccupation
with written language and his apparent higher economic status remains a matter of
speculation. Even ifattitude surveys were conducted,results would he uncertain for two
reasons:
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1) Direct questions concerning emotive or spiritual perceptions are not cultural
and are met with evasive answers.

2) Even ifa person being interviewed believed reading and writing was a secret
avenue to power,it is doubtful that it would be admitted due to consensual
adherence to the Lutheran faith.

The evidence in the literature,however,suggests that for the region, which is
steeped in a history ofnumerous cargo cult movements,literacy, at least in the recent
past,has been espoused as a way to receive cargo from the spirit world.In order for the

Numanggang to overcome esoteric and exclusivistic attitudes toward literacy which issue
from their epistemology,the influence ofthe cults,and the use offoreign literature,

written language must be seen as an extension oforal language. Only then can literacy
enter the realm ofdaily communication.

The literature review,therefore,will explore the reasons for the necessity ofusing
indigenously authored and illustrated materials in the Numanggang literacy program for
adults. The first section explores the reasons for the necessity ofusing indigenously
authored literature as the foundation for the adult literacy program in order to 1)remove
the mystique ofwritten language,and 2)create a connection between oral and written

language. The second section discusses 1)picture perception research in pre-literate

societies,and 2)the need for using indigenously illustrated literature in the Numanggang
adult literacy program.The third section,devoted to the generation ofa culturally
sensitive model for the literacy program,concludes the literature review.
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The Need for Indigenously Authored Literature
Written Language-Mystical or Meaninpfiil?

Literacy programs are never created in a vacuum.They involve real people in
authentic cultures. Whether approaching the phenomenon ofprint as a member ofa

literate society or a preliterate one,the new reader comes with unique prior knowledge
which wasformed within a particular system ofbeliefs and values.For the Numanggang,
a mystical view ofwords wasformed within the traditional cosmology and epistemology.
When writing in foreign words was introduced as the foundation for literacy programs,
the people's perception ofprint was filtered through their world view. A look at the
traditional beliefs ofthe Numanggang and the historical events which contributed to a

possible mystical perception ofreading and writing will clarify the need for vemacular
literacy programs based on indigenously authored literature.
Traditional Beliefs

Secret words. Certain Numanggang words are imbued with power-power to

bring prosperity or destruction. A traditional Numanggang refrains from pronouncing his
own name for fear it will give the hearer power over him/her.In-laws names are not
spoken. When planting a garden,the men glance around to see ifwomen or children are

present,then,while forcefully creating holes in the ground with a sharpened pole,they

repeatedly chant a secret word-mesia -to insure a good harvest(Hynum,personal
conversation, 1991). According to Lawrence(1964),the men ofthe region tied a piece of
tree(tembemeng in the Numanggang area)to a string before a hunt to create a bullroarer.
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Then "the leader breathed a spell over the bullroarer and whirled it in the bush, out of

sight ofwomen and children,so that the deity would provide plenty ofgame"(p. 17).
In the Gapun village in a rural area ofthe Sepik region ofPapua New Guinea,
Don Kulick and Christopher Stroud(1993)document this perception ofwords:

Certain words uttered in certain contexts are seen by the villagers to have the
power to bring about certain outcomes. Words constitute direct links to spiritual
powers,who will respond in desired ways ifthe proper words are said in the
proper manner. The power ofwords is thus a creative power;those who have

obtained verbatim knowledge ofa chant,for example,can utilize the power of
those words for their own purposes. Words are,in themselves,"roads": ways of
obtaining desired results,(p.40)

Traditional cosmoloev.The preoccupation with the proper use ofwords in

incantations and rituals is a natural result ofthe traditional cosmology ofthe Melanesian

culture, an area ofthe South Pacific which includes the coastal areas ofPapua New

Guinea(Meggitt, 1981).In the Melanesian view,the imiverse consisted ofthe tangible
physical world together with the people living in it, spirits ofpeople who had died,and
deities with creative power.The creative deities were thought to have endowed man with

culture through visions and dreams in which secret information necessary for social and
technical success were imparted to selected men or groups. Spirits ofthe ancestors,on

the other hand,were seen as protectors oftheir living kin,provided they were properly
appeased(Meggitt, 1981). According to Cochrane,the attitude ofthe dead was

ambivalent and rested on the use ofthe right formula."They were angered by breaches of
traditional customs and failure to execute funerary rites in a proper manner."These

spirits"were thoughtto be very powerful,capable ofdoing great harm or ofgiving help
and assistance"(p. 15).
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To underestimate the importance ofthe spiritual world is to misrmderstand the

traditional Melanesian cosmology. As Chipp,(1971)states:
It has been often demonstrated that among primitive men the threshold between
the dream world and the real world is slight or even nonexistent...The dream is
often considered even more real than actuality, since the dream world is the
abode ofthe ancestor and other spirits that control events in the real world,
(p. 163).

The spirit world,however,existed for the benefit ofthe living-ifthe living could
determine how to force the spirits to respond positively to their efforts at communication.

Describing the beliefsystem ofthe Ngaing people ofthe Rai Coastin Madang,Lawrence
(1964)comments,"Anthropocentrism and materialism were imdisguised in religion. The
world existed for man and he was the master ofit"(p.29). Dreams and trances were

perceived as"creative actions"through which economic advantage was gained

(Lindstrom 1993,p. 58). The purpose ofreligion for the Naing was to find the proper
ritual to use in relating to the ancestors and creative beings in order to prosper on the
earth. The connection with prosperity was logical:
During the period ofcreation,each deity appeared to men in a dream or lived
with them and instructed them how to produce his or her special part ofthe
culture. This included both secular and ritual techniques. Ritual

techniques...involved the symbolic repetition ofactions performed by the deity
at the time ofcreation and the knowledge ofan esoteric formula or spell,the
secret name(wawing buingna)ofthe deity or artifact invented....It was assumed

that, as long as ritual was correctly performed,the relevant deity had no option
but to grant immediate success in any serious vmdertaking"(Lawrence, 1964,
p. 17).

The traditional Melanesian value ofexchange-you do something for me,and I

must do something for you-figured in this reciprocal relationship with the spirit world.
Ifthe right rituals and incantations were performed,then the spirits were obligated to
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respond The cultural necessity ofpay back-you act destructively toward me or my
clan and I must act destructively toward you-also created the expectation that

performing rituals and incantations improperly,or in public would cause tragic
consequences.

Exclusivistic enistemoloev.Proper communication with both deities and

ancestors that procured the desired results required the acquisition ofcertain esoteric

knowledge and was accomplished through inherently ambiguous techniques,i.e., dreams,
spirit mediums,visions,and incantations(Cochrane,1970;Lawrence,1964;Lindstrom,
1993;Nash,1983)."That is, communications with the supematural or non-empirical in

Melanesia were essentially oracular,ritualized,and as susceptible ofmisinterpretation as
ever they were at Delphi or at Cumae"(Meggitt, 1981,p. 301).Not only were these

techniques ambiguous,but they were accessible to only the spiritually endowed-those

who were able to acquire knowledge through divine revelation,not human intelligence
and reasoning:

The human intellect on its own...counted for nothing,the only valid sources
ofimportant knowledge were assumed to be myths and revelations by deities
during dreams or other singular experiences. Such knowledge...consisted in the
possession ofcorrect ritual secrets.(Lawrence,1964,p.244)

Throughout Melanesia,according to Lawrence(1964),the mark ofleadership was
the possession of"true knowledge."Although this knowledge "included secular-

empirical techniques,[it]...was considered primarily the ability to maintain
relationships" with ancestors and deities through"the repetition ofesoteric formulae and
sjmiholic actions"(p.226).
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Only"big men"-important leaders-were privy to the mystical power that gave

them access to secret knowledge,allowing them to communicate with and manipulate
spirit beings(Cochrane, 1970;Lawrence,1964; Worsley,1970). Among the Elema of
southern Papua New Guinea,select elderly leaders,or avai,were"endowed with mental

powers,and were the only ones who could imdertake communal religious technology"
(Cochrane, 1970,p. 8). Their definitive possession ofahea,or heat,gave them the
necessary"exclusive knowledge"and "ability to control the dead"(p. 15-16)and,thus,
obtain their assistance for the community.Initiation rites, magic,and other rituals were
performed by these important men.They were,as well,the dominant political leaders
(Cochrane, 1970). Quoting Firth(1967),Cochrane(1970)states:

The'big men's'power to overcome difficulties came from their possession of
mana.Basically mana refers to a kind ofpower beyond the ordinary-notjust
physical strength but power ofa less tangible kind though it must be
demonstrated by physical results,(p.71).

Unusual and "great achievements could be empirically ascribed to possession of

mana"(Cochrane, 1970,p. 71).Ifpowerful enough,Numanggang me wapuhi("big
men")could turn themselves into animals when convenient. It is told that one man

became a snake and rode home in his wife's string bag to avoid getting wet in the rain.
Another became a cassowary simply to prove his power(D.Hynum,personal

conversation, 1991). The women,however,were excluded from the presence ofthe men

during the practice ofmagic rituals. Even among the men,only a few knew the mysteries
ofsanguma("magic")sufficiently to procure the tangible results ofsuccess in war,
hunting,and planting.
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Major Events Contributing to Cargo Mentality

When Europeans entered the Melanesian world in the 1800's,their presence,life
style,and beliefsystems were interpreted by the natives according to their traditional

cosmology and epistemology. As more and varied foreigners arrived,the beliefsystems
ofthe area absorbed the ever changing environment created by the newcomers,

attempting to adapt the substance,but not the structure ofthose foreign systems.Thus,as
the history of"cargo cults"evolved in Melanesia,the underlying traditions of
anthropocentrism,emphasis on technological or economic results,the societal and

religious fabric ofexchange,and the prominence of"big men"with their exclusive

possession of"true knowledge"remained constant(Nash,1983;Lawrence,1964).
In this section,a briefintroduction to some ofthe events contributing to cargo
cult thinking and shifts in pervasive beliefs in the Madang and Morobe Region will be

presented,including the arrival offoreigners,cargo movements.The New Apostalic
Church,and Habitat for Humanity.It will be apparent in the ensuing discussion that

although the theme ofnew divine revelation ofknowledge was woven throughout the

various events and cult movements,the ever changing beliefsystems were consistently
grounded on traditional values and religion.

Nikolai Miklouho-Maclav.The first white person to demand entry into the

Melanesian cosmic order in the Madang/Morobe region was Nikolai Miklouho-Maclay,a
Russian Baron who visited the Rai Coast on three occasions in the 1870's and 1880's for

prolonged periods oftime. Apparently bold and self-confident,he was determined to be

accepted by the natives,and accomplished his goal. The people concluded that he"was a
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local deity who had invented a new type ofmaterial culture and had now appeared to
give it to the people"(Lawrence,1964,p.59). According to Lawrence(1964):
Once Maclay had overcome the initial awe and wonder caused by his arrival, and
had established his bona fides,the people treated him with respect and goodwill.
They were able to assimilate him to their own pattern ofrelationships by
exchanging goods and services with him on what they regarded as an equitable
basis. Hence they came to think ofhim as an intrinsic part oftheir own world,
(p.233)

Arrival ofthe Germans. Maclay warned the people that more Europeans would
follow-some good and some bad. Romilly and Finsch,Germans with the New Guinea

Company,arrived in 1881 and,because they knew Maclay and treated the local people
kindly,the natives accepted their presence. The German occupation,beginning on Nov
27,1884 with the raising ofa flag at Finschhafen on the Huon Penninsula,however,
initiated a period ofintense effort on the part ofthe local people to maintain order to their
challenged cosmology(Lawrence, 1964).
In 1886, German Lutherans with The Neuendettelsau Mission arrived in

Finschhafen. Under the leadership ofRev.C.Keyser,the mission developed a strategy to
evangelize entire villages rather than individuals. These villages then provided Christian

leaders to work in other villages as evangelists and teachers."This system ofgroup
approach soon proved its worth: it enabled the natives to adopt Christianity on their own

terms and increased the missions effective field staff(Lawrence,1974,p. 52).
How much ofthe Lutherans'intended theological interpretation ofthe Bible

remained in tact as it was introduced from village to village by new converts is open to
speculation. Numerous syncretistic systems emerged.That this should occur is expected
according to Nash(1983)who defines syncretism as"an adaptive strategy designed to
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overcome cognitive dissonance caused by conflicting information,world-views,and

desires"in which"new information and data are worked into an already existing
infrastructure"(Nash,1983,p. 18). According to Lawrence(1964),Christianity was
recast in the traditional venue ofmaterialism and anthropocentrism:
All the main teachings ofthe new religion-The Creation,The Fall ofMan,The
Great Flood,and even The Resurrection and Second Coming-were stripped of
their spirituality and given a thoroughly pragmatic meaning. They became a new
origin myth ofthe cargo,while Christian faith, worship,and morality were
understood as the effective means ofobtaining it: the rot bilong kako(Pidgin
English),the road along which the cargo would come...The natives' expectation
that cargo would arrive from God involved the reconstruction and enlargement of
their cosmos so as to embrace the new ideas introduced by Christianity and what
they had leamt from general contact with Europeans;(Lawrence,1964,p. 75,77).

The Lutherans used Anut,the local term ofthe Rai Coast for the original creative deity,
as the name for God.The choice did not fully express the Judeo-Christian interpretation
ofa creator ofheaven and earth. According to local mythology,Anut did not create the

universe but"emerged from a cave and 'put'the other natural phenomena"(Lawrence,

1964,p.21)in place. The Christian Anut,therefore,fit into their traditional cosmology as
another spirit being to be manipulated.

This revised cargo beliefbased on Christian doctrines "spread throughout much
ofthe southern Madang District by the early 1930's.It was current all along the coast
between Bongu and Sek by 1920,and thereafter traveled inland as the country was
opened up by Administration patrols and mission parties"(Lawrence, 1964,p. 81). The

rapid propagation ofthe quasi-Christian cargo doctrines was also aided by some Lutheran
and Catholic mission helpers who had minimal education under mission tutelage due to
rapid expansion and the need for workers. Lawrence(1944)states that:
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such men,working far away from the supervision ofEuropean missionaries and,
because they were not employed within their natal congregations,in villages
where they lacked the restraints imposed by kinship obligations,rapidly got out of
hand....Convinced that the cargo would come only when everybody had embraced
Christianity,they spared no efforts to hasten the event,(pp.82-83)
Because the local people did not understand the material and economic realities of

European society,their observations led them to believe that the white people did no
work. Their possession ofsuch prolific material wealth,must therefore,be the result of

"secret magical power"(Worseley,1970,p. 54). Determined to obtain this cargo,they
religiously followed the missions injunctions. Butthe cargo did not come,and in the

early 1930's dissatisfaction erupted within the region. Some blamed the Europeans and
absolved the missionaries. Others laid the onus at the feet ofthe European Christians,
claiming"they were holding back information: some vital part ofChristianity wherein
the cargo secret lay"(Lawrence,p. 16). A letter sent to the Rev.R.Hanselmann ofthe

Bongu Lutheran Congregation in 1933 expresses this fiaistration:

Why do we not leam the secret ofthe cargo? You people hide the power ofthe
Europeans from us...True,the Mission has taught us Christianity but...the white
men are hiding the cargo secret...from us. We are destined to be complete
paupers,absolutely destitute.(Lawrence,1964,p.89)
During the mid-1930's,the situation worsened and other accusations were made

against the Lutheran church.Due to a general malaise among the native population
concerning church affairs and failure to send their children to the mission schools,two

church conferences were held in the Madang district. The mission was accused ofhiding
the secret to the eargo and the breach,though at first mended,festered."A large

proportion ofboth the Lutheran and Catholic congregations had become thoroughly
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convinced ofthe missionaries' duplicity. No amount ofargument,even from sincere

native Christians,could restore confidence"(Lawrence,1964,p. 90).
Some believed parts ofthe Bible had been purposefully omitted when translated

into native vernaculars. The partial translations ofthe Bible in circulation,together with
new portions being released periodically,added to the perception that the secret had not
yet been disclosed(Worsley, 1970). Others felt that the missionaries had withheld the

secret name ofGod which,ifrepeated,would force him to give them cargo. Anut-the
audible form ofaddress was obviously powerless(Lawrence,1964).
Cargo movements in the Morobe district. Several cargo movements were birthed

in the Morobe District during this period ofquestioning. A man,living in the Markham
Valley in the early 1930's,had visions ofJesus Christ and his dead father. He claimed the

ancestors would initiate the end ofthe world with earthquakes and floods and all who

wished to be safe should take refuge immediately in the nearby mountains(Worseley,
1970).In 1933,Upikno ofthe Huon Peninsula took the name ofLazarus and taught

people songs he leamed from "voices."He proclaimed the missionaries were no longer
needed and would be replaced by natives. Similarly,a young 10-year-old boy began
hearing voices and announced the retum ofthe ancestors with houses,food,and riches

for those who prayed diligently. Then in 1935,Marafi,another Markham inhabitant,
reported a visitation from Satan who"had taken him into the bowels ofthe earth, where

he had seen the spirits ofthe dead who dwelt there"(Worsley,1970,p. 111). He
proclaimed that when everyone believed in Satan as the Supreme Being,the dead would

retum to earth in a cataclysmic event ofearthquake,darkness and the raining ofbuming
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kerosene from heaven.Following the catastrophe,those who had taken refuge in large
commimal dwellings would be provided with canned meat,lamps,rifles,loin-cloths and
tobacco by the spirits ofthe dead(Worsley,1970).
Despite suppression and exposure by government officials,the entire"Morobe

District was affected by similar cults"(Worsley,1970,p. 113)by this time."Virtually the
whole native population was familiar with at least one ofthe propounded cargo beliefs

and the idea that Europeans were hiding the cargo secret"(Lawrence,1964,p. 104).
World War II. In an attempt to stem the tide ofthe cargo movements,the Civil
Administration opened an English school at Mis in 1941. The natives"believed that at

last they would be able to read the Europeans'Bible in toto and discover the cargo secret
for themselves"(Lawrence, 1964,p. 102),hut the school was forced to close early in
1942 when the Japanese invaded. The sudden appearance ofmassive war equipment in
the form ofships,planes,soldiers,rifles, etc. confirmed to the local people that the
Europeans did,indeed,know the secret formulae and rituals necessary to obtain cargo
from the spirit world(Lawrence, 1964).

Cargo movements after the war.Increased interaction with the occupying forces
during the war and with the personnel ofthe Civil Administration after the war created
more opportunity for shifting syncretism. Yali,an ambitious man who had served in the

Police Force and in the Australian Army,became the recognized leader ofa major cargo
movement in the area. Yali imderstood from observation both on his own island and in

Australia that the Europeans were able to make their own goods. Nevertheless,their
knowledge,he believed,had been given to them by their god.In addition, he claimed that
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this god supplemented men's efforts by providing added cargo during times ofduress,if
properly invoked(Lawrence, 1964).

Another movement headed by Kaum ofKalinam appeared in 1946.Kaum

claimed to have died in prison after being severely treated by native police. While in

heaven,he said he had seen the spirits ofthe dead and God making cargo.During his
visit to the spirit world,he learned new rituals and thereafter prophesied that aircraft and
ships would be arriving with cargo(Lawrence,1964).

During this time,Yali continued to revise his beliefs. Having seen religious
paraphemalia from New Guinea in a museum in Brisbane,Australia,Yali conferred with
a local prophet and concluded that the missionaries had stolen their local deities.In June

and July of1948,he traveled through the Finisterre mountains advocating a return to
"pagan religious ceremonies so that the old gods and goddesses could be lured back to

New Guinea to usher in a new period ofprosperity"(Lawrence,1964,p. 192). Some
villages were receptive; others, having received considerable mission education remained

"steadfastly devoted to the Lutheran Mission"(Lawrence,1964,p. 198).
Later continuation ofsvncretism. Little is written concerning cargo movements
after 1950 in the Madang and Morobe regions. The general consensus in the literature

seems to be the constantly shifting adaptations ofan essentially simplistic religious
technology:

Religious symbols,metaphor,and rituals are often retained,but their focus or
direction has changed. The cult ofthe ancestors seems to have survived

colonialism and contact,but subtle changes have been introduced which reflect
new information and data...Rituals are still performed to achieve economic and

political success,butthe context ofthe economic goal has changed. One works
rituals hoping to make enough money to buy a Toyota truck,and one also takes a
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further Western preeaution by procuring employment so as to earn cash.(Nash,
1983,p. 17)

A tendency to try any potential avenue to spiritual success permeates the thinking.
Gochrane(1970)relates an incident in North Malaita ofthe Solomon Islands that

illustrates this eclectic attitude ofexperimenting in order to light upon the right formula:
One day,as I was passing the fringing reefs ofthe Lau lagoon in north Malaita,
the engine ofour small boat broke down. Attempts to restart the engine were
vmsuccessful and the boat gradually drifted towards the reefs.

I noticed the Solomon Island skipper making use ofhis rosary heads as we
drifted closer,in between his frenzied attempts to restart the engine.Even nearer
to the reefhe saw one ofhis old pagan shrines on the headland,he then called on
the spirits ofhis ancestors for assistance. It was all to no avail. We struck the reef

and had to swim ashore.(Cochrane, 1970,p. xxvi & xxvii)

Nash(1983)suggests that the Melanesians involved in cargo cult mentality are
living in two worlds-the past and the present:

Continuity with the past mustremain because it is impossible to totally scrap
one's cognitive structures and appropriate new cognitive structures. Even the

tendency to introduce innovation is imderstandahle from a traditional viewpoint:
religion is supposed to produce results;ifit does not,something is wrong with
that religion.(Nash, 1983,p. 17)

Even present day Christianity,now integrated with commimity life and values
remains subject tojudgment. Tippet(1992)met a disillusioned young Christian man in
Papua New Guinea who complained:

A few years ago I became a Christian because I wanted to achieve the white

man's status and wealth.I wanted a goodjob,with a good wage and a house like
the white men have.I worked hard in mission educational institutions, and I was
baptized. But now it is all empty and worth nothing,(p.D-113)

Similarly,a national pastor confided in the resident missionary after they had worked
together for many years,"Now we have shared everything,won't you tell me the secrets

Jesus gave you"(Tippet, 1992,pp.D113-Dl14)? The continual search for spiritually
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based economic success reflects Lawrence's(1964)observation,"The people ...had no
sense ofobligation to gods who were economically worthless or inferior, and would

exchange them for others who offered better prospects"(p.245).
The New Apostolic Church movement.For nearly fifty years,the Lutheran

mission held solejurisdiction over the Numanggang.The native congregational elders

and teachers dominated the community spiritually, educationally,and politically.
However,undercurrents oftraditional attempts to find the road to the cargo persisted.
Some villages were more prone to revisitations with past beliefs than others.

In the early 1980's,Mangai,a married woman from the village ofDoing,received
a spiritual endowment ofpower.Living at the squatters' settlement in the city ofLae,she

attended a meeting ofthe New Apostolic Church(NAC),and thereafter began to pray
effectively for healing among those in the settlement.During this time her husband
became very ill, and begged his wife to pray for him lest he die,but she refused until he

agreed to repent ofhis evil ways.He consented;she prayed and he was miraculously
healed.

The events created eager enthusiasm,and the Canadian leaders ofthe NAC were

invited to visit the Numanggang area. Renting a helicopter,they flew to a number ofthe

villages in the mountainous community,convincing the people that adherence to their

faith would ensure entrance into heaven. Their motivation,however,was dubious as they
had entered the country illegally and falsely claimed the endorsement ofDavid Hynum,
the SIL translator working in conjunction with the Lutheran Church in the village of
Tumun.The team continued their activities for several months before they were
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discovered and deported by the government.The legacy left behind is a syncretistic
group which has melded Christianity and the New Apostolic Church together with
traditional cargo cult and ancestral sorcery practices in an exclusivistic sect.

The New Apostolic Church,originating in England and currently based in Zurich,
Switzerland,claims that"it is necessary to be endowed with the Holy Spirit by an
Apostle in order to have fellowship with God,the Father and His Son"IThe New

Apostolic Church,1997, p. 5).In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries,
earnest seekers in England,Scotland,and Germany became dissatisfied with the state of

Christianity(Burklin, 1978;The New Anostolic Church,n.d.). Believing in the need to

emulate the early church,"twelve men were declared to be apostles and were solemnly
ordained to that ministry on July 14,1835,in London"(Burklin, 1978, p.68). Later,as

the need for more apostles arose,more were appointed,and today more than forty men
are ordained apostles. These apostles possess ultimate spiritual authority."The apostles
are mediators between God and man. Without them no salvation,no true life in God

would be possible. They have power to remit sins and to cleanse from iniquity"(Burklin,
1978,p.75).The sacrament ofHoly Sealing,in which a person receives the Holy Spirit,
must be administered by an apostle,who utters prescribed words while laying his hands
on the believer's head. The other sacraments ofHoly Baptism and Holy Communion,
also accompanied by ritual words and ceremony,may be administered by one who is

commissioned(Invitation to the First Resurrection and the Kingdom ofPeace. 1983).
When the New Apostolic Church was introduced to the Numanggang,the
relegation ofpower and knowledge to a few men fit comfortably into their traditional
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system ofauthority and epistemology.Furthermore,the emphasis on divine revelation in
addition to the Scriptures(Invitation to the First Resurrection and the Kingdom ofPeace.

1983)sanctioned the search for another possible avenue for the road to prosperity. Soon
cargo cult practices such as storing exhumed hones ofancestors in designated rooms in

homes,and ritualized immorality and early marriages for purposes offecimdity mingled
with NAC teachings. Cultural unity within the larger group disintegrated and the
confiision initially precipitated a near return to tribal warfare and hatred.

HabitatFor Humanitv.Habitat For Humanity arrived in the Numanggang village
OfTumun in 1981. Millard Fuller,the founding father ofHabitat,annoimced the

possibility ofpermanent housing for everyone ifthey would work together. Numerous

years ofdedication and cooperation ensued. Many houses were built and several projects
were birthed in neighboring communities. But,in the mid 90's enthusiasm waned. The

monthly pajmients created a burden. New house construction,dependent on the revenue
collected Jfrom those who had received a new home,slowed. The reasons for the

dwindling participation can only be surmised.It was evident at the onset ofthe project
that involvementin the translation ofthe Bible into Numanggang was abandoned by
many in preference for involvement with Habitat. Was the housing project seen as the

coming ofmaterial wealth? Did the reality ofhard work and monetary obligations dim

their hope offree gifts from the ancestors? Was the waning interest in the project an
indication ofthe ever shifting search for the road to the cargo?
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Reading and Writing: A Road to the Cargo?

Introduction to literacy by foreigners. Given the traditional Numanggang world

view and the historical events exacerbating the penchanttoward a search for prosperity
through spiritual encounters,reading and writing were,understandably,not interpreted
within a pragmatic Western grid. Literacy was construed,at least by some,as a means to

an end-material blessing. Historical anecdotal records indicate that reading and writing
were considered to be magical rituals performed by the powerful foreigners.
Essential to the proper interpretation ofthe following glimpses into history is the
recognition that cross-cultural miscues do not denote inferiority on the part ofeither
party,but rather a misunderstanding or misinterpretation ofthe information or

observation in focus. Street(1987)squarely criticizes the accounts ofthe uses ofliteracy
in the cults as emphasizing "the supposed cognitive deficiencies ofthe native mind and

thereby[serving]to understate their ideological and political significance"(Street, 1987,
p. 18). Early exposure to literacy was filtered through the structure and purposes ofthe
foreigners and,as any introduced custom,was subject to unique local interpretation.
A particularly salient incident which demonstrates the curious manner in which

early missionaries explained reading and writing occurred in the Cook Islands. Street

(1987)relates an account written by J. Williams working among the Raratonga in 1837
(spelling and punctuation remain as in the original):

In the erection ofthis chapel,a circumstance occurred which will give a striking
idea ofthe feelings ofan untaught people,when observing for the first time,the
effects ofwritten communication. As 1 had come to the work one morning
without my square,1 took up a chip,and with a piece ofcharcoal wrote upon it a
request that Mrs. Williams should send me that article. 1 called a chiefwho was

superintending his portion ofthe work,and said to him "Friend take this; go to
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our house and give it to Mrs. Williams."...Pereeiving me to be in earnest,he took

it and asked"What mustI say?"Ireplied"You have nothing to say;the chip will
say all I wish'. With a look ofastonishment and contempt,he held up the piece of
wood and said'How can this speak/ has this a mouth?". On arriving at the house,
he gave the chip to Mrs. Williams,who read it,threw it away,and went to the
tool chest; whither the chief,resolving to see the result ofthis mysterious

proceeding,followed her closely. On receiving the square from her,he said,'Stay
daughter,how do you know that this is what Mr.Williams wants?''Why'she
replied,'did you not bring me a chipjust now?''Yes',said the astonished

warrior,'butI did not hear it say anything'.'Ifyou did not,I did', was the reply,
'for it made known to me what he wanted,and all you have to do is return with it

as quickly as possible'. With this the chiefleaped out ofthe house,and catching
up the mysterious piece ofwood,he ran throughout the settlement with the chip
in one hand and the square in the other,holding them up as high as his arms
would reach,and shouting as he went,'See the Wisdom ofthese English people;
they can make chips talk! they can make chips talk!'(p. 14)
As more Europeans arrived,setting up mission stations and businesses,the local
people reached the conclusion that the white people seemed to accumulate wealth

without hard physical labor. Rather,"they directed the work ofnative employees,sat in
offices and wrote on bits ofpaper and,when they wanted fresh supplies ofgoods,sent
their servants with chits to the store"(Lawrence, 1964,p.228). Unwittingly,the
newcomers assumed the status oftraditional"big men"who knew the proper formulae
and rituals(Cochrane, 1970).

The experience ofthe local people when invited to the schools provided by the
foreigners,however,was qualitatively different than the anticipated expectation of

learning the wisdom ofthe Europeans.Schooling was circumscribed by the particular

goals ofthe missions to produce converts,teach the doctrines ofChristianity,and
maintain their position(Street, 1987; Worsley,1970). Street(1987)describes mission
education among the Fijians:
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In the mission schools texts were limited,reading was emphasized rather than

writing,writing materials were scarcely available, while teaching techniques
involved chanting,repetition and copying with little attempt'to convey meaning
to the mind ofthe student'. All ofthis experience provided the Fijians with a
model ofliteracy in which manipulation and ritual were paramount,(p.26)
Relating information from the Sydney Morning Herald on March 19,1960,Lawrence
(1964)tells ofa youth in the Wewak Administration School who wrote to an Australian

pen pal requesting'"magic for think'...so that he could get into a higher class"
(Lawrence, 1964,p. 271).

The natives"found themselves being provided with only a modified version of

literacy practice,that served to maintain their subordination rather than opening new

doors to the wealth they saw displayed by Europeans"(Street, 1987,p 15). They were
well aware that the missions education was limited in scope. Subjects such as science,
geography,business and economics,and history were seldom taught. As noted
previously,they recognized that only partial translations ofthe Bible were made

available to them. This lack contributed to the thinking that"the'secret' part ofChristian

knowledge[was being]hidden by the Whites"(Worsley, 1970,p. 249).

Forge(1971)relates a personal incident which highlights this perception ofthe
white man's deception concerning literacy:

A group oflatmiil in Kararau,...had found a picture ofThoth the ibis-headed
Egyptian god ofwisdom-used as a trade mark by an Australian book
distributing firm-on the back ofa mission school book. This,and the
accompanying advertisement,they had copied out and showed to me as

conclusive proofthat the whites had also sprung from totemic ancestors. My
translation ofthe text, which was irrelevant to the origin ofman and the nature of
the cosmos,convinced them that 1,like the other whites,was determined to
deceive them.(p.291)
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In recent years,the attempt to replicate the social institution ofeducation in

another culture without adapting the structure and purposes to conform to the new

environment has come into question by the Christian community:
We have transplanted such institutions with all good intentions on the assumption
that they are working well at home(an assumption that itselfneeds examining)
and that,therefore,they will work well here. But they don't seem to live up to our
expectations,and we often don't know why.Indeed,they prove disruptive to
indigenous values and cultural traits that we would otherwise wish to

maintain....An educational model having validity in one society may not easily be
transferred to another.(Kraft, 1996,p.287)

Lawrence(1964)claims that"there was virtually no success in giving [the
Melanesians]...Western secular education."He cites the failure ofthe Imperial German
Administration to "disseminate a rational imderstanding ofthe new colonial order" and

the Australian Mandate Administration in their attempt to establish schools. Because the

students were not taught English proficiency to the point ofmastery,"they were not
equipped to get a true insight into Western culture"(p.230).
The missions and governmental agencies can hardly be criticized for the dearth of

vernacular materials and for their limited dispensation ofmother tongue literacy in a
country with so many languages and few trained workers. However,the rigid adherence

by the foreigners to the Western educational structural system and the attempt to import
their pragmatic view ofreading and writing naturally created discord with traditional

customs and beliefs. Having been subject to the process ofusing literacy in ritualized
manners in restricted situations by the foreign teachers,the local people "tried to
manipulate [literacy]...in the same way as the Europeans in order to establish their own
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authority and political position"(Street, 1987,p.26). Meggitt,as quoted by Street(1987)
states:

Many Melanesians displayed a cruiously ritualized(yet practieally
understandable)attitude towards literacy. They took writing to be merely one
more ofthose inherently ambiguous modes ofcommunication with the

supernatural with which they were aheady familiar. From this point ofview,the
virtue ofwriting lay in men's ability to manipulate it as an entity in a defined
ritual fashion so that they could get a grip on the mission god and force from him
his secrets.Indeed,writing soon came to be,in itself, an important symbol ofthe
very goals ofwealth and authority to whieh people aspired. Many regarded words
as simply aspects ofthe Word,a mark ofimpending millennium and a'Road to

Cargo.'^p.20-21)
Such attitudes toward literacy manifested in cultic uses ofreading and writing.
One group called the "Luve-ni-wai"or"Children ofthe Water"placed great importanee
"on books,records,codes ofsignals and other written paraphernalia"(Street, 1987,
p. 19). A cult group among theYamikum attempted to mimic the business affairs ofthe

white people by constructing "a 'faktori', an 'ofis', and a series ofbuildings meant to
represent a business complex"(Nash, 1983,p. 9). Another group,"the Tuka cult

emphasized writing,both in the sayings ofits prophet,Ndugomi,and in its organizational
framework,with 'scribes' among the hierarchy ofofficials and Bible references
prominent"(Street, 1987,p. 20).

Sending children to school became a means offinding the road to wealth and

prosperity-a concept not entirely alien to Westem ideology. However,schooling,at
least among some was interpreted "in terms oftheir millenarian world view...the

ultimate purpose ofschooling[being]...to reveal to their children the secret ofthe Cargo"
(Kulick & Stroud,p. 41). When a Karkar Lutheran congregational elder was informed
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that the local mission and the Administration were starting a program to teach English he
exclaimed,"Now we shall have aeroplanes and ships"(Lawrence, 1964,p. 271)!
Street(1987)interprets this desire for education in less patronizing terms than simply a
search for cargo secrets:

Iftheir aim is represented as 'to get a grip on the missionary God and force from
him his secrets' then it can be interpreted...as attempting to get a grip on the
mission goods and force from the missionaries the secrets oftheir wealth and

power.In these efforts they were,in fact, quite right to recognize that literacy was
closely connected with such wealth and power.Ifthey wanted the latter they had
to command the former and the Europeans had shown them one way to do so.
(p.26)

The inadequacy ofthis attitude toward literacy denigrates a viable form ofhrunan

communication and interaction. Reading and writing,in this case,are worth exploring
only for material gain. The profound impact that poetry,plays,novels,short stories, and
journalism have had on literary societies is,in fact, hidden from the Melanesians.
Literacy does not belong to all ofthem,but rather to those who can break the code and

find the secret to prosperity. In promoting a circumscribed version ofliteracy,the foreign
educators unwittingly provided the milieu from which "ritualized literacy"(Street, 1987,
p. 19)emerged.

Introduction to literacv in foreign languages. Not only was the initial encounter

with literacy in the Madang and Morobe Region regulated by foreigners, but the language

ofliteracy was foreign as well. The mysterious quality ofthe print,therefore,supported
their traditional view ofesoteric knowledge and contributed to their interpretation ofthe
purpose ofreading and writing. The Numanggang were no exception. Their first

introduction to print came with the arrival ofthe Lutheran missionaries in 1929. Teaching
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the people to read in Kate,an unfamiliar coastal language,initially shrouded the activity
in ambiguity. Later,the Lutheran mission adopted Melanesian Pidgin as the lingua franca
ofthe church and all religious materials were produced accordingly. While easier to read

because ofshort words and limited vocabulary,the grammatical structure ofPidgin
reflected the English language,not the local languages such as Kate.English was

introduced as the accepted national language and the only one to be used in public
education. Lawrence(1964)cites the Field and Clinical Survev Report ofthe Mental
Health ofthe Indigenes ofthe Territorv ofPapua and New Guinea in which Sinclair

(1957)states that the"beliefin the magical effects oflearning to speak English and the
beliefin its supposed power to confer all the material benefits ofour culture may be an

important underlying drive towards the acquisition ofa European'education'"(p.271).
A few gifted individuals learned Kate fluently and a number ofthe elders

continue to preach in this coastal language on Sundays. Most,however,stumble severely
whenever attempting to read. Only a very small percentage ofthe population is proficient
enough in English to read or write,and no adults have ever been observed reading aloud
in English. Melanesian Pidgin,because ofits growing use as the language oftrade,and
because it is easy to read,is rapidly becoming the language used in written materials for
the region.

Vernacular literacy,on the other hand,has the potential ofplacing printed
material in the arena ofdaily communication.Numanggang is still the language ofchoice
used in activities within the community.Initial work in adult literacy has proven the
value ofusing historical accounts in Numanggang oftheir ancestors,traditional stories.
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and personal stories ofcurrent life experiences-all ofwhich are told and re-told on
countless verandahs for evening entertainment. Unlike secret incantations and chants

known only to powerful men and women who claim to have experienced dreams,visions,
and encounters with spiritual beings,these oral accounts are all within the domain ofthe

average Numanggang,both child and adult. Initial literacy work,using these vernacular
oral stories, has indicated that written words in Numanggang can he viewed as an

extension oforal communication rather than as a tool for mystical power manipulation.
Summarv

The traditional Melanesian cosmic order included creative deities, spirits ofthe
dead and those presently living.In antiquity,the deities endowed men with culture and

the secret formulae and rituals necessary to manipulate the spirit world.Both deities and
the spirits ofthe dead could be forced into beneficial or destructive actions toward those

living. Only leaders("big men")who possessed the"true knowledge"ofthe rituals and
incantations,however,could operate with the power necessary to control the cosmos.

Beginning with Maclay's arrival in 1871 on the Madang coast and culminating in
current encounters with wealthy foreigners,the local people ofthe Madang and Morobe
region have been forced to integrate new information and observations with traditional

beliefsystems. The Numanggang's initial encounter with foreigners came when German
missionaries ofthe Lutheran Church evangelized the area. Later encounters with

Australians,American and Japanese soldiers, SIL linguists,NAG leaders from Canada,
and Habitat for Humanity personnel from the United States continued to require
adaptation.
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The events ofthis century indicate that one result ofcontact was the development
ofnumerous malleable syncretistic beliefs rather than rejection ofthe original

epistemology and conception ofthe cosmic order.Interpreting reading and writing in a
manner consistent with their world view,literacy became a ritualized activity, at times
even being incorporated into cultic practices.
Although the Numanggang would be loath to disclose their internalized belief

structure should it conflict with that ofthe European questioning them,there are
indications that some ofthe Numanggang continue to search for the elusive road to the

cargo. Because literacy was filtered through the structure,purposes,and chosen

languages ofthe foreigners,the Numanggang were denied an understanding ofthe
magnitude and potential for written communication. Sending children to schoolin order

to learn the secret ofmaterial prosperity indicates the failure ofthose involved in literacy
education to create an atmosphere in which the Melanesians in general,and the

Numanggang specifically,can explore the dimensions ofreading and writing as

culturally embedded communication. The significance ofthis failure directly impinges on
strategies necessary for an effective literacy program.
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Mother Tongue Literacy-Potential for Understandinp the
Relationship between Oral and Written Language

The importance ofbuilding the Numanggang literacy program on indigenously
authored literature in the vernacular as a means ofcombating exclusivistic and esoteric

notions ofliteracy has been established. The use ofthe vemacular,rather than foreign
languages, would answer the need for meaningful communication,and would allow
every Numanggang,notjust leaders,to participate. However,due to the fact that

Numanggang speakers have relied exclusively on oral language to bear the entire

commimication load,the reasons for writing their language have not been established.

Fostering an understanding ofthe connection between oral and written language through
the use oflocally generated literature is the critical foundation upon which the literacy
program must be built.
Previous Exposure to Literacv

Children ofa literate society come to the classroom with an understanding of
reading and writing that will allow them to embark on the adventure ofbecoming literate
immediately. They have been"immersed in a literate family in a literate community...
[and are] aware ofthe social and ...communicative functions ofwritten language"
(Goodman,1996, p. 128). Literacy instmction for these children began informally in the

early childhood years with a"literacy-rich environment"(Cecil& Lauritzen, 1994,p.
17). Bedtime stories,labels on toothpaste and soap,menus at restaurants,street signs,
writing on cereal boxes,and labels on toys have all been part oftheir everyday
experience.
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The adultsin their lives have modeled the purposes and the value ofliteracy by
reading newspapers,books,and magazines,and by writing letters, checks,and notes.

Today,with computers in many homes,adults model receiving and sending e-mail,

operating word processors,and"surfing"the Internet-all skills dependent on literacy.

These literacy-rich children know that meaningful communication can be shared in many
forms,both oral and written.

Adults from both preliterate and literate societies achieve communicative

competence-they are fluent in their language. They have mastered the complex

phonological and grammatical structures and aptly apply nuances ofmeaning. Social
context is considered and appropriate forms oflanguage are used(Peregoy & Boyle,
1997).However,adults from a preliterate or semi-literate community face the task of

learning how to read with a deficit in their knowledge ofthe relationship between oral
and written language. They enter the literacy class with little exposure to print. Not only
does reading and writing seem unrelated to their daily lives,but the language in which it

is taught is often foreign. These men and women,rich in oral language proficiency,often
fail to see the need to leam how to read,even in their own mother tongue.
Working among the Murrinh-patha people in the Northern Territory ofAustralia,

Chester and Lyn Street(1993)sought ways to help motivate the adults to join in literacy
learning."We recognized that few people were really motivated to read. After all, their
ancestors had never learned to read and write. They knew all the law,how to survive in

the bush and live to an old age. So,was there really a necessity for them to leam to
read?"(p. 34).
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The same sentiment can be found among aboriginal peoples tbrougbout the world
whose languages remained unwritten for centuries. In Canada's Northwest Territories the

culture ofthe 57,000 native inhabitants was"rooted in oral tradition. Wisdom,mores,
survival skills and care ofthe land and animals were passed from elders to the children
and youth through storytelling and the telling oflegends and truths from the ancestors"
(Fogwill, 1994,p. 229). Similarly,the Numanggang live in a world oforal

communication. They are not bombarded with print in their daily lives. Television and
computers have not invaded their homes. Very few have hank accounts; no one writes

checks. There are no restaurants,no book stores,no newspapers or magazines.Perhaps
once a year someone will send a letter written in Pidgin or Kate to a fortunate villager.
Parents do not write to their children who are boarding at public schools.In fact, most

adults feel very rmcomfortable holding a pen or pencil. Only on Srniday in the context of

religious services is there exposure to print,but even then,it is in a foreign language.
Because literacy has not permeated the society,speech hears the full burden of

communication. Evening stories,one-on-one conversations,public speeches,and oral
messages sent by personal couriers support this society which is built on deeply
interconnecting relationships. Rather than deprive the Numanggang oftheir rich oral

tradition,the introduction ofreading and writing in the vemacular could expand their
"communication repertoire"(Street, 1987). The rich would become richer. Traditional
stories, historical accounts,personal biographical episodes,and current events could he

recorded and shared with the entire group-notjust those sitting on the verandah.
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Before the adults will participate in a literacy program,however,reading and

writing must be perceived as alternative forms oflistening and speaking. They must

understand that oral and written language are reflections ofeach other(see Figure 3,p.
10). The use ofthe vernacular language holds the promise ofhelping the Numanggang to
make this connection.-"Because reading depends so much on prior knowledge and
prediction,it is very difficult to read anything written in a language with which we aren't
familiar"(Smith, 1997,p. 106).

Wendell(1997),observed "reading" Spanish by indigenous people ofSouth
America and denounced the process as meaningless:

Unless much time and effort are expended in learning to speak the dominant
language,learning to read it probably does more harm than good since learners
miss the point that reading is a form ofcommunication.In fact, what they learn is
that reading has nothing at all to do with communication;it is sound-calling and
nothing more.(p. 12)

In both spoken and written mother tongue communication,however,the interdependent
sub-systems oflanguage-graphophonemic,syntactic,and semantic-support one
another and,to the native speaker,convey meaning.
The Interdependent Subsvstems ofI.anguage

To those in a literate society replete with vernacular literature,language is
perceived as multi-faceted-"a supersystem whose component systems are inextricably
interwoven"(Altwerger,Edelsky,& Flores, 1991,p. 37). These interdependent,
inseparable subsystems oflanguage include"(1)the phonological(in oral language),the
graphic and graphophonic(in written language);...(2)the syntactic;[and](3)the

semantic"(Altwerger,Edelsky,& Flores, 1991,p. 11). Without necessarily being
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formally taught, members ofa literate society are manipulating these language systems to

varying degrees. They understand that all the"systems oflanguage...work together when
we read"(Harste & Short, 1995,p.7)and when we write. Although their use oforal
language is more advanced than that ofwritten language,children and adult members of

literate societies entering the classroom know that both ofthese sign systems,speech and
print,can be employed in attempts to create and convey meaning.
Furthermore,these learners understand that the systems are interdependent.In
their real life experiences, written language on packages,on cars,in restaurants,etc.,is

consistently embedded in meaning and is context-specific. Literate people know that oral

language,as well as written language,is a socio-linguistic vehicle to shared meaning.
According to Altwerger,Edelsky,& Flores(1991),"...in real instances of

language use[in literacy], all the systems are always present"(p. 12),thereby supplying
multiple comprehension clues to the listener,speaker,reader, and writer. Ifa reader is to

comprehend the meaning ofthe text,it is imperative that all these cueing systems be in
place:

Only when the semantic and pragmatic cueing systems are accessible to the
reader and when these systems are used in concert with the syntactic and
graphophonic systems are there the necessary supports for making the most
proficient use for the development ofthe reading strategies. When all the systems
oflanguage are in place,readers predict and confirm language...and integrate
whatthey are reading with whatthey know in order to comprehend and construct
their own meanings.(Goodman,Watson,Burke, 1996,pp. 13-14)

Literacy offered in a foreign language in which the reader is not fluent results in inability
to predict,integrate knowledge,and construct meaning.Reading becomes a guessing
game.
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When all the cueing systems are present,however,meaning takes its rightful
place at the heart ofauthentic language communication,both oral and written. Every
instance oflanguage emerges from the semantic core ofpersonal meaning and is encoded

in syntax and graphemes(for written language)and phonemes(for oral language).
Because "...written language is intentional and is designed to mean"(Harste & Short,
1995,p. 13),the teaching ofreading and writing will be successful only when the

semantic subsystem interprets the grapho-phonemic subsystem,and the grapho-phonemic
subsystem supports the semantic subsystem.Because the subsystems oflanguage are

interdependent,a curriculum for literacy instruction should be built on the interweaving
oflanguage's component parts.Ifthe literacy program is based on a language that does
not convey meaning,then the program is futile.
Connecting Oral and Written Language through Literacv Awareness

In order to lay the groundwork for learning to read and write,the piupose of
literacy and its function as a means ofmeaningful communication must be modeled and

firmly established. Various methods for increasing literacy awareness have been tried

throughout the world.The Numanggang adult program will necessarily include a variety
ofideas to promote literacy. Two strategies,large scale literacy awareness campaigns and
local literacy awareness days warrant inclusion, although sensitive culturally appropriate
adaptations must be considered.

Large scale literacv awareness campaigns. An effective means ofreducing the

lack ofa literacy-rich environment is literacy awareness campaigns. On a large scale,the
"total literacy project"ofEmakulam,an epoch-making experiment in the state ofKerala,
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India,provides a successful example ofa massive literacy campaign.Beginning with the
enormous task ofteaching 185,381 adults to read,all levels ofsocietyjoined in a

coordinated effort. Particular attention was given to a mass campaign ofawareness and
motivation. Roving drama teams were trained to perform street plays and folk dances to
attract people to the centers. Articles promoting literacy in newspapers andjournals,
stickers placed on cars,posters,literacy boards,and banners all bombarded the

community with meaningful print. As the adults began to read,individual selfexpression
and community recognition oftheir efforts dramatically increased motivation. Women

and the handicapped were given equal opportunity. One man with no armsjoyfully
leamed to write with his toes(Joseph,P.J., 1997,p. 7)!

Local literacv awareness davs. When working in a smaller ethnic group,an
organized effort can occur on a small scale. Tanyi Mbuagbaw(1996),a linguistic and
literacy specialist in Cameroon,West Afiica,proposes organizing a"literacy awareness

day"(p.9)in which literacy in the vemacular is demonstrated in a gala event which hosts
prominent members ofthe local and national community.Speeches,invitations tojoin
literacy classes,dramas,awards and feasts are given to increase understanding and
motivation.Ifconducted in a manner that demonstrates the purposes and value ofwritten

vemacular language as another mode for commimication,those exposed to literacy in

these campaigns will hopefully make the connection between oral and written language.
Elements ofboth large scale and small scale efforts to increase literacy awareness
will be used for the Numanggang program. Those literate in the vemacular will be
encouraged to plan and implement the campaigns in order to model the written extension
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oforal language. The details ofthe effort will be determined by the Numanggang who
have satisfactorily made the connection between written and oral language.
The Need for Meaningful Tdterature

Literacy campaigns and the institution ofadult literacy programs will be without
purpose,however,unless there is something to read. Newly written languages suffer
from a dearth ofprinted materials. The creation ofmeaningful literature that invites

engagement is perhaps the greatest challenge facing those in emergent literacy programs
(Fogwill, 1994; Jennings, 1997). However,indiscretion in the selection and creation of

the material due to a zealous desire to provide books may,inadvertently,cause difficulty
for new readers from previously nonliterate societies who are not only unfamiliar with

written language,but often rmfamiliar with the world outside oftheir community.
Goodman(1996)emphasizes the necessity ofprior knowledge ofthe subject
matter ofthe printed material when reading is attempted:

The ability to make sense ofwhat we read is always limited by how much we

already know about what we are reading...When we construct meaning from
reading, we must draw on what we know,what we believe and what we value...

The more we know about what we're reading,the easier it will be to read....If
writers want to be comprehensible,they must write with a sense ofthe

experience,cognitive schema and beliefs oftheir target audience,(pp. 106-107)
Literacy material,then,must be built on the prior knowledge ofthe community for which
it is produced.

Weaver(1994)states that a person's schema-organized understanding ofa
particular subject or category- is contingent upon"a variety ofsocial factors: our
cultural, ethnic, and socioeconomic background;our age and educational attainment; our
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interest and values,and so forth"(p.27). Meaningful reading occurs only when words
are read in grammatical,semantic and situational context that is familiar to the reader.

Not only do prior knowledge and personal schemata determine the ease and

comprehensibility ofreading,but the reader's own cultural perspective, world view,

beliefs, and values will influence the interpretation ofwhat is read(Goodman,1996;

Steffensen,Joag-Dev & Anderson, 1979; Weaver,1994)."Readers acquire meaning from
text by analyzing words and sentences against the backdrop oftheir own personal
knowledge ofthe world"(Steffensen,et al., 1979)Two studies dramatically portray this
truth.

In the first study,Steffensen,Joag-Dav,and Anderson(1979),state the following
presupposition:

When a person reads a story,the schemata embodying his background knowledge
provide the framework for understanding the setting,the mood,the characters,
and the chain ofevents.It stands to reason that readers who bring to bear different
schemata will give various interpretations to a story. In particular, an individual
who reads a story that presupposes the schemata ofa foreign culture will
comprehend it quite differently from a native,and probably will make what a
native would classify as mistakes,(p. 11)

In the study,two groups ofsubjects having different cultural heritages were asked

to read two different passages,each presupposing the cultural backgroimd knowledge of
one ofthe groups."Indians(natives ofIndia)and American subjects were asked to read

and recall two letters, one that described an Indian wedding and one that described an

American wedding"(12). As predicted,it was found that"the schemata embodying
background knowledge about the content ofa discourse exert a profound influence on

how well the discourse will be comprehended,learned, and remembered"(p. 19). An
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interesting distortion, which highlights the significance ofschemata,is the interpretation
given to the following passage concerning the American bride's wedding dress:
Did you know thatPam was going to wear her grandmother's wedding dress?
That gave her something that was old,and borrowed,too. It was made oflace

over satin, with very large puffsleeves and looked absolutely charming on her.
The front was decorated with seed pearls,(p.20)

Because wealth and status are important to the Indians,the dress was perceived by one
Indian subject as inappropriate:"She was looking alright except the dress was too old and
out offashion"(p. 21).

The second study,conducted by Reynolds,Taylor,Steffensen,Shirey,and
Anderson(1982)again substantiated the fact that"cultural schemata can influence how

prose material is interpreted"(p. 353). Black and white students in the eighth grade were
asked to read a recounting of"sounding," a form ofverbal play familiar to those in the

black community. The white students tended to interpret the passage as a description ofa
fight whereas the black students understood the cultural nuances and interpreted it as
verbal play. When told that the white students thought the participants in the selection

were fighting,one black student commented,"What's the matter? Can't they read?"
(p. 365).
In the reading process,two ofthe most critical factors are "the cultural

background ofthe reader and the cultural perspective ofthe text"(Pritchard, 1990,as

cited in Johnson, 1991,p. 291). Wendell(1997)delineates four stages ofliterature on a
continuum ofeasy to difficult for the beginning reader which reflect these critical factors.
Stage 1 includes literature which issues from the life experiences ofthe author and are

familiar to the reader. Stage 2literature contains content experienced by a native author
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in a setting outside ofthe ethnic group and therefore beyond the experience ofthe reader.

The content ofStage 3 is from the outside world that is not directly experienced by the
author and unfamiliar to the reader. Stage four literature is translated from aforeign
language and a foreign culture unknown to both author and reader. See Figure 7 below.
Easy-to-Difficult Reading Material
Author: Member oflocal culture; speaker oflocal language
Readers: Members oflocal culture; speakers oflocal language
Content in Relation to:

Stages

Experience ofReader

Experience ofAuthor

1

Known

Direct,Ii^ersonal

2

Unkilown

Form of
Presentation

F]ree

r

3

Vicarious

f

4

Translated
r

r

Figure 7. The Four Stages ofLiterature(Wendell, 1997,p.21).

The validity ofWendell's assessment ofliterature is confirmed by a study
conducted in 1981 by P.Johnson and discussed in Johnson(1991).Iranian ESL students
were asked to read two stories-an Iranian folk tale and an American folk tale. Halfthe

Iranian subjects read a simplified English version ofthe stories; the other halfread an

unadapted version. Their answers to recall questions on the texts verified the following:
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The cultural origin ofthe stories had a greater[impact]on comprehension for the
Iranian students than did the complexity(unadapted vs. simplified)ofthe
texts...these subjects understood the Iranian folktale better because they relied on
their schema for the story's structure rather than on their ability to read and
comprehend English,(p. 12)

This and other studies verify that when a text is based on culturally familiar,rather than

imfamiliar,motifs and rhetoric,comprehension increases(Johnson, 1991).
Recognizing the importance ofprior knowledge and cultural schemata,SIL

recommends that literature in vernacular languages he written by local people for the

following reasons: 1)the style ofwriting is familiar to the new reader;2)the subject
matter is familiar; and 3)local history,customs,and values will be reflected in and

supported by the literature(LinguaLinks, 1998,record #57270-57280).
Self-generated Literature-Increased Potential for Comnrehension and Interest

When developing written language materials that new readers will automatically
interpret as meaningful,perhaps the most appropriate source is often overlooked-the

writing ofthe new readers themselves. The author begins with personal perceptions

residing in the inner core ofsemantic meaning and translates those perceptions into the
subsystems ofsyntax and graphophonemes. When reading one's own text,the subsystem
ofsemantics is fully and completely in place. Even new readers can,with the help of
peers and editors,produce a meaningful text that reflects acceptable writing conventions,
particularly when the orthography mirrors the phonology.
Principles discovered in working with children who are learning to read can he
applied to adults in emergent literacy programs:
A crucial task in reading is to help children leam about the relation between the
oral language they use and the written language others have used in books. An
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easy way to make this relation apparent is by making use ofchildren's dictated

language in initial reading instruction. Stories dictated hy the total group,or hy
individuals,can serve as a basis for instruction. The child composes orally,sees
talk being written down,and then practices reading what was written. The

interdependence ofthe two forms is thus established.(Stewig,1983,p.26-27)
The potential for meaningful communication through print increases dramatically when
using the vernacular, and can he simplified even further for new readers ifthe text is selfgenerated.

Personal register. Smith(1997)proposes that"...there are many different registers
ofwritten language"(p. 108). Language used in children's stories is different than the

language used for personal correspondence. Newspapers,magazines,advertisements,
businesses,etc. all utilize their own particular"register" ofwritten language.
Furthermore,because language is a vehicle for the personal sharing ofmeaning in a

social setting,it seems reasonable that every individual would manipulate language in an
individual manner. Thus,every person would,in essence,possess a unique"register"of

written language."Language users produce texts that reflect the context in which they
[italics added]find themselves"(Harste & Short, 1995, p. 10).

Written language,therefore,is most easily read hy the one who wrote it. Not only
/

is the core semantic system in place,hut the unique syntax and word choice are familiar.

In an emergent literacy program where little or no literacy materials have been produced
in the mother tongue,what better choice for learning how to read could there be than
self-generated, edited text? A literacy program based on indigenously generated materials
offers the possibility ofreading the text in context.
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Personal interest. In Writingfor Adult New Literates,Jennings(1997)reports the
success ofprograms based on literature generated by those beginning to read:
One ofthe most exciting recent ideas for getting materials written for new readers
is to involve the new literates themselves in the process...Programs that have tried
it attest that involving new literates in the writing is well worth the effort, as there
is no one who knows better their interests and preferences.(p.31)
Conversely,a literacy curriculum containing prescribed or introduced literature

may fail to interest the new readers. Reporting on literacy work in the rural regions of
Portugal's interior, Abreu & Margalha(1994)note:

Even ifthe books are captivating,informative and educational,their subjects are
often removed from the daily life ofthe community who need to read about
subjects close to their cultural roots, making reading more pleasurable and
encouraging the revival oftradition,(p. 105)

Wendell(1997)contends that most educators incorrectly"assume that to catch

the interest ofpreliterate people,the content ofthe written piece must be something new
to the hearer/reader." On the contrary,she states,"what is really most interesting is that
which is most familiar"(p. 18). A linguistic team in Colombia,South America asked a

language helper who could not yet read,to describe in detail the appearance and habits of
the wild animals in the region. These descriptions were transcribed by the linguist and
typed in a small booklet. The helper's response was intriguing. Touching the book in
reverent awe he proclaimed,"It is beautiful." Then turning to the linguist demanded,

"When are you going to teach me to read?"(Wendell, 1997,p. 18).In the pilot literacy
programs among the Numanggang,it was repeatedly obvious that the locally authored
literature with familiar themes,idioms,and emotive content were the most well received.
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Even in classrooms in the United States where the shelves are filled with

attractive books,students treasure self-generated literature. In a six-week series of

lessons, eighth grade students wrote,edited,and illustrated their own books. According
to Rezabek and Noonan-Moore(1992),"Regardless ofhow students engaged in the
process,they were all proud oftheir products...the books themselves[being]...highly
valued by the students"(pp. 196-197).

Well intentioned literacy trainers, working in societies where initial entry is being
made into the world community ofliterates, may tend to zealously introduce attractively
designed books with foreign text. Rather than motivating the community to read,

however,it can denigrate the innate beauty ofexpression specific to each language and
culture."The distinctive qualities ofnative-authored literature drawn fi-om village
resources is unique and can not be duplicated either by imported literature or by
normative authors writing about the culture"(Spaeth, 1997,p. 3).
Unique language features honored. Vocabulary,grammar,discourse features,

subtle iimuendoes,and even humor are culture specific. The English word sharp can be
translated in 22 different ways in Russia;the word bo in Bamana,a language ofMali,
West Afiica,has 61 potential matches in the English dictionary(Valentine Vydrine,a

Russian lexicographer,personal communication,July, 1998)! The Numanggang have
over 20 distinct words for banana.Furthermore,certain single words in one language
require an entire phrase in another. There is no word for love in Numanggang.It requires
an idiomatic expression: Welene wapum dutchyatak("My stomach stands big for you").
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Grammatically,the manner in which words are combined into larger chunks may
be similar within language families,but may be wildly variant from distant languages.
Not only does the arrangement ofthe parts ofspeech reflect unique principles,butthe
inclusion or exclusion ofparticular elements such as modifiers and intensifiers mirrors

community and individual choices in communicating meaning.

The discourse features ofa language also set it apart from any other. This is
particularly significant when developing literature for a program. The elements deemed

important for a good story vary from culture to culture. A typical European tale portrays
a protagonist overcoming a problem or challenge. Japanese stories often tell ofa kind

person who performs benevolent acts and is rewarded. A song-chant highlighting a moral

or climax is a crucial element ofTokelauan(Pacific Islands)stories. Fijians use profuse
symbolism(Spaeth, 1997). Several studies have confirmed the significant influence the

rhetorical traditions ofthe author's native culture have upon the structure ofwriting,even
when writing in a foreign language(Johnson, 1991,p. 16).It would be a travesty to
impose foreign"schemata of'story structure' upon emerging authors"(Spaeth, 1997,
p. 9).

Foreign literature cannot possibly accommodate the linguistic variety of
expression or the culture-specific rhetoric ofsocieties rich in their own oral tradition.

Native speakers should be encouraged to become native authors with every language
specific feature and convention honored.
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Writers' Workshops

Numerous literacy programs throughout the world have instituted various types of

indigenous writers' workshops for the sole purpose ofcreating new literatme and training
writers.(Carr, 1993;Jennings, 1997; Wendell,1997;Zandstra &Zandstra 1997). Length
oftime for each workshop depends on predetermined objectives. Those focusing on

training may require as long as a few months while others can accomplish their goals in
several days(Jennings, 1997). The significant elements ofa writers' workshop include:

1)inspiration to write,2)time for drafting,3)participation in the process ofrevision,4)
publication, and 5)celebration(Spaeth,1997;Harste & Short, 1995; Wendell, 1997).
Fogwill(1994)describes the change in attitude and subsequent engagement in
writing at a workshop held in Canada:

Many ofthe participants have exclaimed that they have never thought of
themselves as"writers" until they experienced the writing workshops.For the
first time they are deciding to write,in their language,poems,stories,books that
come fi"om their own experience and their own imagination,(p.244)

Older participants may cherish the hope ofpreserving their history and culture in
much the same manner as one would write personal memoirs. The Hmong,displaced
from their native land,said that only their mother tongue was sufficient to adequately
portray their"experiences and 'deep inner feelings'..."We want to write down beautiful

stories about our culture,things that happen in our country,in Hmong,for our children.
We want to preserve our culture in written language"(Kang,Kuehn,& Herrell, 1996,
p. 6).

An increasing bank ofliterature-legends,historical accounts,personal
experiences and testimonies- is being written by numerous Numanggang young adults.
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Many ofthese stories have heen edited and published in various forms.The response to
this literature is warmly similar to the evening story times on the verandahs-the same

anticipation, hilarious outburst oflaughter,and emotional engagement. The words are
theirs. The stories are theirs. Thejoy is theirs.
Summarv

Not only mustthe Numanggang literacy program be birthed from oral daily
communication in order to combat exclusivistic and esoteric notions ofliteracy,but also
to provide the potential for understanding the relationship between oral and written

language. Unlike learners in literate societies,the Numanggang have not been exposed to
meaningful print. Literature in foreign languages has provided their only contact with
written language. Because there is faulty understanding ofthe semantic subsystems of

these foreign languages,reading becomes a guessing game. Mother tongue literacy,on
the other hand,supports all ofthe interdependent subsystems oflanguage and thus
facilitates an understanding ofthe connection between oral and written language.
Literature authored by the people reflects prior knowledge and cultural schemata and
will,therefore, aid in motivation and comprehension. Local language features and
rhetorical traditions will dictate the content and form ofthe literature. In addition,

indigenously authored literature produced in future writers' workshops will assure local

ownership ofliteracy and will continue to foster fluency and interest in reading and
writing.
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The Need for Indigenously Illustrated Literature

Mugalika,Isum,and Gatiwin could not put the book down. As they huddled
together late into the evening,the Bible stories leapt from the colored pages. The

illustrations, sequenced in comic book format hypnotically drew them page by page.
Though the text was in English,a second language to these young educated Numanggang
men,they were able to decipher the words with the aid ofthe illustrations. In only three
nights they consumed the entire 766 page volume.
In stark contrast,a major concern ofthe 1998 Papua New Guinea branch

conference ofThe Summer Institute ofLinguistics(SIL)was the failure ofmany
linguistic teams in the endeavor to motivate ethnic groups in emergent literacy programs
to read material provided for them in their mother tongues. Though many factors
contribute to the problem,the lack ofaesthetic appeal could be a major factor in their
disuse. Ofparticular concem is the artwork ofthe illustrations which often,rather than
enhancing,detracts from the overall presentation ofthe literature. Due to the fact that SIL

is a community oflinguistic scholars,and not artists,the text ofliteracy materials
produced often surpasses their artistic appeal.If, however,the text is to be read,its
presentation must,as far as possible,compete with the literature available in the national
languages,English and Melanesian Pidgin.

In the Numanggang adult literacy program,the problem ofpresentation ofthe
literature is a relevant one. The only literacy materials available in the mother tongue are
those that have recently been created by the Numanggang or with their editorial advice.
Numerous stories have been written that need to be published and made available.
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Questions conceming illustrations,lay-out and presentation need to be answered prior to
publication.

Just as the text itselfshould be an expression ofauthentic Numanggang language

and culture,the illustrations in locally authored material must reflect the life, perception,
and aesthetic values ofthe people. The research which explores the importance and
impact ofillustrations in literacy materials and the creation ofpictures in emergent

literacy programs in newly literate societies will offer important insight into the place
illustrations will have in the Numanggang program.

Answers to the following questions were explored in the available literature:
1. Are illustrations really necessary?
2. Are pictures understood?
3. What pictures should be used?

Thejustification for the creation ofliterature replete with illustrative content depends on
affirmative answers to questions 1 and 2. Only then would question 3 merit exploration.
Definitions

Before a perusal ofthe available literature is undertaken, a definition oftwo

important terms will prove helpful. The terms,illustration and pre-literate, could be
misinterpreted imless properly clarified.
Illustration

In the literature dealing with the purpose ofusing pictures in literacy materials,
the term illustration refers to pictures integrally associated with text(Cianciolo, 1970;
Sehwarez, 1982; Stewig, 1992). This definition is stated explicitly by Davis(1991):
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The Western world has developed a singularly interesting mutation which we call

the "illustration"...An illustration is an attempt to emphasize the key points,topics
ofa story,or any other written work by offering a visual representation ofthat
point or topic. So then,it is an extension ofthe written word.(p.4)

A variety ofillustrations can be used in literature and the term is not confined to any
particular style. The term picture is broader. An illustration,therfore,is a special function
ofa picture. The research studies conducted to discern the understanding ofpictures
among preliterate societies were not done in connection with text material,and the
pictures,therefore, were not illustrations in this limited sense ofthe word.Because

authors and researchers do not strictly adhere to the distinction in definition between

picture and illustration,however,these terms will be used interchangably in this paper

with the understanding that the discussion ofpictures is for the purpose ofillustrating
literacy material. Although maps,graphs and charts can also illustrate text,they will not
be discussed.
Preliterate

The term preliterate refers to those societies that are encountering written

language for the very first time. Because ofencroaching civilizations,there are few truly
preliterate cultures in the world. However,other terms have their limitations. Non-literate

could be interpreted as having paternalistic overtones. Semi-literate denotes some ability
to read. Many ofthe ethnic groups in which SIL is working would fall into this category

but the written language has generally been a foreign one. The purpose ofinvestigation
into the literature was to discover ifpreliterate as well as semi-literate peoples should be

offered illustrations along with print in their literacy materials. For the sake ofsimplicity,
the term preliterate has been chosen.
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Limitations

In addition,it must be stated that the available literature concerning the purpose
ofjoining words and pictures deals mostly with books for children for the simple reason
that most illustrated volumes have been produced for children, and most educational
research dealing with this topic has been done with children.

The advent ofphotojournalism(Feldman, 1980-1981,p.651)and the current

renaissance in illustrated literature, however,speaks ofthe universal appeal ofillustrated
material. Moss(1986)praises the potential of"picture books for the older reader"(p.
130)particularly when those readers are newly literate. Schwarcz& Schwarcz(1991)
support the creation ofadult renditions ofchildren's picture books:
The covmtries that have developed the picture book to a high artistic level also
commit it to serious motifs and themes. A stage has been reached where

significant picture books are being created that are ofinterest to adults,not only
as parents,or in any professional capacity,but as persons open to the influence of
the arts. These books embody different appeals,mean different things, and speak
in different tongues to yormg people and to adults.(Schwarcz& Schwarcz, 1991,
pp. 5-6)

Western research on the cognition and/orperception ofpictures has been
conducted on babies,children, and adults(Hochberg & Brooks, 1962; Gibson, 1969;

Kennedy, 1974).In cross-cultural studies,the research seems to be limited to school-aged
children and adults, with a particular interest in older participants(Cook,1981;Dawson,
1991;Deregowski, 1980; Gudschinsky,1973;Hudson, 1960; Johnson, 1991; Kennedy,
1974; Munroe & Munroe 1969; Thouless, 1933;UNESCO,1973). Using the available

literature, an attempt will be made to answer the three questions stated earlier conceming
the inclusion ofillustrations in literacy materials for Numanggang adult readers.
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Are Illustrations Necessary?
History ofIllustrated Text

Certainly the written word adequately conveys meaning. Volumes without
illustrations line row upon row ofbooks on library shelves. Illustrated hooks are,

historically, a rather new phenomenon.Hand-illuminated texts remained in the protected
possession ofteaching monks for centuries(Robb,1959;Pitz, 1963),but the first

recorded illustrated hook printed for public purchase was a volume ofAesop,printed by
Caxton in England in 1484.In 1493,Der Ritter vom Turn,illustrated with woodcut

prints,became available in Switzerland. Then,nearly two centuries later. Bishop
Comenius ofNuremberg envisioned the use ofpictures for teaching materials. Contrary
to popular educational conventions ofhis time,Comenius desired to make knowledge

attractive to youth and was quoted as saying,"Pictures are the most intelligible hooks
that children can look upon"(Pitz, 1963,p. 19). In 1658 the bishop printed Orbis
sensualium pictus,a volume for young scholars. Shortly thereafter, an English translation
ofComenius'book came into use and remained in print for over one hundred years. The
era ofillustrated books had dawned(Pitz, 1963).

A renaissance ofillustrated books,particularly children's books,began in the late
1920's(Klemin, 1966,p. 15),and continues today in the proliferation ofdiverse

integrations ofvisual and verbal communication for all ages.Photojournalism,comic
books,television,computerized games and interactive learning modules combine and
recombine elements ofpictures and words in a kaleidoscope ofillustrated text.
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Do Words and Pictures Belong Together?

The marriage ofwords and pictures,however,has not been without contest. Early
in the"renaissance"in 1926,Peppino Mangravite,an artist and a teacher ofart, wrote an

article in the spring issue ofProgressive Education displaying his concern. Mellinger
(1932)quotes Mangravite's assessment ofillustrated books for children:

It is because ofmy beliefin the true creative vision ofchildren that I disapprove
ofillustrated children's hooks.In such books we have a triangular arrangement so
far as mental imagery is concemed;first, that ofthe person who wrote the book;
second,that ofthe person who illustrated the hook(and ofcourse this must

necessarily be different from that ofthe author,because a second person cannot
possibly express what another person conceives);third,that ofthe child who is
reading the hook. Such a situation cannot but be confusing to the child.Ifthe
words ofa book are meantto evoke pictures, why the accompaniment ofpictorial
representation?

Modem children are becoming increasingly less imaginative...My children
are not allowed to look at picture books,for it distorts their sense ofreality.I want
them to create freely from the experiences and images they have in their minds.
(P- 4)

Even in the 1960's after illustrated books had become an established component
ofliteracy materials,"communications specialists were realizing that printed words and
illustrations were strange bedfellows"(Davis, 1991,p.6). The discussion ofthe

compatibility ofwords and pictures seems to issue from disagreement conceming the
purpose ofincluding pictures in books. The following quotations highlight this
divergency:

It must be emphasized that the main purpose ofteaming to read pictures is for
identifying pictures which will be used for keywords and is not because reading
pictures is directly related to the reading process or because pictures are needed to
rmderstand the connected material ofprimer lessons.(Lee, 1982,p. 161)
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The purpose ofa picture book,indeed ofany book,is to communicate meaning.
Picture books are unique in that tbey use words and pictures in combination to tell
a story,the two working closely together, with neither taking precedence. As with
the verbal elements ofthe story,the individual pictures interrelate,creating a
visual story that supports and extends the text.(Cullinan, 1981,p. 115)

It is true that too many pictures may limit the viewer and detach him from bis
internal and external reality, and especially hurt bis imagination. But is it less true
that the imagination needs to be stimulated and that pictures can liberate the
viewer from bis own narrowness and improve bis perception ofthe world?
(Scbwarcz, 1982,p. 2)
Perhaps the disagreement is correlative with the concurrent debate between the

phonics and the whole language approach to teaching reading. Lee perceives a
relationship between pictures and text at the elemental word level; Cullinan intertwines

both language and illustration in an integration ofextended meaning. Scbwarcz goes a
step further and believes picture books,rather than constricting creative thinking,as
Mangravite says, are a springboard to an expanded world view.In order to discern a

knowledgeable stance in the midst ofsuch diversity, a discussion ofthe importance of
visuals in human perception and the communication ofmeaning through the use ofboth

pictures and language will help to clarify the issue. It will be shown,as Sinatra(1986)
claims,that"illustrations serve three roles in text: 1)to attract and motivate,2)to explain
the test, and 3)to aid in retention" (p. 159).

Illustrations attract and motivate: The significance ofvisual perception.
According to Scbwarcz and Scbwarcz(1991),psychologists, neurologists,and even
philosophers rank visual perception as the highest in a hierarchical categorization ofthe
human senses."Since the beginning ofthe species,the perception ofshape,color,light,

and movement appears to have played a decisive role in the sruvival and in the
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biological, psychological,and social development ofthe human race"(p. 1).
Furthermore,psychologists who study visual communication are now discovering that

sensory perception and abstract or verbal thinking are interdependent processes(p.2).

Ifthe visual sense were insignificant,then picture books would not be necessary.
Children would readily leam to read abstract symbols and would internally supply

illustrative content through their imaginations. Adults would be as likely to read straight
text as they would be to read magazines. An illustrated volume would have no more

appeal than a plain one.Personal experience and casual observation ofboth children and
adults, however,contradict these statements.

Because the visual sense is so crucial,books for yoimg children are "particularly
rich in colorful suggestion,imaginative appeal,dramatic episode,and lively and

entertaining situations"(Mellinger, 1932,p. 2). Picture books that are designed with
human appeal and a variety ofmotifs will also have"something to say to the adult,

aesthetically, psychologically, and educationally"(Schwarcz & Schwarcz,1991,p. 19).
Robbins(1963)supports the value ofthe visual appeal ofillustrations as a
motivational factor in learning to read:

1 know a child,too yoimg to read,who loves to sit and 'read' a book by himself.
He is reading the pictures. The illustrations tell him the story with as much
wonder and delight as when his mother read the story to him the night before. He
enjoyed listening to the story-he remembers it. Now,here are the pictures telling
him the tale all over again. His pleasure is boundless with this new achievement
of'reading to himself
When the child grows a little older,it may be the illustration in his first
story book that will spark his desire to read.He is familiar with seeing words and
pictures together.Ifthe pictures are ajoy,reading the words will be even more
fun!(p. 10)
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Similarly, Moss(1986)describes a situation in which she observed a beginning reader
interacting with an Asterix book which is printed in a eomic-strip format:
I thought the monotone buzz was in imitation ofothers reading. But when I
listened carefully,I heard,'Come,oh Kah-eezer...'(Caesar). The phonics had
sunk in; and the story was certainly making as much sense to him as'Come,
Dick,come.Run,run.Fluff. Later I gave him a book in the Antelope series, and

to his astonishment he discovered he could read a story without a comic strip. The
words spoke to him now,and he was enthralled,(pp. 129-130)
Both ofthese examples highlight the encounter with pietures as the initial
motivation for reading. Contrary to Mangravite,Cullinan(1981)believes that because

the storytelling quality ofthe art in children's books sparks the imagination,initial
encounters with reading "take deep root and beauty[ofthe illustrations] becomes a
memorable part ofa ehild's early experienees"(p. 116). Stories read to ehildren
repeatedly are remembered for the illustrations as well as the familiar text.

Illustrations explain the text: Both pictures and language eommunicate meaning.

Human beings are soeial ereatures and as such require interaction and communication

with each other. Goldberg(1997)argues that art, like the spoken word "is a language of
expression and communication that has always been and will always remain a
fundamental aspect ofthe human condition and the perpetuation ofcultures"(p. 8).
Schwarez(1982)states that "civilization began long ago to develop means ofexpression

and commrmication based on the eombination or fusion ofdifferent media"(p.9). When

two or more media eombine they "participate in a concerted effort to aeeomplish
something that could not be accomplished by eaeh medium itself(p. 14).
Especially for the new reader,pictures, as Comenius stated, are the story that is
read. The symbol ofunderstanding for the new literate "is the pieture,that vivid and
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concrete conveyor ofboth the realistic and the imaginative"(Mellinger, 1932,p. 2).
"Verbal literacy,the ability to read and write a language,is only one dimension of

literacy. Visual literacy,the ability to understand and make visual messages...enables a
learner to successfully interpret a broader context ofthe information environment"

(Pruisner, 1992,p.97). The visual contribution ofillustrations to a written message
augments the meaning ofthe communication.

Dr. Warren H.Anderson ofthe University ofArizona,"recognizing the power of

visual images as vehicles ofnonverbal communication"(Rush & Gallo, 1981,p.57)
fuses the visual with the verbal and has developed strategies for the simultaneous

development ofverbal and visual vocabulary.Freeman and Freeman(1992)describe the

process ofchanging from the language ofwords to the language ofart as a process of
moving from one sign system to another:

When students draw pictures to represent part ofa story they have read or heard,
they are crossing media or transmediating.In the process oftransmediation,

students also transform language to re-present their knowledge using another sign
system. Accessing a variety ofsign systems in this way expands students'
communication potential,(p. 136)
Similarly,Fountas and Olson(1996)observed that both forms ofcommunication

-the visual and the verbal-were used by students in the classroom. After engaging in
close viewing ofa drawing or close reading ofa text,"they were able to translate ideas

more fully whether from a visual to a verbal product or from a verbal to a visual product.
One language informed the other"(p.95). Their discovery supports the claim by Cecil&
Lauritzen(1994)that when students"experience an expression through the arts and relate

that expression to literacy, both symbol systems are improved"(pp. xiii & xiv). Cox,
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Smith,and Rakes(1994)concur:"Because ofthe interconnections between the verbal

and nonverbal systems,individuals use words to describe pictures, use words to describe

their imagery,and evoke imagery to assist in word selection"(p. 161). Similarly

Hubbard(1989)discovered that students employed"words and pictures together to
communicate...The children shifted back and forth,sometimes relying more on words
and sometimes more on pictures"(p. 157).

As a powerful tool in literacy,Hubbard(1989)urges the use ofvisual images in
combination with print for adults as well:

Drawing is notjust for children who can't yet write fluently,and creating pictures
is notjust part ofrehearsal for real writing.Images at any age are part ofthe
serious business ofmaking meaning-partners with words for communicating our
inner designs,(p. 157)

Due to the fact that the illustrated book is actually the product ofthejoined forces oftwo
languages(Scbwarcz& Scbwarcz, 1991,p.4),there is potential for an increase of
meaningful commvmication.
Hubbard's(1989)anecdotal notes reveal much ofthe intuitive sense children

have in the correlation between word and illustration. One young child,reflects on bis

work, "Guess there's things pictures can do...they really can tell the story, ya know...he
points to his moon,and reads,'The day is over.' See,it looks like what the words do,but
at a different angle'"(p. 3). Another child reveals:

First I put the whole picture in my head-a whole lot ofpictures. Then,I put them
on paper,one by one.I already have the words planned...!believe there's a wall
in my head,like this[she demonstrates]-there's halves-and there's words on
one side and pictures on the other,(p.7)
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Thoughtful adults also realize the correlation between language and art. Hubhard
(1989)states that E. E. Cummings considered himself"an author ofpictures, a
draughtsman ofwords."In addition to writing, he daily painted and sketched. When

asked ifhis painting ever interfered with his writing, Cummings replied,"Quite the
contrary;they love each other dearly"(p.6). Unknowingly,we daily use numerous forms

ofnon-verbal,verbal, and visual communication with others."As each ofus attempts our
search for meaning,we need a medium through which our ideas can take shape.But there
is notjust one medium;productive thought uses many ways to find meaning"(p. 3).
Feldman(1980-1981),writing several years before Huhbard,also speaks ofart as

a language. Observing viewers walking through an art museum,he claims they
experience:

a tremendous thrill from their unspoken discovery ofart as a language,an
artificial way ofdesignating experience. They have made the discovery ofa set of
signs that represent something else...No single language holds a monopoly over
meaning.Indeed,we have to master several languages in order to cope
successfully with everyday life.(pp.655-656)

In illustrated hooks,the verbal and visual form an interdependent,supportive
relationship. Feldman(1980-1981)sees it as a"democratic"relationship in which visual
materials"have a contrapuntal rather than a subordinate relation to the text"(p.651). He
further states that when:

we listen to children's reports oftheir experiences with pictures,...they sound very
much like their reports ofreading stories,or seeing films. Being brighter than
professors,children do not distinguish between visual-aesthetic and literarycognitive structures-not because they are unsophisticated but because they
realize that images and ideas are two sides ofthe same coin.(p.654)
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The balance between words and pictures in printed material could be represented
on a continuum with pictureless text on one extreme,wordless books on the other, and

illustrated books in the center(see Figure 8 below). The category ofillustrated books
could be further divided according to the dominance ofwords or pictures. Illustrations
could be sparse and incidental,even decorative,or they could be the "language"that

carries the major commimication load(Whitehead, 1984,p. 103). Schwarcz(1982)
discusses this balance:

The more pictures there are in proportion to the text,the more the illustrator

becomes involved in his partnership with the written word until,in the profusely
illustrated book and the picture story book,we speak ofcomposite verbal-visual
narration....The more vivid the interplay between the two media becomes,and the
more fluent and flexible layout and compositions and proportions are,the more
dominant the picture becomes in relation to the text;for the simple reason that the
simultaneous visual impressions are more attractive than the linear textual
progress.(Schwarcz, 1982,pp. 11,13)

Pictureless text

Illustrated books

Wordless books

Figure 8. Illustrations and Text: A Continuum.

A preferred integration ofthe two media is expressed by Ed Yoimg,an illustrator
ofchildren's books interviewed by Marantz and Marantz(1992)."In the end the book

oughtto feel to me like it is an indivisible whole: all the pictures and words linked

together with a rhythm ofsounds and silences, as with music and lyrics"(p. xi). Feldman
(1980-1981),as well,says that"the written text exists as a kind ofmusical
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accompaniment that anticipates,coincides with,and follows the image"(p.658).
Schwarcz(1982)states that:

this blending oftwo components forming the score(in the sense ofa musical
score)is intriguing because each is a rich system ofexpression and
commimication,including numerous elements,the linear one,language with its
vocabulary,grammar,sjmtax and the simultaneous one,the picture, with contour,
size,shape,color,texture,(p. 14)
In a successfully illustrated book,"picture and word must blend so well that it
will seem as ifone person had been responsible for both"(Cianciolo, 1970,p. 5). The
story is told through a combination ofthe two media,"both elements sharing equally in

the telling(Cullinan, 1981,p. 115). Even Stuart Cooney,a skeptic ofpicture books,as
reported by Davis(1991),agrees that pictures and words do belong together when "the
total message is central,rather than that the printed word is central, aided by illustrations"
(p.6). Davis goes on to say that "illustrations,rather than being secondary aids in printed
materials, must actually be an integral part ofthe message design"(p.6). Illustrations,
rather than being relegated to secondary aids must become an important component of

the message design for optimal transmission ofcommimication. The full meaning ofthe
text depends on the skillful orchestration ofthe language ofwords and the language of

pictures-the illustrations illiuninating the text and the text revealing the meaning ofthe
illustrations(Davis, 1991;Espe, 1990;Schwarcz, 1982).
Illustrations aid in retention: The power ofpictures. Leslie Stahl, author of

Reporting Live,claims that"when the word contradicts the picture,the picture will
override the word"(KVCR,91.9 FM,February 1,1999). Teachers understand the power
ofpictures:
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Pictures and photos have been traditionally used by teachers ofall grade levels to
heighten students'perceptions and learning. Teachers ofprimary children have
used pictures to sharpen yourig children's awareness ofsimilarities and

differences that exist among life situations...English teachers have used photos to
increase student's visual awareness and to spark imaginative written
compositions... Teachers know that when they couple a visual mode of
presentation with associated verbal explanation,they provide a powerful means
for expanded thinking.(Sinatra, 1986,p.211-212)
Cox et al.(1994)explored the use ofcreating visual images as an aid in retention

ofinformation in texts. Because the process oflearning requires the integration ofprior
knowledge with new information,the use ofvisual imagery can aid in building

connections between the text and existing knowledge. When pictures are generated by
the reader,recall ofinformation in the text increases. Although"the use ofboth the

verbal and the imaginal code can have significant effects on recall...evidence suggests
that the two codes are unequal in value,with the image code having as much as twice the

impact on recall as the verbal code"(p. 161). Although Cox et al. are discussing self
/

generated pictures in a literate society,support for the primacy ofthe visual image is
found in Giltrow's(1977)assessment ofsocieties where reading and writing is being
introduced:"For the newly literate person who can derive meaning from both print and
illustrations,I would argue that the illustrations have greater impact"(p.26).
Summarv

It has been demonstrated that illustrations in literature serve three primary
functions. First,because visual perception is so significant,pictures engender motivation

to read. Second,art,like the written word,is a language and when used concurrently with
text,expands the potential for meaningful communication.Finally,because pictures are
powerful,they aid in retention ofinformation read in the text. The answer to the first
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question,"Are illustrations necessary?,"then,is a resounding yes.In a Gallup survey
conducted in 1972 in the United States, it was estimated that 80% ofthe books read are

read by 10% ofthe people(Morrow,1985,p. 8).Irving(1980)as cited by Morrow
(1985)indicates that"one ofthe clear points to emerge from research into reading failure
is that there [is]...no association between reading and pleasure"(p. 34).Ifthese
statements are valid in a literate nation,then focus on motivation and meaningful

communication in an emergent literacy program in a preliterate society is absolutely
crucial.

Are Pictures Understood?

In order for pictures to motivate and communicate,however,they must be
understood. A serious hindrance to the development ofillustrated literacy material may
arise ifpictures are not meaningful or even confusing to the target group. Before
proceeding to the stage ofliterature production,it must be ascertained whether or not
pictures are understood.
Reading Pictures-Can Preliterate Peonle Perceive Pictures?

The adage,"One picture is worth a thousand words"is not true"ifthe people who
see it attach no significance to the...representations"(Davis, 1991,p. 6).In this case it
would perhaps be preferable, as Gudschinsky(1973)suggests,"to teach reading without

pictures,rather than to teach the reading ofpictures first"(p. 61).
The Pintupi,an ethnic group ofAustralian Aborigines with their own distinctive

language,were confused by illustrations. Davis(1991)cites Lesley Hansen,the literacy
worker among them:"European art is a meaninglessjxmgle to the Pintupi. Line drawings
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ofthe very familiar[are]...completely incomprehensible"(p.4). The abstract symbols of
writing,however presented no problem,likely due to the fact that the Pintupi had
developed a graphic representational system to symbolize objects in the real world. Davis

challenges the entire Westem notion ofillustrated text when introducing literacy to
another culture:

What happens when similar materials are introduced in a preliterate group whose
language hasjust been given a written form? Their minds must simultaneously
grasp and compile strange new symbols,leam to establish contextual and topical
relationships, and attempt to make an imconscious cognitive shift between

orthographical symbols and illustrations. All over the world,language groups are
being asked to dojust that. They may succeed;it is certainly not an impossible
task. A young child when thrown into a lake stands a good chance oflearning
how to swim;an adult in the same situation is more likely to drown,(p.4).
Earlier,in 1969,Munroe and Munroe expressed similar concerns when using
conventional cues such as perspective and object size to read pictures that represent the
real world:

We have assumed that little or no experience is necessary,that the viewer will
automatically 'see' what the picture is supposed to represent. We should be wary
ofthis assumption iffor no other reason than the fact that many ofthe
conventions used in pictures in the Westem world were developed only recently
in our history. Some data gathered in Afiica and in the United States lead us to
believe that the reading ofpictures is far from being automatic or innate ability
and that,instead,it is-like reading words-an end product, a skill ofsome
complexity,(p.69)

Feldman(1980-1981)elaborates upon this"complexity."He emphasizes that

reading pictures is similar to reading words in that both occur sequentially. He likens the
process to dogs leading a hunt.Running along a linear path,the dogs alight on a scent,

then chase down another path, and still another. Eventually,one particular piece of
evidence seems to "organize all the partial discoveries made along the way...On this
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analogy,reading pictures is rather more adventurous,even more creative,than reading
strings ofwords...It is a creatively and intellectually demanding activity"(pp.656-657).
A number ofanecdotal records ofpreliterate societies' struggle with picture perception
which emerged during this century(Deregowski, 1980)seem to support this conclusion.
Even among teachers in Western classrooms where children have been inundated

with visual stimuli,there is concern that proper measures be taken to teach the reading of
pictures(Fountas & Olson, 1996;Pruisner, 1992;Stewig,1992). Sara Gudschinsky
(1973)mentions a French study that lends credence to this concern.Paul Fraissee and

Gordon Mvuray conducted a study ofthe visual perception ofEuropean children. Their

data show that geometric shapes were recognized most quickly,followed by words and

then by nonsense syllables.Pictures offamiliar objects were recognized most slowly of
all(p.61).

After reading these speculations and studies by Western writers,the conclusion

might be drawn that pictures should,at least initially, be excluded from literacy materials
for preliterate societies. Learning to read pictures must truly be a difficult endeavor.

However,carefiil perusal ofthe available research ofpicture perception in preliterate and
semi-literate societies reveals these people are able to understand pictures and,when
there is difficulty, minimal guidance and exposure corrects the lack(Cook,1977,1978,
1981;Deregowski, 1980,1990;Espe, 1990; Gibson,E.J., 1969;Hagen & Jones, 1978;
Johnson, 1991;Kennedy, 1974).

The studies that do report difficulty in understanding pictures among people of
preliterate societies can be criticized for insufficient data collection,poor testing
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techniques,or cultural bias. Unfortunately,because ofthe "findings"ofthese studies,and
because ofthe previously mentioned negative anecdotal records. Western attitudes about

the ability oftraditional peoples to interpret pictures have been negatively affected.
Significant research which is relevant to the present query,"Are pictures understood?" as

it relates to the development ofliteracy materials for the Numanggang,will be presented
in chronological order beginning at the end ofthe nineteenth century.
Research on picture perception among preliterate neonle. Although simply reports
ofreactions to pictures ofpreliterate people rather than studies,the following two
incidents bear mentioning.In 1885,an explorer named Thompson described a Scene in

which Wataveta women were looking at photographs ofwhite women.Not only did they
recognize them as"some oftheir charming white sisters," but mistook them for"living
beings"(Deregowski, 1980,p. 109). On another occasion in 1904,a slide show was

given by A.B.Lloyd in a preliterate society in Uganda.Deregowski(1980)quotes
Lloyd's record ofthe event:

When all the people were quietly seated the first picture flashed on the sheet was
that ofan elephant. The wildest excitement immediately prevailed, many ofthe
peoplejiimping up and shouting,fearing the beast must be alive, while those
nearest to the sheet sprang up and fled. The chiefhimselfcrept stealthily forward
and peeped behind the sheet to see ifthe animal had a body,and when he
discovered that the animal's body was only the thickness ofthe sheet,a great roar
broke the stillness ofthe night,(p. 109)

The earliest available research ofpicture perception among non-literates took
place in the Torres Strait in 1898. W.H.R.Rivers,a psychologist and member ofthe

Cambridge Anthropological Expedition showed the people in the Fly River area a picture
ofa Western man and a boy.He reported that the people had no difficulty in
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understanding the picture but would perhaps have shown more interestin a culturally
appropriate one(Cook,1981,p.l01).

Deregowski(1980)cites a description by Dr.Laws as recorded by Beach(1901)
ofolder people in Nyasaland who were looking at a picture for the very first time
(unedited):

Take a picture in black and white,and the natives cannot see it. You may tell the
natives:"This is a picture ofan ox and a dog";and the people will look at it and
look at you and that look says that they consider you a liar. Perhaps you say
again,"Yes,this is a picture ofan ox and a dog". Well,perhaps they will tell you
what they think this time.Ifthere are boys about, you say:"This is really a picture
ofan ox and a dog.Look at the horn ofthe ox,and there is his tail!" And the boy
will say:"Oh!Yes and there is the dog's nose and eyes and ears!"Then the old
people will look again and clap their hands and say,"Oh!Yes,it is a dog!" (p
108)

In 1926,Ellis Silas wrote an interesting account ofhis wanderings in Papua New
Guinea.He simply walked around the country,drawing pictures. His records tell ofhis

amazement at the depth ofrmderstanding the people displayed ofhis art(Cook,1981,p.
102).

The next available information comes from an anecdotal note by an

anthropologist,Catherine H.Bemdt,working among a traditional people group ofPapua
New Guinea in 1959.She briefly commented that people could not interpret pictures of
certain cultural ceremonies. The statement was not supported by reliable data collection

or presentation ofsamples ofpictures. Unfortunately,Anthony Forge repeated her

remark in a 1970 publication. Thereafter, Westem researchers developed a negative bias
toward the picture perception ability ofPapua New Guineans(Cook,1981,p. 102).
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One ofthe most often mentioned studies on picture perception was imdertaken by
Hochberg & Brooks(1962). Tbey raised their infant son in a pictureless environment

until be was 19 months old at which time they introduced him to pictures offamiliar

objects in photographs and line drawings(see Figure 9below).Pictures ofeach object

were handed to him one at a time,first in line form;then in photographic form.His tape
recorded verbal responses to the pictures were scored by two differentjudges.Even the
responses to the line drawings were significantly better than chance. These results,
though conclusive for only this one child, are difficult to refute and lend credence to the

argument that learning to perceive pictures does not require specific training.

Figure 9.Pictures from Hochberg and Brook's(1962)Study to Determine
Innateness ofPicture Perception(Gibson,E. J., 1969,p.401).
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Interest in picture perception among preliterate societies accelerated in the middle

ofthe 20th century and resulted in several studies. A series ofresearch projects in Africa
took place in the late fifties and the sixties. The earliest began at Northwestern
University in 1956. As a result ofan ongoing debate between Melville Herskovits and

Donald Campbell concerning the influence ofcultural differences on perceptual

tendencies,a study was conducted in 15 societies(Segall,Campbell,& Herskovits, 1966)
A sample of1,878 persons from 14non-European cultures and also in the United States

were tested using geometric lines over a period ofsix years(see Figure 10 below).

\

Figure 10."Picture"from Segall,Campbell,and Herskovits'(1966)
Picture Perception Study(pp. 209-210).Redrawn.

A summation oftheir report indicates that"visual response habits are related to

ecological and cultural factors in the visual environment"(p. 211). Two specific findings
were reported: 1)Western peoples,experienced in carpentry and with pictures are more
perceptive ofvisual illusions in pictures, and 2)the presence or absence ofhorizontal
vistas in one's environment critically affects one's perception offoreshortened vertical
lines in a picture as possible long receding horizontal lines. The research stressed that

these findings were the result ofcultural experiences,not race. Again,it was found that
picture perception is affected by exposure and experience.

Overlapping in time with the study done by Northwestern University,Hudson

(1960)administered a test to 85 workers in a Bantu factory in order to determine ability
to perceive three dimensions in two-dimensional pictorial material. The workers

represented a number ofsub-cultural groups in Africa(p. 183). Hudson also administered
the same test consisting of11 pictures to South African school children, both black and

white(see Figure 11 on page 90).Hudson(1960)was particularly interested in
conventional cues used in pictures to represent three-dimensionality-object size,

superimposition and overlap,and perspective(p. 184). The participants who attended

school perceived the pictures three-dimensionally,while most others saw them only twodimensionally,whether looking at an outline drawing or a photograph(p.207).
"Formal school and informal training combined to supply an exposure threshold
necessary for the development ofthe process"(Hudson,1960,pp.207-208).

However,the low scores for preliterates in Hudson's tests were questioned by

Cook(1981),Munroe and Munroe(1969)and Hagen and Jones(1978). Cook proposed
that the participants would have scored higher had there not been problems with possible
misinterpretations ofclose andfar-a difficulty Hudson denies. Cook claims that an

initial study ofpictorial depth perception by Rivers acknowledges this particular

confusion in terms. Cook himselffound the words near andfar to be problematic in his
own research."The arrow is far away in distance,hut close in terms ofhow soon it will

pierce the pig and how accurately the hunter is aiming"(Cook,1981,pp.63-64).
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Figure 11. Sample Pictures used by Hudson(Hagen & Jones, 1978,p. 186).
IfCook's assessment ofHudson's work is correct,results for understanding pictures
would be considerably higher(see also Serpell & Deregowski, 1980,p. 172).
Munroe and Munroe(1969)wondered why"even the white South Affiean school

children,with all their cultural advantages only scored about 72% correct in pictures
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which used perspective lines as cues"(p.69).It was decided that Hudson's pictures had
inherent difficulties and an attempt was made to improve the quality ofthe pictures used
in their subsequent study. After review ofthe work ofSegall,Campbell,and Herskovits
as well,they administered a new test to 24 subjects ofthe Logoli tribe. Their results

indicate that Afiican children with little exposure to pictorial material had difficulty in
reading pictures three-dimensionally.Interestingly,however,Munroe and Miraroe state

that American children,with greater exposure to two-dimensional representations

likewise require time and experience to interpret pictures three-dimensionally(p.71).
Hagen and Jones(1978)also question Hudson's research. They discuss the work

ofJahoda and McGurk who thoroughly critiqued Hudson's studies and developed a new

picture test very similar to Hudson's,but culturally appropriate for Westerners.Using the
new test and Hudson's test,they attempted to understand perception ofdepth in pictures
among educated Scottish adults:

Jahoda and McGurk...got maximum scores of69% for the new test and 72% for

the Hudson test. On neither ofthe tests did European adults imiformly attain the
maximum score...There ofcourse will always be some error scores simply due to

not paying attention,lack ofmotivation,hostility,and other such factors,Wt
surely not ofthis magnitude. We are willing to argue that any test ofWestern
pictorial depth information which fails to generate nearly 100% three-dimensional
responding in educated Western adults has faults ofeither design or procedure or
both which leave its validity open to serious question.It seems to us very unlikely
that some 30% ofeducated Scots are incapable ofseeing depth in pictures,
(p. 191)

Given the above criticism,it seems likely that Hudson could have obtained more

favorable results for pictme perception had his test materials been adequate.

During the 1960's,an interesting nuance to picture perception ability was

revealed in a study in rural Zambia.Illiterate men and children attending primary school
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participated in the study.Each was tested on recognition ofanimals in photographs.Even
though there was considerable difference in age and education,the men scored higher in
recognition ofanimals in the environment(e.g.zebra,lion,hippopotamus,elephant)
whereas the school children scored higher in recognition ofunfamiliar animflk(e.g.
walrus,kangaroo,polar bear). The children did seem to have a slight overall advantage,

but the results support picture recognition abilities for non-readers ifthe image is a
familiar one(Deregowski, 1980).
In 1966 another study was undertaken by John Sievert ofthe Lutheran Mission in

Papua New Guinea to determine whether the local people could imderstand pictures. He
mailed several types ofpictures to missionaries in the country. The pictures were then
shown to local people and tested for recognition. Although the study was never

completed,several significant observations emerged which are helpful.It was noted that

those who had more educational background were able to see more details in the pictures.
Uncluttered photographs and realistic drawings as well as color outlines were understood

well,whereas two-dimensional outline drawings presented difficulty(Cook,1981,p.
103).

By the end ofthe sixties,research was beginning to show that preliterate people

could"read"pictures. Gibson(1969)questioned the dubious interpretation ofinability to
perceive pictures when people were presented with a picture ofa face for the very first
time;

The...naive subject is probably struck by the incongruity ofhis perception. The
similarity ofthe optic array to the real face is apparent,but so is the difference
the flatness ofthe object,the sharp rectangular edges surrounding it, the lack of
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color,the lack ofmotion,the absence ofthe back ofthe head. No wonder he turns

it over with puzzled looks,(p.395)

The only occasion,she states,in which instruction in perception might be required is

when the representation ofthe real object is highly stylized,idiosyncratic,or lacking in
fidelity. She infers"from the available evidence that differentiation ofpictured objects is

learned at the same time that distinctive features ofthe real object are learned"(p. 396).
Later research confirmed Gibson's endorsement ofpicture perception without

formal training. A study among the Me'en in Ethiopia,several studies in Papua New
Guinea,and one in Zambia revealed adequate picture perception ability among
preliterates. Another research project in the United States resulted in significant

information even for non-Western societies. The following section gives a briefsummary
ofeach ofthese studies.

Like Gibson,Fugelsang(1982)and Deregowski(1980)believe the lack of
instantaneous perception ofpictures among those encountering pictures for the first time

is due to the novelty ofthe encoimter and newness ofthe medium.Reporting on
Muldrow's work during the seventies among the Me'en ofEthiopia,Deregowski relates:
When the Me'en,most ofwhom were probably entirely unfamiliar with pictures,
were given a page from a children's colouring book they would smell it, examine
its texture, listen to it while flexing it, even attempt to taste it, but they would
entirely ignore the picture,(p. 113)
Thinking their reaction could be due to a thorough attempt to understand the imfamiliar
substance, Muldrow printed new pictures on coarse cloth used by the Me'en. The shift in

response was dramatic with the vast majority ofMe'en recognizing the picture on the
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cloth. Two ofthe pictures were local animals,one ofa dik-dik,the other a leopard(see
Figure 12 below).

F

Figure 12.Picture from Me'en(1975)Picture Perception Study
(Deregowski, 1980,p. 114).

Ofthe respondents,22recognized the dik-dik,1 called it something else, and 5
did not know.The leopard was better perceived with 32 responding correctly and 2with
other answers. No one said they didn't know what it was.Even when failing to name the

dik-dik,verbal recordings indicate that 1)the respondents correctly perceived body parts
ofthe animal,2)some perhaps were not familiar with the dik-dik, and 3)for those having
difficulty in perception,the process may not be instantaneous,but does in most cases
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occur rather quickly. The following conversation between a researcher and a 35 year old
man looking at a picture ofa dik-dik highlights all three observations:

Experimenter:(Points to the picture):"What do you see?"
Subject:"I'm looking closely. That is a tail. This is a foot."
E:"Whatis the whole thing?"

S:"Wait.Slowly,I am still looking.Let me look and I will tell you.In my
country this is a water-buck."(Deregowski,1980,p. 114)

Cook(1981)summarizes"a fairly comprehensive pilot study on pictorial

perception among local people in the Central District"(p,108)ofPapua New Guinea in
the early seventies. The results ofthis project,conducted by the government's

Department ofInformation Services and Extension Services,again confirmed the ability
ofthe people to decipher pictures. Both children and adults understood the convention of

size as a perspective Cue and could recognize a partial figure ofa man.They did report
that occupation,education,and age were factors that affected picture understanding(pp.
108-109).

In 1973,UNESCO published the findings ofa study to determine which offive

types ofpictures were most easily recognized by Zambians. Ofthe sample of63 subjects,
over half(46)were preliterate. The others had minimal exposure to school or to life in an

urban setting(p. 118).For the present discussion,the significant finding ofthis research
is that only two participants out of63 failed to give satisfactory identification ofthe

picture content(UNESCO,1973,p. 120)(see Appendix C,page 342).The author ofthe
study makes the following statement:

I have often metthe assertion that illiterates do not understand pictures. The
implication is that they have not learnt to interpret them.I feel that the implication
rather is that they have in any case been exposed to pictures whose content is not
familiar to them or whose style and reproduction are such that identification is
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made difficult. The results ofthis study indicate that illiterates can identify and
understand pictures with ease ifcertain considerations are taken into account
when pictures are produced,(p. 120)

UNESCO's finding were supported by a study during the seventies conducted in

Papua New Guinea by Hutton and Ellison,two Australian psychologists. Their survey
indicated that pictures containing an abundance or an absence ofdetail were more

difficult to interpret. A secondary finding indicated that people had no difficulty in
discerning depth in pictures. They were adept at understanding conventional cues
indicating three-dimensionality(Cook,1981,pp. 104-105).

During this time,a series ofcontroversial studies conducted in Papua New
Guinea were also published. These appear to be racially biased and have come to be

known as the"black versus white studies." All were administered by"various
psychologists using high-powered Westem techniques to test the skills ofthe local
people"(Cook, 1981,p. 105).In each case,the pictures and/or testing procedures were

not adapted to the local culture. The studies by Ord,by Waldon and Gallimore,and by
Randall all used pictures fi-om outside ofthe local culture. As a result,the Papua New

Guinean("black")subjects consistently scored lower than their European("white")
counterparts.

Cook conducted a significant study in Papua New Guinea during the seventies

and subsequently published his findings as a doctoral dissertation in 1978.Though
primarily focusing on what type ofpictures communicate most effectively with people
having little or no exposure to literacy, his statement in preliminary work that"picture
commrmication is successful in Papua New Guinea"(Cook,1977,p.7)supports the
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earlier research. He identifies the component ofexposure to pictures,or"acculturation in

the special case ofcontact with Western cultures"(Cook,1978,p.414)as a significant
influence on picture communication.In his book.Understanding Pictures in Panua New

Guinea published in 1981,Cook states emphatically that though minor perceptual
problems do occur(i.e. mistakenly identifying a fire as a flower or a horizon line as a
vine),pictures are understood.

There has been temptation to conclude fi'om such perceptual problems that people
in traditional areas lack ability to understand pictures. However,one has only to
live among these people a short time to learn that their lower level ofskill stems

notfrom lack ofability, but firom limited pictorial experience,(p.3)

Even during the short duration ofthe test used in his research. Cook(1981)observed

improvementin scoring and was forced to readjust his procedure!(p.54). Although he
attributes the increase in ability to a better imderstanding ofthe task,it appears that
picture recognition skills also increased in a relatively short duration oftime with
minimal exposure.

By the end ofthe seventies,though argument continued to simmer as to whether

picture perception is an innate ability or a new skill that is learned rather quickly(Hagen
& Jones, 1978;Johnson,1991),research clearly supported Kennedy's(1974)conclusion:
Would not anyone meeting a photograph for the first time be puzzled,not know
quite what to say,but certainly deny that it was,physically,the represented
object? How easy it would be for an experimenter,especially ifhis knowledge of
the native language was less than perfect,to interpret inquisitive puzzlement as an

inability to take information from pictures.It is very sme that'primitive' peoples
show great curiosity over artifacts ofour society-just as we show curiosity over
their artifacts! Our pictures,print,jewelry,even om illustrations fascinate other
cultures-not because the subjects find them totally incomprehensible,but
because they have a pointed,well-eontrolled,systematic curiosity, (pp.67-68)
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Citing studies in which even monkeys and"lowly"pigeons recognized pictures and

responded accordingly,Kennedy dehunks the notion that humans might require training
to perceive pictures(p. 84).

Deregowski(1980)echoes Kennedy's(1974)conclusion:

Acute difficulties in perception ofpictures as an inahility to see that a pattern on a
plane surface represents something else or gross misperception ofthe represented
objects are relatively rare when clear pictures printed on familiar material are

used. Such difficulties do not occur in great frequency even in populations which
as far as cqn be ascertained have practically no contact with pictorial
materials...It follows that such difficulties would he even rarer indeed in the

populations which have some minimal contact with pictures. Most ofthe socalled remote,pictorially deprived,populations fall into this category,(p. 119)
Few studies are available in the literature after the seventies. Several reasons for

this lack are proposed: 1)The ability to understand pictures had been established by
previous studies;2)Studies were conducted hut not published and made available to the

public; and/or 3)The study topics ofcultural diversity and aesthetics in picture choice for
literacy materials were deemed more crucial. A shift in interest to studying the cultural
and aesthetic qualities ofpictures that began in the seventies influenced later research
(Espe, 1990;Haaland, 1984; Johnson, 1991).

^

Discussion ofresearch on picture nercention. Although most ofthe evidence

discussed in the studies on picture perception affirms the ability ofpreliterates to

understand pictures to some degree,a few researchers report difficulty. In cases where
pictures were confusing,the anecdotal records must be taken at face value, but the studies

can he criticized on the grounds ofculturally meaningless pictures or biased testing
procedures.
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Davis'(1991)statement that the Pintupi ofAustralia were confused by pictures
appears to present a problem. Yet,Davis reports that, although the literacy workers had

decided not to use illustrations in the literacy material,a group ofeducated Pintupi
insisted pictures be included(p.4). Apparently,with exposure to illustrations in school
books,these Pintupi had come to value pictures as a compliment to text.

The French study reported by Sara Gudschinsky(1973),which was conducted by
Paul Fraissee and Gordon Murray,must be evaluated for its usefulness in a literacy
program for a preliterate society. Their research,which indicates that children recognized
geometric shapes most quickly,followed by words,nonsense syllables and lastly,
pictmes was conducted with literate children. Both words and picture were familiar to
these readers.In addition,the focus was on length oftime for recognition rather than

recognition alone. This study cannot be used,therefore,as an argument against the
viability ofpictures. Simply because something requires a longer time to perceive does
not necessarily mean it is more difficult-it may simply require a longer time to scan.
Although it may be true that the ability to read pictures is a learned skill rather

than an inherent ability,the assumption that learning to read pictures is the same as

learning to read text is not valid. Visual perception and the recognition ofobjects in the
real world is a skill that is developed from birth. The transfer ofthis skill to "reading" a

familiar object on a two-dimensional medium cannot be equated with reading the
unfamiliar abstract symbols ofwritten language,particularly for those who have not been
exposed to a literate environment.
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A person old enough to learn to read possesses a vast store ofvisual knowledge,
albeit in a three-dimensional form.Things in the real world are recognized from many

angles,distances, and lighting. A red rose is identified as such under greatly varying
circumstances. The rose has attained "object constancy"in the mind ofthe viewer
(Mumoe and Munroe 1969; Thouless, 1933). When an experienced viewer looks at a
picture ofa red rose,the skill used to recognize the rose is a well-rehearsed one. Several

factors are new-the medium,two-dimensionality,and perhaps other things such as color
and lighting. But,the outline ofthe rose is familiar. It may take a little time and

experience for the mind to identify it as a new form ofa known object and add it to the
other catalogued possibilities.

A child never sees a man as a paper-doll cut-out or a silhouette,but those forms

are recognized as a man. According to Gibson(1986),the reason for this accurate

perception is that the child has come to rmderstand a man as"a sort ofhead-body-arms
legs invariant." Any outline drawing which retains those features is interpreted as such.
"The outlines tend to be seen as the occluding edges ofa man...Even when the outlines

give way to line segments,as in so-called stick figures,the invariant may still be
displayed and the man perceived"(p. 272).

Although naive subjects do perceive pictures, offering clues may aid in the speed
ofrecognition when there is initial difficulty. Often,when attention is directed to salient

features ofthe represented object,they experience an"Aha!"phenomenon(Hagen &
Jones, 1978,p. 177). As early as 1901,observation was made ofolder people in
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Nyasaland responding to coaching in picture perception. As cited earlier(p. 86),when
prompted to see the parts ofthe dog in the picture,they were ahle to recognize the whole.
The UNESCO(1973)study also confirmed that preliterates,looking at a picture
for the first time are capable viewers,but at times need encouragement:
It should be mentioned that sometimes when the subject's identification ofa
picture is slow and difficult to bring about,even the slightest allusion to one of
the relevant details in the picture is enough to reveal the whole picture for the
subject. For example,the picture ofa woman cooking nshima. Given the clue
can you see a wooden spoon?-the subject immediately sees and understands the
whole story in the picture,(p. 120)

When a preliterate encounters the abstract symbols ofthe orthography ofa
familiar spoken language,however,there is nothing recognizable in the letters to trigger
identification. The symbols are a completely new form ofrepresenting the phonemes of
the language. The aspiring reader might stare at the word rose forever and not realize it
means a rose. Even a well-intentioned instructor could point out a detail ofthe letter
combination- perhaps the letter,o-and still the learner would see no inherent

relationship to the real object,a rose. The similarity between reading pictures and reading
words discussed by Feldman(1980-1981)is valid in the sense that both involve a visual

process ofsearching the page in a linear fashion. The critical element here,however,is
that the viewer is looking for somethingyamz7mr that will help him organize the whole.

For the preliterate viewer,only the picture possesses familiar content,not the words.
The argument that learning to read pictures requires considerable training
disintegrates in light ofpicture perception research. A person from a preliterate society
who is learning to read must leam an entirely new set ofabstract symbols. Learning to

read a picture,on the other hand,involves the use ofthe developed skill ofvisual
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perception to integrate a modifiedform into a set which already defines a familiar object.

Certainly,training in the interpretation ofpictures will aid new literates in understanding.
However,to exclude pictures in literacy materials for new literates defies the creative
potential ofvisual perception.
Summarv

Espe(1990)sums up the research in the following statement:"Picture perception
is fast, and direct,hut psychologically projective"(p.26). The research clearly indicates
that pre-literate people,whether children or adult. Western or non-Westem,can

understand pictures that are culturally relevant. Where difficulties exist,linguistic
misimderstandings oftest questions,and poorly designed or culturally irrelevant pictures
are at fault. Furthermore, with exposure and coaching,picture perception increases. The
answer to the second question,"Are pictures understood?"is yes,when the pictures
represent familiar real-world visual perceptions.
What Tvpes ofPictures are Most Easilv Perceived hv Preliterate People?

Preparation ofliterature for the teaching ofreading,however,requires a more

refined answer to the question ofpicture perception. As was suggested in the foregoing
research,not all pictures are created equal. Are certain types ofpictures more amenable

to comprehension than others? Several picture research studies have focused on the topic
ofease ofperception when presented with various styles ofart. These studies will he
presented in chronological order.
Research on tvnes ofpictures most easilv perceived hv pre-literate people. Gibson

(1969)discusses two studies conducted during the late fifties and early sixties to
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determine the speed at which discriminatoryjudgments could be made when viewing an
object in several modes ofpresentation. Although these studies tested the ability of

literate people,they are significant in that the findings are critical for the development of
illustrations that will be quickly perceived.Both studies reveal that when distinctive
features are enhanced,perception is augmented.

In the first study,Ryan and Schwartz displayed pictures ofan object in four
manners ofrepresentation-photographs,shaded drawings,line drawings,and cartoons.
In the test,the subjects were to determine the object's relative position.Figure 13 below

is an example ofa test picture in which the subject was to specify finger position.

/■

Figure 13. Sample Picture fromRyan and Schwartz's (1956) Picture
Perception Study (Gibson, 1969, p. 103).

An interesting result of the study was the discovery that drawings done in cartoon form
were perceived most quickly. Photographs and shaded drawings were both discemed
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equally after cartoons. Outline drawings caused the most difficulty(Gibson,1969,pp.
102-103).

In a similar study,Fraisse and Elkin used real objects together with photographs,
outline drawings,and a drawing which accented essential features ofthe objects. Again,
these accented drawings were most quickly perceived followed by the real object,then
the photograph,and lastly,the outline drawing."The superiority ofthe accented[and
cartoon]drawing over the photograph and object is...an importantfinding"(Gibson,
1969,pp. 103-104).

In 1973,UNESCO conducted a similar study in Zambia,Seven motifs were

prepared in four styles-line drawing,silhouette,photographic block-out,and

photograph.(See Appendix C on p. 342).The results ofthe UNESCO(1973)study

clearly indicated thatthe motifdepicted in a block-out photograph was the most quickly
identified,followed by the full photograph(see Figure 14 below). Silhouettes and line
drawings did not rate favorably.

Picture motif

Line drawing Silhouette

Block-out

Photograph

1. House with woman

3

6

30

21

2. Kettle on fireplace
3. Cooking pot on burner
4. Walking lion
5. Man drinking beer
6. Woman cooking nshima

2

6

23

16

2

5

39

15

1

3

37

15

0

7

30

20

4

3

35

19

7. Woman-bucket on head

3

0

36

22

230

128

TOTAL

15

30

Figure 14. Results ofPicture Perception Study by UNESCO in Zambia.(Practical Guide
to Functional Literacv. 1973.p. 1201.
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In 1976,a paper entitled The SearchforInformation in Pictures was presented at
the spring Southwestern Regional Meeting ofthe Society for Research and Child

Development. Though summarizing a study conducted in the United States,this report
adds another dimension to the ease ofpicture perception. Arnold,Incobbo and Brooks

(1976)tested 40 fifth grade students to determine picture verification according to
relational presuppositions. The task ofidentifying a picture corresponding to the

phrase,"a horsejumping over a fence," was an easier task than identifying a picture
corresponding to the phrase,"a horsejumping over an elephant"(p. 3). Their conclusion

that"general cognitive functioning affects the ability to process visual information"(p.7)
lends credence to other research(Gudschinsky,1973; Murphy& Sheffler, 1983)which
suggests that in order to be effectively discerned,pictures must be culturally relevant.
Cook(1977)sampled 423 people from 12 language areas in Papua New Guinea

to determine what type ofpictures communicated most effectively with people having
little or no exposure to literacy. He presented several art styles-stick figures,outline
figures, detailed black and white drawings,line drawings with color wash,and

photographs-depicting the same sequence ofevents(see Appendix D on page 343).
According to his findings. Cook(1981)determined that realistic detailed black-and-white

line drawings were most effective in communicating with preliterate people.

From Cook's perspective"the most important conclusion from these findings was
that art style and content do make a difference in picture understanding,but only after
one considers the subjects' environment,sociological background,personal interests, and
needs"(Cook,1981,pp. 77-78). He concludes that"picture commimication is a
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complicated phenomenon.Picture content has a significant effect upon the success of
picture communication. Art styles and degrees of'realism' have less effect than content"

(p.421).Pictures would be most successful,then,ifthey are "interesting within the local
culture"(p.412).For instance,a series ofbooks picturing canoe construction and fishing

would be inappropriate for Bedoins living in North Afiica(p.79). An emergent literacy
program would benefit from taking these factors into consideration.

In 1991,Dawson studied picture perception among the Bush Negro and the
Creole ofSuriname as part ofa larger research project on aesthetic preferences in literacy
materials. The significant factor for the ease ofpicture perception in Dawson's report is

the discovery that"illustrations that seem confusing to 'us' will probably seem confusing
to the Bush Negro and the Creole as well"(Dawson,1991,p. 160). Similar to the results

discovered by UNESCO(1973)and Cook(1981)the amount ofdetail in pictures is an
important factor in picture communication. Too little detail will cause failure in
recognition; too much detail will cause confusion.

The last study to be considered broadens the topic ofpicture perception to include
a holistic perception ofthe picture from a personal perspective.Pettersson(1992)found
that because people are imiquely individual,they will always interpret pictures in
personally meaningful ways(p. 160). Once pictures are understood,the mature viewer

interprets the picture as part ofa larger scene.Because a picture represents a moment of

time within a restrictive frame,there is always something going on before,after, and
around tiiQ picture. When asked to draw pictures to depict these prepositions in relation
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to the original picture,each person drew the events and circumstances surrounding the
picture from a unique perspective(see Figures 15a and 15b below).

Original Picture

Rain and a Flash

ofLightning
Rain

The Sun is Seen to the

Right ofthe Cloud

-2 o ^

The Sun and
Sunshine

V

Figure 15a. Sample Pictures from Pettersson's Study(Pettersson, 1992,
pp. 158-159). Possibilities for"After."

Figure 15b. Sample Pictures from Pettersson's Study ofPersonal Holistic
Picture Perception(Pettersson, 1992,pp. 158-159).Possibilities for "Around.'
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When applied to emergent literacy programs,this evidence indicates the necessity
for the pictures to trigger a broadened view ofthe event depicted in the illustration.

Unless the viewer can coimect the picture with stored personal experiences and

knowledge,the picture will remain frozen,framed,and meaningless. Culturally relevant
pictures are crucial.
Discussion ofresearch on tvnes ofpictures most easilv perceived. The literature

available concerning the type ofpictures that are most easily imderstood is limited in
scope.Black and white pictures dominate the research. No studies were found in which

high quality colored photographs were tested along with other styles ofart. Hagen and
Jones(1978)lament the lack:"Unfortunately,despite the many years ofexistence of

colored film-and,before film,paint and crayons-colored pictures are very seldom
used in the work on cross-cultural picture perception"(p. 174).

A possible reason for the lack can be found in a statement by Deregowski,cited
by Hagen and Jones(1976):

I shall not concern myselfwith pictures...which approximate to reality so closely
as to be mistaken for it, but with pictures that depict reality showing sufficient
clarity to be readily recognizable in one culture and yet present difficulties in
another,since only such pictures can tell us what happens when we see apicture
for the first time.(p. 174)

Perhaps Segall,Campbell,and Herskovit's(1966)earlier conclusion"that the experience

ofanthropologists shows that motion pictures are almost universally perceived without
trouble and that colored prints are also"(as cited in Hagen & Jones, 1978,p. 174)
precluded the use ofcolored photographs in the subsequent research. Although these
statements by prominent researchers in the field ofcross-cultural picture perception are
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not based on systematic studies,but on anecdotal records,it is likely that,iftested,
quality colored photographs would be the most easily perceived.

Cook's(1981)findings,that realistic detailed black-and-white line drawings
were most effective in communicating with preliterate people,contradict the 1973
UNESCO test in Zambia that favored the block-out photograph.It is significant to note,
however,that unlike the UNESCO study.Cook's study did not use a block-out version of

a photograph(which would have eliminated extraneous detail); and UNESCO's study did
not use detailed line drawings as Cook's did. No test using detailed black and white

drawings,block-out photographs(or photographs with the center ofinterest only in
focus),colored photographs, and cartoons was found in the literature.
Summarv

Given the limitations ofthe current research as discussed above,several factors

concerning the type ofpicture most quickly perceived do emerge: 1)Culturally relevant
pictures are understood;2)The ease ofpicture perception depends on cultural,
educational,and personal factors; 3)Pictures which have sufficient detail are more

quickly understood;4)Pictures with extraneous detail are difficult to perceive; and 5)
cartoons or accented drawings are quickly discerned.

According to anecdotal evidence and comments by various writers cited by

Hagen and Jones(1978),colored photographs hold promise for being the most easily
perceived picture. The fact remains,however,that pictmes ofall types, when they are

culturally appropriate,can be perceived by preliterate peoples with minimal exposure.
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Perception ofeven minimal line drawings is sufficient, while perception ofpictures
which mirror reality is unquestioned.
What Pictures Should be Used?

It has now been determined that pictures are necessary and that culturally

appropriate pictures are understood.The foundation for including pictures in emergent
literacy programs has been established. The final question related to picture selection,
"What pictures should be used?"can now be addressed.

With the question ofpicture perception ability answered,the focus ofdiscussion

can turn,as the research in the eighties did,to the subject ofsuitability and preference.

Whatever form ofart is selected,researchers and authors unanimously call for culturally
appropriate pictures that reflect the life-style, values,and aesthetics ofthe target group,in
literacy materials(Deregowski,1980;Duncan,1977; Giltrow, 1977;Espe,1990;

Fuglesang, 1982; Gudschinsky, 1973;Johnson,1991;Kennedy,1974;Haaland, 1984).
Fugelsang,as cited by Johnson(1991),argues that"pictures are conventions conditioned

by the cultures fi*om which they emerge. They are not a cross-cultural universal language
independent ofpeople's experience"(p.28).

Unfortrmately,reflection upon the research studies ofpicture perception in nonWestern cultures reveals that all the pictures used were introduced by foreign artists.

Although Cook(1981)used a national art editor,even his drawings were done by an
Australian artist who had spenttime in Papua New Guinea,but was currently working in
the Philippines.
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The Value ofUsing Local Art in Literacy Materials

In 1973,Sara Gudschinsky made a salient observation that deeply impacts the
question under consideration and that should have been honored long ago:
An emphasis on teaching people to read the kind ofpictmes we choose to draw
has obscured the necessity for anthropological investigation into the kind ofart

that the people themselves already use. We overlooked the possibility that in
cultures in which there is already a highly developed art,the art ofthe primers
should be the art ofthe people.Ifwe did use the art ofthe people in our material,
there would be almost no need at all to teach them to read pictures in order to
leam to read words,(p.61)

Furthermore,ifillustrations for literacy materials were produced by the people
themselves,all the potential problems regarding the violation ofvalues and
misrepresentation ofculture would disappear.

The reticence ofliteracy workers among traditionalpeople to use local artwork

could stem from ethnocentric bias(Murphy & Sheffler, 1983;Read, 1951; Stout, 1971).
Europeans have inherited their cultural concept ofideal beauty from the classical art of
Greece and Rome. According to Read(1951):

Perhaps as an ideal it is as good as any other; but we ought to realize that it is
only one ofseveral possible ideals...We try,often enough in vain,to force this
one word 'beauty'into the service ofall these ideals as expressed in art. A Greek

Aphrodite,a Byzantine Madonna and a savage idol from New Guinea or the Ivory
Coast cannot one and all belong to this classical concept ofbeauty...Yet,whether
beautiful or ugly[according to the European ideal], all these objects may he
legitimately described as works ofart.(pp.22-23)

Primitive art"may express an equal or even a finer instinct for form"(Read,1951,p.24)
than some art forms ofWestern civilization.

A second reason for negative ethnocentric assessment ofthe artwork oftraditional

societies could he a result ofboth "civilized" and "primitive" man misjudging the
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aesthetic sensibilities ofthe other. Thompson(1971)reports that a Til weaver of

Northern Nigeria gives his best piece to his mother-in-law; his worst piece he sells to
unsuspecting foreigners who apparently do not know the difference. The great brass
castors ofAbomey in the 1930's,likewise,reserved their coarser works for Westerners;

the finer work was sold to local patrons(p. 376). Westerners,in similar fashion,lock
their masterpieces in museums,far from the access ofother cultmres.

Ifproducers ofpicture books,as Cianciolo(1970)urges,respect and understand
the audience(p.7),then the art forms ofthat audience must also be respected. Because
"we are culture boimd to consider certain things as visually aesthetic which others do
not"(Murphy & Sheffler, 1983,p. 1), concerted effort must be given to affirmation of

local art(Machin,1981,p. 3). Attentive consideration ofthe community piupose and
value placed on art forms could alter ethnocentric attitudes and,instead, engender
appreciation(Hartt, 1985,p. 14).

Aesthetics in art are culturallv determined.Beginning in the late 1800's,

according to Chipp(1971),teachers and writers were beginning to "stress the role of

aesthetic pleasure in primitive cultures"(p. 146). Numerous authors(Chipp, 1971;
Muensterberger, 1971;Read,1951)contend that visual aesthetics is the driving force
behind the creation ofworks ofart in every society,including traditional ones. Read
(1951)states:
The instinct that leads us to putimnecessary buttons on oru:clothes,to match our
socks and ties or hats and coats,that makes us put the clock in the middle ofthe
mantelpiece and the parsley rovmd the cold mutton,is the primitive and
uneducated stirrings ofthe instinct that makes the artist arrange his[motifs]...in a
pattern,(p.32)
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One author,Robert H.Lowie,cited by Cbipp(1971),studied the art ofAmerican Indians.

He was convinced that the aesthetic impulse is"one ofthe ureducible components ofthe

human mind,as a potent agency from the very beginnings ofhiiman existence"(p. 147).
The rmiversal desire to create aesthetically pleasing forms finds expression in

diverse manifestations throughout the world.Each culture, according to Dewey(1934),
possesses its own"collective individuality"(p.330)and produces a"manifestation,a
record and celebration ofthe life"(p. 326)ofthe community. A particular artistic

creation "is largely an expression ofthe conglomerate offorces in which the particular
character ofa population projects itself(Muensterberger, 1971,p. 10).
Three studies, published in a volmne entitled Art and Aesthetics in Primitive

Societies, highlight the fact that the unique characteristics ofa culture can influence

choice in artistic expression. Each study focuses on a specific aspect ofculture as a
determining factor in the art ofa society.

In the first study,Fischer(1971)used data gathered by two researchers,Herbert

Barry,III, and G.P. Murdoch,to determine"the relationship ofart style to social

organization"(p. 171-173)in 29 societies. All four ofthe proposed hypotheses were
verified by the data. It was discovered that the design pattems in the art ofegalitarian

societies are characterized by repetition ofsimple elements,generous amounts ofempty
space,and symmetry. The design pattems ofhierarchical societies integrate several
unlike elements,had little empty space,and were asjmimetrical.Figures without
enclosures are used by egalitarian societies whereas enclosed figures characterize
hierarchical societies(pp. 174-175).
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In the second study,Barry(1971)carried out a test in which he examined the art

work of30 preliterate societies to ascertain whether severity ofsocialization impacted

artistic forms.He concluded that"in the majority ofcultures with complex art styles...the
typical individual leams self-reliant behavior to a high degree"(p.70).

Even house structures were found to influence preferences in art style in the third
study. Robbins(1971)studied data gathered in a previous research effort by Barry and

Fischer. He hypothesized that ethnic groups living in rectangular houses would create art

in predominately straight lines. Conversely,those living in round houses were predicted
to use curvilinear forms.The results ofthe study,however,showed the exact opposite.
Traditional Numanggang houses are rornid,however,their art designs are geometric(see
Appendix E on page 348). Based on his findings,Robbins proposes that ifan art object is
to"be cognitively preferred and aesthetically satisfying,it should contain certain

'properties' different from those normally experienced"(p. 333).
These three studies point to intemalized preferences in art form due to social
organization, socialization, and environment. A literacy worker from another culture
would be remiss in applying personal aesthetic values,rather than local preference,in the
creation ofpictures for literacy materials.

Preliterate societies are themselves capable ofcultmally perceived aesthetic

evaluation. Thompson(1971),working in Africa among the Yoruba states:
Artisticjudgments may be made by virtually every member ofa society favoring
art, and these,...show some consistency wherever made.Ifthis is so,and it is also
true that Afiica probably has no society that does not produce some form ofart,
then the same land mass conceals an extremely rich source ofaesthetic criticism,
(p. 375)
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His experience among the Yoruba proved his assertion. He reports that art critics among
them "often speak fluently and convincingly ofthe delicacy ofa line or the roundness of

a mass,attesting, again and again,a refined ability to identify swiftly the aesthetic

components ofform"(p. 375). Thompson quotes a passage from the writings ofTutuola,
a Yoruba novelist,in which a beautiful woman is described."She is not too tall and not

too short; she is not too black and not yellow"(p.379)-certainly a different standard of

beauty than that lauded by the Greeks and the Romans!In conclusion,Thompson(1971)
states that European standards ofartistic criticism,ifapplied to Yoruba art, would fail
miserably:

The visitor from art circles in the Westem world,conditioned by a visual culture
ofabstract expression and optical shock...would hardly suspect that the very
elements which he found laudable in African sculpture might be those considered
hideous by traditional Yoruba. Nor would he realize that the notion ofugliness in
Yoruba art is one way ofproving the positive aesthetic...A broken rule implies the
rule intact, (p.279)
The islanders ofthe Eastern Solomons,like the Yoruba,employ intemalized
culture-specific artistic values in their assessment ofwood carvings. By local criteria,

substandard carvings are unacceptably formed,the iconography inappropriate or deviant,
and the compositions are not properly balanced(Robinson & Davenport,1971,p.401).
Whether because ofvariant perception,or because ofcultural preference,

preliterate people have shown a decided preference for certain pictorial representations of
real objects and for particular styles ofart. Aesthetic values as reflected in local art must
be honored in a literacy program.
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Pictures are culturally interpreted.In addition to locally ascribed determinants of

what constitutes good art, visual images are seen through a cultural grid. The Journal of
SocialPsychology printed an article in 1933 entitled"A Racial Difference in Perception"
by R.H.Thouless. Studying the difference in perception between students from Great
Britain and students from India,Thouless states that the Indians:

see objects in a manner much further from the principles ofperspective than do
the majority ofEuropeans and also...tend not to see shadows. The difference in
question is in the extent to which they are subject to what has been called 'the
tendency to constancy' or the tendency to 'phenomenal regression to the real
characters ofobjects.'(pp. 330-332)
The Indians were more highly influenced by the perception ofactual objects than by their
appearance. For example,receding parallellines tend to appear parallel(see Figure 16 on

page 117)and white paper appears to retain its"whiteness"even when the lighting
changes. This difference in perception "is exactly the difference which would lead to the
observed differences in drawing technique between Western and Oriental artists. It seems
highly probable that the difference in drawing technique is a result ofthe difference in
perception"(Thouless, 1933,p. 336).
The elements ofproportion,size, and view are culturally perceived. An ethnic

group in Brazil insisted certain features ofajaguar be exaggerated and other features
minimized. Their contact with this large cat in thejungle at close range had influenced

their perception ofits proportions. Certain societies may desire eyes in a portrait to be
enlarged; other cultures emphasize noses or muscles(Gudschinsky, 1973,pp. 104-105).
Not only may certain features ofan object be prominent,but functional portions

ofthe picture may dominate(see the Numanggang picture ofthe birds and grasshopper
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Figure 16. Early Indian Picture-A Racial Difference in
Perception,(Thouless, 1933,p. 331).

on page 306). The status ofa high ranking government official or chiefmight require a
comparatively exaggerated size to others in the picture(Murphy & Sheffler, 1983;

Duncan, 1977). Movement,such as ahull leaping,mayrequire elongation ofthe body
(Read, 1951,p. 72).Ifany ofthese elements were to be changed to reflect foreign artistic
ideals and conventions,not only would the message be altered,but the picture might lose
its aesthetic appeal. Furthermore,a foreign editor,in an attempt to beautify a local pictvure
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"may distort the very features which,to the people ofanother culture, are most heautiful"
(Gudschiilsky, 1973,p. 105).

Local artists may also prefer to depict an object from a certain perspective. Artists
in a workshop in Brazil, directed hy Murphy & Sheffler(1983),chose to draw ^imals
from a head-on perspective:

We forget that the head-on(coming)perspective or tail-on(going)perspective is
probably the most evocative for the hunter! It is, therefore,likely to be the most
easily recognized illustration for the majority ofthe readers. We have noted that
women trainees usually draw the animal in a prone position,that is, dead- since
this is the way the women most frequently encounter the objective ofthe hunt,
(p.2)
In addition to proportion, size, and view,color is also culturally defined and
certain colors preferred. Because many books produced for emergent literacy programs in
traditional societies are in black and white,color is often overlooked as an element that

must be considered. Early studies ofchoice between black and white pictures or color

pictures(Mellinger, 1932)reveal a decided preference for color. Cook(1981)reports that
Papua New Guinean "subjects preferred color over every other art style"(p. 81)and
Duncan(1977)states,"Given a choice,our readers in Africa would prefer color"(p. 19).
The indiscriminate or selected use ofcolor by a foreign artist may,however,
create unexpected emotional responses because color is often laden with meaning.
Cunningham(1992)writes that the entire system ofKorean folk art,for example is

intertwined with the religious beliefs ofshamanism,particular colors carrying certain
messages(p.454). Gold,applied to monumental human statues indicated equality with
the rest ofthe universe in the Confucian world view(p.449).Hubbard(1989)discusses a

study ofthe color preference ofJews in Jerusalem in 1941. Yellow was extremely
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unpleasant due to the association with the yellow patch they were forced to wear in Nazi

Germany.Blue,the color ofa popular uniform in Palestine symbolized hopes for revival

and a new society. The same study conducted in Israel in 1960 produced significantly

different results. Yellow was greatly preferred as it was associated with the reviving
desert. Blue was no longer the color ofhope(pp. 132-133).

A similar study cited by Johnson(1991),conducted at the Institute Teknologi
Mara,supports the fact that emotive values ofcolor are culture-specific, even for

different races living within one society. The chart in Figure 17 below displays the results
ofthis study: Literacy materials printed with covers in black for the Indians or in blue for

the Chinese might fail to motivate them to read. On the other hand, yellow covers on

personal stories authored by the Malays might communicate an improper message about
material content.

Malays

Indians

Chinese

Black

courage

evil

death

White
Blue

peace,purity
beauty,liberty

peace,purity
grief

peace,purity
grief

Red

valor, might

Yellow

royalty

aesthetically
appealing
appeases the
gods

prosperity,
happiness
joy,wealth

Green

aesthetically
appealing

very

aesthetically
appealing

aesthetically
appealing

Figure 17. Emotive Values ofColors for Malays,Indians, and Chinese
(Johnson, 1991,p. 20).

Certain colors may he paramount with certain qualities. The Yoruba author's
definition ofa beautiful woman was one who was"not too black and not yellow"
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(Thompson,1971,p. 379).For an American artist,the accepted color ofwater may he
blue;to a preliterate artistic thinker in the tropics,the water may be green. Furthermore,
an orange moon may mean a harvest moon to one artist and a storm warning to another
(Huhbard, 1989).

For whatever reason-emotional,historical, or cultural-preliterate people do
have decided color preferences. Even ethnic groups ofthe same cormtry will exhibit
exclusive local taste. In Suriname,when asked to select preferred colors for hook covers,
the Bush Negro chose intense,bright colors with a shiny surface; the Creole wanted to

use dark intense colors also with shiny surfaces; and the Hindustani preferred red and
orange leatherette covers. The Bush Negro had a distinctive dislike for certain colors as

well. Aukanner Bush Negroes had an aversion to orange,orange-brown,and yellowbrown whereas the Saramaccan Bush Negro could not tolerate yellow-browns and pink
(Dawson,1991).

Bomstein's(1975)research into color perception may shed light on one ofthe
reasons for color preference among different ethnic groups. He states,"Recent
psychophysiological evidence suggests that certain cultures may vary from a uniform

pattern ofcategorization ofbasic hues because certain peoples may actually perceive
colors differently and therefore categorize them differently"(Bomstein, 1975,p. 774).

The reason for this, he says,is the amount ofcolor pigmentation in the eye which causes
light to be perceived differently:

Ocular preprocessing ofradiation by visual pigments is a biometeorological
adaptation to ultraviolet components ofsunlight and/or dietary by-product.
Although such pigments protect the eye and promote acuity,they simultaneously
limit color vision by reducing sensitivity in the blue and by causing visual
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confusion among short visible wavelengths. There is thus a tradeoffbetween

qualitative(color)and quantitative(detail)aspects ofvision,(p.774)
Although,according to Brown(1991),there is substantial evidence in the later

research that societies actually classify colors in a near universal order,the fact remains

that these societies select areas ofthe color spectrum to endow with lexical categories.
The Numanggang ofPapua New Guinea,for example,group dark blue,dark green,and
black in one lexical category-gouyeening. Menanti Sianipar(personal communication,
July 30,1998),a speaker ofBahasa Indonesia,explained the lexical classification of

major colors as including red,green, yellow,and blue. Each ofthese major colors can be
old(dark)or young(light). The minor colors-gray,brown,and orange-cannot be
modified as young or old. Black and white are in a separate class.

The result ofimique classifications, whether for reasons ofperception or choice,

could be decided color preferences. According to Thompson(1971),a young Yoruba
"spoke with the full authority ofhis ancestors" when he articulately described blue as his
favorite color."Tt is between red and black. It is not too conspicuous as red and it is not
so dark as black. It is cool and bright to see'"(p. 379).
Ifa literacy worker or publisher insists that the best choices for illustrations be

bright,bold colors for motivational impact or aesthetic value,the reaction ofthe target
group might be apathy or displeasure instead(Maccann,1962,p. 6). The color
preferences ofthe people must be honored.

Assumptions concerning stylistic preferences in illustrations could be as

counterproductive to the goals ofthe literacy program as inappropriate color choices.
Style,like conventions and color,is culturally and individually ascribed with aesthetic
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value.Furthermore,within a particular culture,the art ofone period in history,so revered
by those who produced it, may be disliked by another generation. Even within a

particular time period,the works ofan innovative artist such as Monet or Rembrant may
be questioned by the community.

Health organizations have contributed much to the dialogue on culturally
appropriate pictures and picture preference(Haaland, 1984; Johnson, 1991). Working in
cross-cultural situations,these organizations are particularly concerned with visual

literacy in which pictures,rather than print, must carry the weight ofcommunicating
information. When attempting to create printed material on oral contraceptives,it was
discovered that Mexican women preferred the use ofphotographs in sequential order;
women in the Philippines wanted a comic book design; and Indonesian women gravitated
to line drawings(see Figures IBa-c on pages 123-124).

In addition to the Indonesian women's preference for line drawings,only one
other available study,that ofthe government's Department ofInformation Services and

Extension Services in Papua New Guinea in 1971,mentioned by Cook(1981)indicates a
preference for this particular style. The reference,however,is brief:"Adults preferred
line drawings to photographs,and both ofthese to a 'single line drawing'-stick figures
with some embellishment"(p. 109). The samples are not provided and the data,therefore,
is difficult to evaluate.

The participants in Cook's(1978)study chose the color wash drawings first

followed by a second choice ofdetailed black-and-white line drawings and photographs
(p.67). The UNESCO(1973)study revealed a decided preference for photographs over
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Figure 18a. Picture Preference for Mexican Women (Johnson, 1991, p.96).
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line drawings. The Bush Negro consistently chose a photograph oftwo Bush Negro
women as opposed to drawings based on a tracing ofthe photograph for the cover ofa

hook (Dawson,1991,p.4). Henoma Topo'ogo(personal commimication,May,1996)
from the Morobe Province in Papua New Guinea requested that short biographical and
autobiographical stories with photographs he produced in local languages. He insisted
that the people would prefer photographs above other styles ofillustration. John Sievert,
the Lutheran missionary doing illustration research in the same area,discovered that

"photographs have a higher 'prestige value'"(Cook,1981,p. 103).

One other art style in literacy materials hears mention.In the Middle Ages monks
painstakingly created elaborate ornamental letters and decorative features"executed in

colors, gold and occasionally silver"for the purpose ofcausing "the volmne so treated to

be resplendent,suggesting its value as a means ofrecording and communicating ideas"
(Rohh,1959,p. 242). Should new literates desire to embellish the pages oftheir hooks,
they should be encouraged to do so.Perhaps local design patterns could he used as
borders.

Discussion ofresearch on picture preference. It is unfortunate that no research

could be found in which all three parameters-perception,preference, and cultural
authenticity-were studied concurrently. Nor were studies found that tested local art,

introduced art, and black and white as well as color photography simultaneously on any
ofthese parameters.

The available literature offers studies which test the preferences ofa very limited
range ofstyles-line drawings in varying degrees ofrealism, detail and caricature, and
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black and white photographs. Color wash added to the detailed line drawings in Cook's

(1978)study was the only other variant. Furthermore,as previously stated,the art styles
were always introduced art rather than local art.

Because ofthe number ofsubjects from different preliterate and semi-literate

societies who have indicated a preference for photographs in several studies,and because
ofthe ease with which simple,uncluttered,black and white photographs and colored
photographs are perceived,it is strange that the preponderance ofliteracy materials have
been produced using black and white line drawings.(A perusal ofUNESCO and SIL
materials will support this statement).Perhaps literacy workers should reconsider their

fixation on line drawings and give photography-a form ofart that promises inerrancy in
cultural representations-more than an honorable mention.

Since color illustrations as well as black and white photographs rated highly for
preference among preliterates, color photography might prove highly successful. Local
photographers could create the illustrations for their literacy materials.For authors who

do not feel comfortable as artists, but wish to illustrate their own books,photography
might be the answer. The cost ofcolor reproduction has historically been prohibitive and
is likely the reason line drawings, which are easily reproduced,have predominated. With
the introduction ofdigital cameras and color printers, however,the time has come to

reconsider the repertoire ofillustrations in emergent literacy programs.Ifpicture
preference isjoined with picture perception and culturally appropriate representation,
color photography,taken by local photographers,could easily be the answer for
illustrations in future literacy materials.
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Pictures Should be Locally Created or Selected

Iflocaljudgments regarding conventions,color,and style preferences are to be

honored,the foreign literacy worker must place the task ofcreating illustrations in the
hands ofthe community. The dangers inherent in disregarding local decisions in this area
can,unfortunately,result in demeaning the culture itself. Not only are ethnic art forms

often ignored,but when drawings ofa particular society are created by someone from
outside ofthat society, a number ofdebasing representations can result. Even

unintentionally,a visiting artist can portray the people in stereotypical or oversimplified
fashion rather than as members ofa highly complex society. Unique features ofdress,
shelter, etc., which separate them from other local ethnic groups may be overlooked.
Finally, ethnocentric bias may lead to omissions or distortions(Slapin,Steale,&
Gonzales, 1992).

The story is told ofa foreign artist who received a request to draw a picture for a
minority ethnic group ofa man carrying a stalk ofbananas. Before he could draw the

picture,however,he needed to know how bananas were carried — on the head,in a string
bag,over the shoulder,on a pole? Should he color the bananas green, yellow,or red?

How was the man to be dressed? What should be the setting ofthe picture? At what angle
should he draw the man? What expression should he portray on the man's face?

Fortunately,he realized his limitations(Gudschinsky,1973,pp.105-106).
Taking only one ofthe questions asked by the artist above into consideration.

Murphy & Sheffler(1983)elaborate on the difficulty ofdrawing without knowledge of
cultural cues:
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How would emotions,such as sadness or happiness,be drawn? This would

depend upon the cultural gestures to express these things. Sadness might be
portrayed more by a wailing posture than by tears on the cheeks,for instance.
Happiness may not be mirrored in a facial expression. The grin 'jfrom ear to ear'
is an American way to express it...For many Brazilian Indian cultures, a smile
Would merely indicate embarrassment,or evil intentions,that is, a malicious
laugh,(p.5)

Another anecdotal note tells ofa situation where a visiting artist made every
effort to study the Mazatec culture and accurately depict local life. One picture,however,
caused laughter whenever it was viewed.Unknowingly,the artist had drawn the tie

strings ofthe trousers ofthe man in the picture in the direction used to dress a corpse for
burial!(Gudschinsky, 1973,p. 2).

Evenifthe misinterpretation ofculture cues in the picture are not as serious as in

the foregoing illustration, meaning can be skewed.Figures 19a and 19b on page 129
demonstrate possible assessments ofillustrations that vary according to cultural
perspective.In Figure 19a,the woman in the center ofthe picture could be perceived as
sitting under a window,or perhaps carrying a can ofkerosene on her head.

The group activity in Figure 19b could be viewed as a fight or possibly a dance
depending on one's personal experiences within society.

Ifthe art work for book illustrations were created by the people themselves,all

the dangers inherent in foreign decisions concerning aesthetics and cultural accuracy
would disappear. Mostimportantly,the books would belong to them as an expression of

culturally meaningful communication (Dublin,1972;Rezabek &Noonan-Moore,1992)
As Machin(1981)so aptly states:

We will probably discover that,just as their own language speaks more clearly to
them than our language or the way we use their language,their own pictures also
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Figure 19a. Cultural Influence on Picture Interpretation
(Deregowski,1980,p. 116).

Figure 19b. Cultural Influence on Picture Interpretation(Kennedy,1974,p. 70).
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speak more clearly to them than ours do. Encouraging indigenous people to make

-and improve(according to their own standards)their own illustrations, orjust to
make the necessary decisions about art in their books,and to show them how to

procure art work from other sources will help make literature a real part oftheir
own culture. It will no longer bejust a circus novelty that will go away when the
foreigner folds his tent and leaves,(pp.3-4)
The question has been raised concerning the validity ofusing some introduced or

foreign pictures ifselected by local artists. Davis(1991)goes so far as to say:

All examples ofWestern illustrations in the literacy workers' possession should
be hidden or thrown away. Our insistence that materials we publish should Took
good' might very easily take precedence over what the people want...Even ifthe
people are aheady familiar with art forms and illustration from outside their
culture,it should be downplayed. Anything they do on their own is more valuable

than anything that can be brought in from the outside,(p.8)
However,to restrict the illustrations to local art when the people themselves
request other forms would bejust as paternalistic as to require that all art work be

introduced. Certainly,the commimity-generated model for the literacy program
(discussed in the next section)would not exclude the importation ofart, but the decision
must belong to the people,and their local culture and art forms must be highly regarded,
even given deference. It must be remembered that,in the global community,authors and
illustrators have access to a wide variety ofmedia and cross cultural material. Schwarcz

(1982)comments on the global proliferation and sharing ofart for illustrated books:

It is meta-national in the sense that the illustration...is inspired and guided by
trends issuing from academies,galleries, and schools ofart linking New York to
Paris to Prague to Tokyo to Rio de Janeiro. There exist regional distinctions
characterizing nations and civilizations...but the influence ofthe great art centers
is considerable...Children everywhere are face to face with books originating in
different countries...The illustrated book is to be studied as an emerging branch
ofart developing on a worldwide scale,(p.6)
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The fact that many preliterate people groups live in hidden comers ofthe world is not

sufficient cause for them to be precluded from the right ofaccess to what is available to

new readers in more developed areas. They should be afforded the same privilege as
others who are entering the world community ofliterates. The critical element remains;
the people must have control ofthe production oftheir illustrations as well as their

stories. Ifthis control leads them to chose art from other countries and ethnic groups as
well as their own,then the literacy worker must step aside and relinquish any
preconceived ideals.

A recent article by Taija Ikaheimonen(April,1999)reveals that not only do
newly literate people respond well to borrowed pictures,but also that colored pictures

and colorful covers increase interest in printed material. Earlier attempts to encourage

reading ofshort stories among the Mende people ofthe Sandaun Province ofPapua New
Guinea had failed to generate much interest.In an effort to promote the sale and reading
ofportions ofScripture written in the vemacular,Tajja used donated colored pictures
from discarded Sunday School materials. She pasted a pictxire onto bright colorful covers
for these small booklets. To her delight,sales increased dramatically.In reflection,she
comments:

We discovered the brighter and more colorful the cover,the more appealing it
was to the people....From our experience we can say that it is possible to make

very inexpensive,attractive Scripture booklets in the village...Colored pictures
can make a big difference in the acceptance ofvemacular literatine.(p. 14)
Ifinterest in literatme can be augmented simply through the use ofcolored drawings that
are created by foreign artists and that represent a foreign culture,it is probable that a
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serious focus on the use ofindigenously generated,colored artwork and colored

photography could revolutionize emergent literacy programs throughout the world.
Summary

The imanimous call in the research literature for the use ofculturally appropriate
pictures in literacy materials demands serious consideration. Preliterate people,like
people everywhere,possess culturally defined aesthetic appreciation for art. They know

what will arrest and hold their attention(Pitz, 1963). They know what is meaningful and
culturally appropriate. The choice ofillustrations for their literacy materials and books,

therefore,should belong to them.Foreign artwork depicting their culture may confuse or
offend.Perhaps most damaging ofall, even a well-intentioned literacy worker can give
the impression that art from other cultures is superior to local art.

Paternalism must bow to the aesthetic values ofthe target group. Deference given

to local conventions ofproportion,size, view and color will promote meaningful
interpretation ofthe pictures. Indigenous selection ofstyle will increase motivation to

become fully engaged in reading. Ideally,creation ofmaterials in a preliterate society by
the people themselves will assure appropriate aesthetic presentation,support meaningful
communication,and validate their culture.

Research concerning the production ofpictures in literacy materials for newly
literate societies demonstrates the following; 1)Illustrations are necessary for motivation
and expanded meaning;2)Pictures are understood by preliterate people and where there
is lack,exposure will quickly enable them to "read" pictures; and 3)Pictures that reflect
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the cultural sensitivities and aesthetic values ofthe target group should be created or
selected by the people for whom the materials are intended.
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Culturally Sensitive Model:A Literacy Program Owned by the People
Three models for emergent literacy programs are currently in use: traditional

programs,functional programs,and participatory programs. These three will he briefly
presented followed by a proposed community-centered model in which the target
community takes ownership oftheir program.
Traditional Literacy Programs

Traditional adult literacy programs are usually standardized, diffuse and non-

intensive in character(Functional literacy: Why and how.1970, p. 9). The purpose of

such programs is to increase the level ofliteracy in relationship to the larger society.
Often these programs are conducted in the national or dominant language and are
systematized prior to beginning the program.Ifconducted in the vernacular,the focus of

the program is still to produce literates able to read and write in a variety ofcontexts

through the use ofa standardized and proscribed program(see Figure 20 on page 135).
Ofsignificant import to traditional literacy programs is the potential for the lack
ofparticipation. Many reasons for disinterest in literacy are discussed in the literature on

adult literacy programs.Perhaps the most significant is the choice ofmaterial. Jennings
(1997)suggests that literature in the curriculum must be based on readers' interest:

Most projects have a fair idea ofthe information they wish to impart. However,
when it is assumed that these subjects are automatically ofinterest to the new
adult reader,the result is often the production ofmaterials which are never used,
(p. 27)

Motivation for reading and writing can only he sustained internally.Ifextrinsic
motivation,such as pleasing the foreign literacy trainer,is the sole motivation for
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DOMINANT CULTURE
Flow of

Knowledge

FOREIGN OR NATIONAL ORGANIZATION(Sender)
1)Develops strategies, curriculiun,and literature
2)Recruits and trains literacy workers

3)Deploys workers to implementthe standardized program

LITERACY WORKER(Provider)
1)Implements the program
2)Provides the instruction

3)Imparts knowledge

LEARNER(Receiver)

PURPOSE:

1)Receives instruction

2)Accepts the structure
ofthe literacy class

To elevate the leaner

to a place in the
dominant culture

Figure 20. A Traditional Literacy Program.

learning to read,"then whatis learned doesn't really matter...Not only might what is
learned lose its value but the extrinsic purpose might also,so that more and more

'motivators' would be needed to prod what becomes an increasingly empty exercise"
(Altwerger,Edelsky,& Forbes,p.25). When a literacy program is imposed rather than
engendered,it can never be owned by the people,and only with ownership comes the
incentive to continue reading and writing.
Functional Literacv Programs

A second model for the structuring ofliteracy programs differs in focus from
standardized traditional programs. These functional literacy programs are:
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distinct from so-called traditional literacy work in that it is no longer an isolated
or distinct operation-let alone an end in itself...[These programs]make...it
possible to treat the illiterate as an individual in a group eontext,in relation to a
given environment and with a view to development. CFunctinual literacv: Whv
and how. 1970,p.9)

Literacy,in this model,is conceived ofas a component ofsocial and economic

projects to improve the standard ofliving ofthe people. The Experimental World

Literacy Program(EWLP),developed by UNESCO and cosponsored by the governments
ofdeveloping countries(Wendell, 1997),initiated a world-wide program offunctional
literacy in the 1960's and continues to support numerous projects in third world
coimtries. Work is begun by means ofsurveys and discussions to determine the needs felt

by the community.The literacy workers then devise a program ofteaming to read and
write that speaks directly to those needs. The desired result is improved eeonomics and

commrmity development(Fimctional literacv: Whv and how. 1970)(see Figure 21 on
page 137).

By their own assessment in 1976,UNESCO reported numerous problems with

functional literacy programs,the major obstacles being the use offoreign languages.In
traditional cultures in rural areas,the drop out rate was at times 95 percent! The deeper,
more significant problem reported by the evaluators,however,was the sense of

repression and inferiority felt by these minority groups."Directors unwittingly provided
indisputable and tangible proofto the leamers that their local language could not serve
for written communication and,therefore, was ofno value"(Wendell,1997,p. 9).
Although UNESCO's evaluation acknowledged the importance ofvemacular literacy and
cultural awareness,no suggestions were given for building such programs(Wendell,
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status ofthe

Expresses felt needs to
the literacy worker

community

Figure 21. A Functional Literacy Program.
1997).

As in the Traditional Model,the community receives information from the more

educated rather than using its own wealth ofknowledge to produce the very substance of

the literacy program. Spaeth(1997)argues that simply providing literacy materials
smacks of "reliefrather than development"(p.2). Furthermore,to suppress the "rich

literary resource" ofindigenous languages and "importthe foreign Western art, story
form,and cultural identity is an insult to these groups who have managed to maintain the

richness oftheir own heritage for multiple generations"(p. 3).
Participatorv Literacv Programs

A third model is based on the idea offull participation ofthe learners. In this type
ofliteracy program,the learners share a greater burden for the program on all levels.
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Community members have a significant degree ofcontrol ofthe program and are

consulted concerning the instructional and/or management processes.Learners cooperate

fully and actively participate in the program established by the staff(Jurmo,1989,p.18)
(see Figure 22 below).

DOMINANT CULTURE

Flow of

FOREIGN OR NATIONAL ORGANIZATION:

Knowledge

1)Trains/deploys literacy workers
2)Lends support to the worker

LITERACY WORKER:
COMMUNITY:

1)Develops a program

Expresses felt needs

based on the felt needs

ofthe people

2)Trains participants

1r

r

r

r

Participant

Participant

Participant

Participant

Learner

Learner

Learner

Learner

PROGRAM:

Literacy trainer and learners
work together to implement
program

PURPOSE:

To bring
literacy to a
community
through active
participation

Figure 22. A Participatory Literacy Program.

As in the Traditional and the Functional Models,literacy trainers in Participatory
programs arrive on site with knowledge to impart. Though local workers are trained and
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play an important role in the program,they are the secondary members ofthe team. This

model,however,is an improvement in that at least some members ofthe community are
actively engaged.Because ofthe literacy worker's high level ofinvolvement in all

phases,motivation for participation and subsequent longevity ofthe programs present
particular difficulties.
Communitv Generated Programs-Culturallv Sensitive

Based on an understanding ofthe subsystems oflanguage and the valuable
component ofindigenously generated texts for teaming to read,a proposed fourth model
would be centered arormd the community — a framework embedded in cultural context.
Rather than being rooted solely in economic incentives or desire to enter the dominant

culture,this model takes into consideration the wealth ofknowledge ofthe pre-literate

and is generated and perpetuated by the leamers themselves.In this model,knowledge is
shared-the technical expertise ofthe literacy worker,and the cultural and linguistic
knowledge ofthe community. The ultimate goal ofthe program is not prosperity or

amalgamation into the national commimity,but simply to experience thejoy of

expression(Kang,Kuehn & Herrell, 1996; Stringer & Faraclas, 1987; Wendell, 1997).
Figure 23 on page 140 displays a model representing this approach in which knowledge
is shared rather than dispensed and the purpose ofthe program is generated from within
the community itself.

The following statement in the Council ofEducation Ministers Conference Report

(1991)in Papua New Guinea reveals the absolute necessity ofa community owned
literacy program;
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Knowledge of
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COMMUNITY
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A new,culture-bound

avenue for meaningful
communication

Figure 23. A Community Generated Literacy Program.
People feel that all decision-making is out oftheir hands. Non-formal education
and awareness activities at the community level are almost non-existent. There is
a decreased...support for schools and teachers and a general lack ofappreciation
for public infrastructure...There is an increasing perception ofthe irrelevance of

the education system to the way oflife ofthe majority ofthe people,(p.3).
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In order for educational institutions to be relevant,indigenous people must be

allowed to structure those institutions.Ifforeign forms,latent with unique values and
strictures, are imported,the results will he counterproductive. Well-meaning workers
may find themselves"with creative people who can no longer create, and would-he

participators who become non-participant,and before long the cultural voids...[will]
begin to he felt"(Tippet, 1992,p. D-117).

Street(1987)advocates an"ethnographic" approach to literacy work among

preliterate and newly literate societies in which each society would he encouraged to
interpret reading and writing through their own cultural grid. The commimity would
then"become practiced in their own independent uses ofliteracy and...develop it for
themselves rather than always practicing it passively under European control and
supervision"(p. 29).

Unless the literacy program is owned by the people,its relevance will he
compromised."In literacy work...the programs and practices we assign to illiterate
leamers often are at variance with the leamers' cultural background and the values that

govern their lives"(Newman & Beverstock, 1990,p. 3). Fingeret(1987)cautions against
the prevalent practice ofbasing literacy work on traditional research rather than on

ethnographic studies:

We continue to operate literacy programs on the basis ofuntested assumptions
and the "tradition"ofexperience that has proven to be oflimited success over the
past 20-odd years. We are beginning to recognize that there are some very basic
questions yet to be answered,such as"How do nonliterate adults approach the
process oflearning to read and write?"..."What is the relationship between
cultural background and classroom learning?"Due to the constraints of
quantitative paradigm,it has not been possible to view adult literacy students
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more broadly as adults or to investigate issues such as the relationship between
program factors,cultural background factors,and learning.(Fingeret, 1987,p.1)

In support ofculturally sensitive programs,Newman & Beverstock(1990)join
the growing number ofadvocates for replacing Western educational ideologies when
embarking on a mission to eliminate world illiteracy:

Do we continue to be content with talking about the glories ofliteracy in
professionaljargon while dispensing literacy to our learners through restricted,
artificial, contextually vapid materials that leave the new reader unsatisfied: or do
we engage in dialogue with our learners,incorporate their interests into the
program,and make their values the cultural norm ofthe reading and writing skills
we are teaching?(p.7)

For Freire and Macedo(1987),literacy should not be merely functionalliteracy
that initiates the illiterate into the dominant cultural group. To be literate is to reclaim the
authorship ofone's life-a reclamation ofone's history and futme.Freire envisioned the
implementation ofcritical literacy theory in which the people's voice becomes the

context for learning to read. With ownership comes transformation ofthe community and
ofliteracy itself. Reading and writing will become uniquely culture-bound. As Kulick
and Stroud(1993)advocate:

Individuals in a newly literate society...actively and creatively apply literacy skills
to suit their own purposes and needs...Literacy is shaped by a group's social
organization and cultural concems in much more far-reacting and subtle ways
than has formerly been appreciated.(p. 31)

Traditional,Functional,and Participatory Literacy Programs fail to offer the

ownership ofthe program to the people themselves. Only indigenously generated literacy
endeavors offer hope for perpetuity ofthe program when the foreign worker leaves.If

people perceive reading and writing as an extension oftheir culture;ifthe program
belongs to them;ifliteracy offers another option for meaningful language
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communication,then motivation to become literate will be encouraged and maintained by
the community(Jonduo, 1997; Veneo,1996; Cblebowska, 1992).
Summary

The three models ofliteracy programs currently in use in preliterate societies are
inadequate ifthe communities are to be motivated to learn to read and then to continue
theirjourney into literacy. Both the Traditional Model and the Functional Model are

expressions ofa dominant culture's desire to impose then knowledge and agenda on the
learners. The target commrmities are perceived as needy rather than wealthy in local

culture and oral tradition. Though the Participatory Model seeks to actively engage the
local learners,the high profile ofthe literacy trainer prohibits ownership ofthe program
by the commimity,and thus,the longevity ofthe program is questionable. Only in the
proposed Community Generated Program does the visiting literacy worker become a

member ofthe community,and as every other member,share personal knowledge with

the group. Unlike the Traditional,Fimctional and Participatory Models,the Community
Generated Program places both the creation and implementation ofthe program in the
hands ofthe learners.
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Conclusion

In order to address the needs ofthe Numanggang society in which the historical
perception ofliteracy has been esoteric, and in which the connection between oral and

written language has only recently been introduced,the literacy program will be built on
the following principles:

1)What can be communicated orally can also be communicated in written form.

2)Meaning is at the heart ofall authentic language communication,including
language in its written form.

3)Written language is the rightful domain ofall speakers ofthe language.
Strategies for implementing these principles are:

1)Creating occasions for the promotion ofvernacular literacy.

2)Holding writer's workshops with the purpose ofcreating indigenously authored
and illustrated literature.

3)Building culturally sensitive programs that are owned by the people.
At the heart ofthe literacy program,locally produced and illustrated literature

based on real life experiences ofthe authors,and historical narratives traditionally told
orally, will create the avenue through which the connection is made between oral and

written language. When the purpose ofreading is understood as a transfer ofmeaning,

just as in oral communication,the mystical quality ofwritten language will fade. Every
speaker-not just the spiritually endowed-will then he privy to another mode of

communication. The"verandah stories" will assure that the program is created by the
Numanggang,giving them a voice in the world community ofliterates.
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Literacy workers in emergent literacy programs around the world must believe in

local people to the extent that the very materials produced for the teaching ofreading are
hirthed from the passions and creativity ofthe new readers themselves. Western

constraints would be broken and the result would be new genre issuing from every comer
ofthe globe enriching us all.
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CHAPTER THREE:EVALUATION
Goals

The Numanggang language,mother tongue to approximately 2500 speakers ofthe
Morohe Province in Papua New Guinea,was unwritten until the 1980's when an

orthography was developed and initial literature published. Because ofmission work by
the Lutheran Church and provincial governmental educational support,the majority of
the Numanggang have been exposed to print in Kate and Melanesian Pidgin. Now,with
the possibility ofestablishing a vernacular literacy program,the adults who are semi-

literate can be taught to transfer their minimal reading skills from Melanesian Pidgin to
Numanggang.In order to accomplish this goal,research into the cultural and historical

atmosphere ofNumanggang society has provided the understanding needed to offer a
model for a community generated literacy program based on indigenously authored and
indigenously illustrated literature. The specific goals ofthe project are as follows:

1) Begin a program in the village ofTumun which is led by Numanggang
instructors who are literate in the vernacular.

2) Expand the program,upon invitation,to other villages.
3) Encourage the ongoing production ofliterature for Veranda Story Notebooks
through writers' workshops.

4) Offer the balanced literacy model using locally produced literature in
expandable notebook form and a transfer primer in cartoon format to other
literacy workers in preliterate and newly literate societies for use in adult
programs.
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Limitations

This project has been developed with a specific target group in mind-the

Numanggang adults ofPapua New Guinea who are semiliterate in Melanesian Pidgin.
The program ofliteracy is built on a growing body oflocally authored and illustrated

literature together with a transfer primer fi-om Melanesian Pidgin to Numanggang.The
assessment packet has also been developed with the Numanggang adults in mind. The
actual project,therefore,is limited to use by the Numanggang adults.

In a broader sense,however,the theoretical foundations upon which the project is
built, and the structure ofthe project itself, could prove to be useful to others in similar

circumstances. The cultural and historical background ofthe Numanggang is similar to
many other ethnic groups in the Morobe and Madang Provinces and could prove helpful
to literacy workers in these areas in the formation ofa culturally sensitive understanding
ofthe local perception ofliteracy. The necessity for aiding in the understanding of
written language as an extension oforal language is true ofpreliterate societies

throughout the world and must be addressed when creating a meaningful literacy
program among them. The value ofbasing a program on indigenously authored and
illustrated literature can be extended even to emergent literacy programs in literate
societies. The project,therefore,though narrow in immediate focus,could be used as a

resource in other programs,particularly in preliterate and newly literate societies.
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Appendix A1
HISTORICAL,CULTURAL,EDUCATIONAL
AND LINGUISTIC CONSIDERATIONS

A successful pedagogy and curriculum for the instruction ofreading will take into
consideration the historical, cultural,educational,and linguistic parameters of
Numanggang society. Because the literacy program will be embedded within the context

oftheir history,culture,and language it will be unique,just as the embodiment ofany
form ofinvention reflects its maker. Models ofreading and resultant instructional

strategies proposed in the literature can never be taken as an ideal for every culture.
Though contributing to a general understanding ofliteracy,each model must be
evaluated and remolded to meet the needs ofthe students within specific cultural venues.

An overview ofthe traditional religious world view and cargo cult mentality
affecting the successful development ofa vernacular literacy program for the
Numanggang adults has been presented in Chapter Two.In the following section,
historical, cultural,linguistic, and educational factors that have further influenced the

present climate ofliteracy among the Numanggang adults will be presented.
Historical Considerations

Located north ofAustralia,Papua New Guinea includes the eastern halfofthe
second largest island in the world and numerous off-shore islands to the east and south

(See Appendix B on page 341).In the early 1500's,Portuguese and Dutch explorers
landed on the island(Lea, 1987,p. 121). Credit for its discovery was given to Jorge de
Meneses from Portugal who named the island "Papus,"a Malayan term for the curlyhaired inhabitants(Kjersmeier, 1948,p. 14).In 1884,Germany aimexed the northern
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halfofthe territory and Great Britain claimed the southern portion. Australia inherited the

southern section from Britain in 1905 and named it the Territory ofPapua.During World
War I, Australia seized the northern portion and was subsequently authorized by the
League ofNations in 1920 to administer the entire territory. Japanese forces occupied
much ofthe region during World War II until Allied troops reclaimed them in 1944(Lea,
1987,p. 121).

♦
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In 1975,with the birth ofthe nation ofPapua New Guinea,approximately 3.9

million people faced the monumental challenge offorging a new identity out of
tremendous cultural and linguistic diversity(Lea, 1987,p. 120). Australia relinquished its
rights as the designated protector ofthe fledgling nation but the European imprint
remained. English was adopted as the prestigious official national language,not because
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ofgrammatical or phonological similarity to the indigenous tongues,but because of
political precedent.

The linguistic climate ofPapua New Guinea demands perhaps more creativity in
literacy instruction than any other country in the world. Surveys by the Summer Institute

ofLinguistics(1996)reveal that there are 817 viable indigenous languages(Ethnologue,
p. 845). Spaeth(1997)indicates over 860 as a more current approximation(p. 2)! Further
complicating the situation is the historical animosity among neighboring tribal groups
animosity riddled with fear, superstition, warfare,and cannibalism.

As early as 1847,mission groups attempted to begin work in Papua New Guinea

(then two separate entities,the northern halfofthe island belonging to Germany,the
southern halfto Britain). Initial efforts were abandoned due to disease and isolation.

Beginning with the successful establishment ofthe London Missionary Society
headquarters at Port Moresby in 1874,the era ofEuropean missionary influence began.
Other missions quickly followed: Roman Catholics on the northwestern coast and on

numerous off-shore islands; Lutherans on the north coast from Madang to Finschhafen;
Anglicans on the southern tip; and Methodists at Dobu in the south and on the Duke of

York Island. Mission influence in education and currently in the spread ofMelanesian
Pidgin,has greatly impacted the nation(Edoni, 1996). However,the deep roots oftribal
autonomy continue to present challenging obstacles to national educational programs.
Australian administration efforts to guide the indigenous peoples into the 20th

century were admirable,and successful to varying degrees depending on the expatriates
delegated to positions ofauthority. Administrative officers with police enforcers were
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assigned to each district, aiding the missions in bringing peace and respite from tribal
warfare. Hospitals and clinics brought relieffrom malaria, pneumonia,and infant
mortality. Schools were established,and once isolated tribal groups ventured from their
secluded habitats to mingle in the new order.

According to oral history,the ancestors ofthe Numanggang people occupied the
land surrounding the present day airport at Nadzab in the Markham Valley. Warring
enemies gradually pushed them further and further up the Finesterre Mountains to the
north. Over the years,the rugged terrain became home to the Numanggang,and nine
villages sprang up in the
mountains on either side ofthe

Kusip River. Occasionally the
villages wouldjoin together in
jiK

an alliance to fight a
neighboring tribe, however,
fear and tension caused war to

erupt even within the group. A vicious cycle ofkilling, pay-back killing and cannibalism
held the people captive for generations. Travel between villages was risky,and travel
outside ofthe Numanggang area was unthinkable(Saleng,personal communication,
November, 1991).

In 1886 the German Lutheran Church and the New Guinea Companyjointly
established a center on the Pacific coast,east ofthe Numanggang(Edoni, 1996). Gustof

Bergmann ofthe Lutheran mission hiked inland,arriving at the village ofpresent day
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Gain in 1929. Although his attempts to settle there were abandoned due to poor soil
conditions, he eventually built
the Boana station east of Gain

m

between the Nakama and Nek

(k;

language groups. According to
the Numanggang,his arrival
and subsequent work had a
profoimd, positive effect on

their way oflife. Warring and cannibalism ceased. Travel lost its dread. Communication

among the villages increased and contact with neighboring tribes and other people groups
in the province became possible for the first time(Saleng,personal communication,
November, 1991).
Cultural Considerations

Contrary to expectation when assessing the violent tribal warfare ofthe past,the

Numanggang are a peaceful,gentle people. They credit the coming ofChristianity for the

calming offears which precipitated ancestral hostility. Today they live quietly, working
cooperatively in extended family
e:*"

subsistence farming groups. The

original nine villages have grown to

!>

32 and population increases annually,
A'

due to a decrease in infant mortality

rates. Each village consists ofa group
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or groups ofmen in several patrilinial lineages together with their wives and children.

Although membership in a clan used to be important,most Numanggang youth today do
not know to which clan they belong. However,the nuclear family and the extended

family, which includes the husband's extended family oforigin,figure heavily in all
aspects ofeveryday life.

The adults value education, and therefore literacy,for their children as a form of

social security. Children who succeed in school and subsequently obtain a payingjob in
the city will be obligated to care for their aging parents. Vemacular literacy for the adult
community,however,is not a perceived value. Several factors contribute to this lack.

First,for centuries the Numanggang language was only oral. Survival and social needs

were not met through writing in any form. Second,although an awareness ofreading and
writing was introduced to the people several decades ago both through the Lutheran

church and the government,the Numanggang have not been able to adequately make the
connection ofwritten language to oral language because the print has always been in a
foreign language.Furthermore,the need to read has been weakly linked with financial

gain through the few that have succeeded in formal education-an objective deemed

«
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unreachable by the older generation. The Lutheran church,through the propagation ofthe

Kate Bible(a translation into a coastal language unrelated to Numanggang)has,to a
considerable degree,sueceeded in teaehing the adults to read and speak this language.
The extent to which the meaning ofthe text is understood,however,is questionable and

reading takes place in prescribed circumstances,i.e. in religious meetings and
occasionally in devotions in homes.
Educational Considerations

The limited success ofthe Lutheran educational system for the adults was due
not only to the use ofa foreign language in materials and instruction, but also to the

disparity ofthe traditional forms ofinstruction and learning with the introduced ones. A
typical village scenario will reveal the traditional patterns.

It is the day before the arrival ofa provincial government official and everyone in
the village ofTumun is preparing for the celebration. All the men and boys are gathered
together in a secluded area. On the grmmd are various bush materials and colorful

feathers collected from the tropical birds that inhabit the mountains. Only the men know

how to create the special bagis,the tall festive hats used in the traditional singsing
dances. The boys help gather the material,then watch and learn. As they watch,their

uncles and fathers talk about what they are doing while simultaneously modeling the
creation ofthe headdresses. After sufficient observation,the boys are given a ehance to
try. Hovering over the novices,the elders guide them in their work.

On the day ofthe celebration,the men and boys put the finishing touches on the
bagis.In the village bush houses,the girls and women are gathered around the fires. As
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the women peel the tare,sweet potatoes, and plantains,to make a delicious soup for the
feast, the little girls copy their mothers and grandmothers. Some even hold sticks instead
ofknives and pretend to help prepare the food. As with the male members ofthe

community,the women model and verbally instruct at the same time. The girls then
attempt to mimic the things they have observed.
The adults do not leave the children to their

own devices. They remain as a guiding force,steering
the learner in the acquisition ofskills. Ifa child

falters,the adult does not say,"You are doing it

incorrectly." Rather,a general statement- Undung
mu tiing("They don't do it like that")-redirects the
behavior. Always,the adult models and remodels

until the skill is learned by their charge. Interestingly,
it is specific adults who bear the responsibility for the
socialization ofthe children so the learner has a lasting relationship with the one who
instructs. Maternal uncles are particularly significant in the lives ofthe boys. Fathers and
mothers bear the burden for instructing the girls.

An observed lesson(D.Hynum,personal communication, 1998)in using a gun in

hunting given by one adult male to another adult male exemplifies the strategy that will
be applied to assessment for the Numanggang adults. Mugalika knew how to care for,

load, and use a gun. Gatiwin,another adult male,wanted to learn. Slowly and carefully,
Mugalika explained every part ofthe gun in detail. Then,continuing his verbal
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instruction,he modeled the process ofusing the gun. Nothing was hurried. The
instruction and modeling were meticulous. Gatiwin observed carefully, quietly. After the
demonstration,Gatiwin took the rifle and copied Mugalika's actions. Mugalika stood
close to the learner,correcting each move with a guiding hand.
Traditional forms oflearning were challenged when the Lutheran Church
established formal education in the early 1930's. A church school was built in Tumun

village and all eligible children attended for three years. Unlike traditional training,
which was modeled by older members ofthe extended family,the classroom was based
on the perennialist and hehaviorist views. Teachers dominated.Rigid curriculum

expectations with little deviation,and strict discipline prevailed. Although inconsistent

with their traditional learning practices,the Numanggang accepted this system as proper
and compartmentalized their lives into school and daily life.

The original Kate curriculum developed by the Lutheran Church was later
replaced with Melanesian Pidgin books and materials. The Numanggang adults who are
currently over 30 years ofage attended church school before the introduction ofPidgin.
Very few ofthese adults were able to continue their education. Saleng,from the village
ofTumun,succeeded in completing his education in the public system and has been
teaching elementary school for over 30 years. Tapuat went on to become a bank teller in

the city. A man from another village is now the headmaster at the Lutheran high school
in the city ofLae.The vast majority,however,were briefly exposed to reading in a
foreign language without mastery.
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Gain Community School,a public elementary school under the auspices ofthe
Lutheran Church,was established on the road that services the Numanggang area in the
1970's. Although the village church school continued to function,most children were

sent to board at the new school and children graduating from the village church school

continued their education either at Gain or Boana,the nearest government station. A

number ofthe yoimg adults under 30 years ofage attended Gain Community School.
Most are marginally fluent readers in Melanesian Pidgin.

The methods ofinstruction and correction in the classroom reflect ideologies at
variance with traditional norms.Due to large classes(as large as 60)the ideal one-on-one
tutoring system common to the Numanggang is not always possible. However,in adult
education,reversion to the traditional form ofinstruction and correction will facilitate

comfort for the older people who are attempting to master the art ofreading and writing
in their own language for the first time.

Seemingly in contradiction to the one-on-one instructional model,consensus is

foundational to Numanggang culture. Sharing,agreeing,and supporting are the building
blocks ofthe society. Before a new concept or plan can be implemented,the entire adult

community must be in agreement. An effective literacy program for these people will
meld the concepts ofconsensus on a group level and modeling on an individual level.
Group discussions ofliterature and explorations ofnew information to arrive at
consensus concerning meaning fit nicely into cultural values.

The adults enter a literacy instructional encounter with low self-esteem.Ifthey
attended school at all it was for only a few years where they learned to read in a foreign
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language. Because they have been exposed to literacy in this foreign language for most of
their lives, yet have not mastered reading,they wonder iflearning to read in their mother
tongue will be a similarly disappointing experience.In addition, most need glasses but
cannot afford them.

To complicate matters,the value ofwriting is not a part oftheir culture. Because

the literacy classes will focus on self-generated literature, understanding the value of
writing will be an integral part ofinstruction. Most

ofthese adults feel quite uncomfortable holding a
pen or pencil. Fine motor skill must be developed
before they will be able to write. Therefore,

writing instruction will be tailored to their physical
capabilities-a rather challenging endeavor which
may need to be initially set aside in favor of
recording their stories orally on a tape recorder.
The adults, having attended school prior to
the time ofreadily accessible higher education,today find themselves alienated from the

younger generation. Though still respected as elders,they are unable to participate in the
learning available to the children. By creating a new avenue for shared participation in
literacy,for the young and the old in their mother tongue,it is hoped that the deep roots
ofbonded extended families will be strengthened.
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Linguistic Considerations

Numanggang was an unwritten language prior to the arrival ofthe Summer

Institute ofLinguistics in 1978. Grammatical and phonological analysis confirmed the

classification ofNumanggang as a non-Austronesian language in the same language
family with the Nakama,Nek,and Nuk languages. Within each ofthese mutually

unintelligible languages are numerous dialect differences. The language consists oflong,
complex verb structures which are difficult for new readers and semi-literates to decode
and the sentences are structured ofverb chains which often do not cross reference the

subject until the final verb.
Phoneme Level

A system ofregular spelling for the phoneme system in English,the Initial

Teaching Alphabet(i.t.a.) envisioned by Sir James Pitman,proved highly successful in
reducing the time spent in leaming to read. An eleven year study ofi.t.a. was undertaken

in the Bethlehem area schools in Pennsylvania to determine ifthe disparity between
phoneme and consistent grapheme representation was interfering with the process of
leaming to read. The research conclusively supported a system ofconsistent
phoneme/grapheme agreement:

These years ofresearch...show that children: 1)advance more rapidly in reading
and writing experience; achieve significantly superior reading skill at an earlier
time;read more widely; and write ihore prolifically, more extensively,and with a
higher degree ofproficiency,than their T.O.[traditional orthography]
coimterparts.(Mazurkiewiez,1973,p. 2).
A later study(Mazurkewicz,1978)tested incorrect predictions in reading of25 secondgrade students who had leamed to read using i.t.a. and 25 second-grade students who had
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learned to read using T.O. The results again supported phoneme/grapheme match:"It can

be concluded with a high degree ofconfidence that the use ofa regularized orthography
(i.t.a.) markedly reduced or eliminated miscue error"(p. 14).

The Numanggang adults have been previously introduced to reading in Kate and
Melanesian Pidgin,both having orthographies thatfollow a more regular sound/symbol
Vowels

A - mama

E-egg

correspondence than written English. They are,therefore,
predisposed to consistency in phonology and
orthography. Because Numanggang is also written with

0- oh

1 - eel

one phoneme being represented by one grapheme,the

U - shoe

transition is not complex.The chart on this page lists the
letters in the orthography together with the
Consonants

corresponding sound in bold print in an English word.

M - mop
T - till

N - nap
K - kill

0 - sang

One grapheme corresponds to one phoneme.(The only

P - pill

variation from English pronunciation is the k which is
B - bill

H-hat
D - dill

enunciated further back in the throat). Current experience

F-fat

G-glll
S -sat
W - west

Y - yes

Q - queen

C[- Iguana

L - lest

on the adult level for semi-literates who can read in a

language other than their mother tongue reveals that,

because ofits simplicity and because ofprevious
exposure to consistent orthographies,only minimal time

Numanggang Alphabet

spent on the symbol/sound correspondence in
Numanggang produces excellent results. Phonetic introduction to the alphabet should,
therefore,be incorporated into the instructional model.
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ForPidgin readers,the only new symbols to be introduced are"q"and "q".For
Kate readers there are no new symbols. All students must be introduced to lengthened

vowels,but this does not seem to be difficult when demonstrated in minimal pairs in
meaningful text. The greatest obstacle to be overcome is at the morphological level due
to the agglutinative verb structure.
Morpheme Level

"Yeeniyehifubudidimeyaagumuknerjkade"("at the place where those two
used to always correct them"),the longest Numanggang word discovered to date,

obviously presents difficulties for the reader. But due to the preponderance ofprefixes,
suffixes,and clitics attached to verb roots,many words are similar word-initially and
word-finally,creating confusion and disruption to fluency. Guessing frequently occurs.
In English an educated guessing strategy often produces acceptable results. However,one

example in Numanggang will suffice to demonstrate the problem.The following two
words differ only in the root buried in the middle ofthe word.In addition,the roots are
visually similar:

"Nihifubukedabaluguk"-("He wassaving us.")
"Nihitubukadakaluguk"-("He was destroying us.")

Although guessing may not always be so potentially disastrous, difficulty in reading can
increase even further when variation occurs in only one phoneme as in the following
example:
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"Naadigalikamimbuune"-("They loved us and {change ofsubject}")
"Naadigalikanimbunne"-("He/she loved us and (change ofsubject}")
Ifthe research is correct in its finding that"beginnings ofwords are more
important in word identification than the middles or the ends,and ends are more

important than middles"(Weaver,1994,p.178)when attacking new words in reading,
then Numanggang readers are doomed.The hope is that the research has a strong English
language bias and would,therefore,be less applicable to other linguistically unrelated
languages.However,pilot literacy courses in Numanggang and observation offluent
readers confirm the problem with lengthy word identification.
Hope for efficient reading despite lengthy words comes jfrom studies of
perceptual development.In one study,children were shown combinations offour letters

in pairs ofsame and different(e.g.,EROI-EROI;EROI-EORI).In halfofthe pairs the
middle two letters were easy to confuse(e.g., OEFU).In this experiment and in a similar

later one,older children with more reading experience "required fewer fixations,less
fixation time,and fewer cross-comparisons than kindergarten children tojudge sameness
or difference ofpairs ofletters ofvarying degrees ofconfusability"(Gibson & Levin,
1975,pp. 30-31). Knowing where to find relevant information was a critical factor in
determining efficiency in discrimination.

In another study ofsecond and sixth graders,wooden animal replicas ofvarious
colors,shapes, and sizes were used to determine ability to distinguish same and different.

When the children were told which variable was the relevant one-color or shape(size
was always irrelevant)- the visual discrimination time was more efficient. Interestingly,
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"the older children were better able to exercise selectivity ofattention before the display
was presented,either by skill in focusing or skill in ignoring the irrelevant features"

(Gibson & Levin, 1975,p. 47). Again,prior knowledge ofrelevant features determined
efficiency in decision making:
The main variable ofthe experiment was whether or not the child was informed
prior to exposure ofthe pair what aspect was to be the relevant

variable....Knowing whatto look for ahead oftime...[did] make for a more
efficient decision,(p.47).

Knowing ahead oftime whether to focus on color or shape aided both groups in efficient
decision making,but"significantly more for the older group" (p.47).
Ifadult readers can be alerted to the importance ofthe middle oflong words,
perhaps the brain would gravitate to the center rather than the beginning ofeach word.
Thus,the middle ofthe word would be mostimportant,the ending next,and the

beginning ofleast value-a bit optimistic when reading long words from left to right,but
still promising in light ofthe research. Additionally,frequently occurring initial prefixes
and clitics could be separated from the verb roots with hjqjhens,thereby aiding the reader
in focusing on the middle ofthe word as the critical component. When tried,it has
proved helpful,but currently literate native speakers hesitate to endorse extensive use of
the hyphen.
Attitude Toward Vernacular

Exposure to foreign languages during this century has provided a rich linguistic

milieu. The Markam Valley and the Finesterre Mountains,as an active arena for fighting
in World War II,forced the Japanese language upon the people. Subsequent victory by
the allied forces brought English to Papua New Guinea as the dominant language ofthe
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ruling class. German missionaries in the Morobe and Ore Provinces,although using two
tribal languages,continued to speak their native tongue. Out ofthe linguistic melting pot
created by innumerable indigenous languages,explorers,merchants,missionaries,
soldiers, and politicians, Melanesian Pidgin arose as a unifying means ofcommunication.

MostPapua New Guineans today,unfortunately,feel that their own language is inferior
to English and to some extent Melanesian Pidgin-the languages spoken by the rich and
powerful.

Due to the native languages,dialects and foreign languages vying for prominence

within the area,competition for language preference continues to present a challenge.
However,in spite ofthe fact that Numanggang presents difficulties,both linguistically
and preferencially,for emergent literacy,the people value their mother tongue,and it is
the language ofchoice. Although Melanesian Pidgin is used as a trade language and is
now accepted as a church language,Numanggang adults and children continue to use

their mother tongue in the home and in daily life. With the development ofthe
Nxmianggang orthography and culturally relevant reading materials,speakers are now
motivated to read their own language.
Literacy Proficiency

The adult literacy rate is difficult to assess due to the complexity oflanguages
involved. The older generation,who attended only a few years ofchurch school in the

Kate language,differ greatly from the yoimger adults in their ability to read. Young
adults have attended as much as six to twelve years in government or chmch schools and
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can read to some degree in English and Melanesian Pidgin. Surveys and research in this

area need to be done in order to properly assess literacy proficiency among the adults.
Indigenous Teachers for the Numanggang Program

Instruction by foreigners has already been replaced by local Numanggang adults
who have participated in the initial pilot project. Particularly capable and respected
members ofthe first class provided the leadership for the subsequent classes held in the
spring of 1996. The formulation ofthe schedule and the materials used were determined

in collaboration with these teachers. Their word was final. The program belonged to
them.

The new leaders were already fluent
readers,but did not have any formal training as
teachers. Rather than relying on unfamiliar

modes ofinstruction,they incorporated their

.3
cultural style ofteaching-a combination of
A

learning by observation and mission education
strategies. Because ofthe simplicity ofthe
orthography and the previous exposure to
literacy in other languages,they were able to

bring the young adults in their classes to a fair

degree offluency in reading and ability in writing within five days ofclasses.
As the literacy classes are held in other villages, participants will become future
teachers. Those who are willing and endorsed by the community can continue the
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expansion and extension ofthe literacy program throughout the numerous mountain
settlements ofthe Numanggang.
Ownership of Materials

The Numanggang people are not privy to Western material wealth,but the
establishment ofa literacy tradition depends on a permanent record ofwritten text.

Therefore,minimal material must be purchased to provide documentation. Acceptable
local forms offund raising must be addressed by the community.
Summary

With 817 living languages in Papua New Guinea,the challenge ofdeveloping
adequate vernacular programs is staggering. Early Lutheran mission work in the Morobe

Province met this difficulty with what they deemed a solution. The numerous tribal
groups were taught to read in Kate,a coastal language. GustofBergmann ofthe Lutheran

mission settled in the village ofGain in 1929. With the entrance ofChristianity,tribal
warfare ceased and a climate necessary for the development ofschools was established.

The Numanggang adults value education for their children hoping they will

succeed in school,secure employment,and provide for them in their old age. They do
not, however,view vernacular literacy as important,due to the fact that their culture is

based on oral tradition. Furthermore,because they have been introduced to literacy in

foreign languages,the connection between oral and spoken language has not been made.
Other challenges to be overcome ifa successful vernacular literacy program for the
adults is to be established are as follows;
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1) The introduced perrenialist instructional model and the traditional

instructional model must he integrated.

2) Low self-esteem must be overcome through positive encounters with print.
3) The value ofwriting in vernacular must he demonstrated.

4) Help must be offered for word attack ofexceptionally long verbs.

5) Vernacular literacy must be elevated as equally valuable with other languages.
Because other languages are perceived as more prestigious,the fact that their
language merits an orthography and the generation and translation ofliterature validates

who the Numanggang are as a people. Learning to read and write in Numanggang has

already instilled a sense ofworth in those who have learned-a sense that their language
is valuable,therefore their culture is valuable. Connections are being made between oral

and written language through the generation ofmeaningful literature produced by the
people themselves.

The primary focus ofthis project is to develop a literacy program for the
Numanggang adults who are semi-literate in Melanesian Pidgin. Considerable attention

has been given to the rationale for the use ofindigenously authored and illustrated

materials for the purposes ofcombating exclusivistic and esoteric notions ofliteracy. In
Chapter Two(pp.22-145)a number of factors were considered: 1)the history ofthe

development ofcargo cult thinking in the Madang and Morohe region and its impact on
the perception ofliteracy;2)the significance ofintroducing mother tongue literacy in the
form ofindigenously written literature in order to reach a perception ofliteracy as an
extension ofspoken language;3)thejustification for the use ofillustrations to augment
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meaningful communication and increase motivation; 4)the importance ofusing local art
due to culturally defined aesthetics and perception; and 5)the value ofa model for the
adult literacy program foimded on community ownership. The proposed program for the

Numanggang adults based on Verandah Story Notebooks which are indigenously

authored and illustrated,supplemented by the Transfer Primer,provides a potential
solution to the munerous obstacles challenging their entry into the literate commimity.
The following items are offered as foundational materials for the program:
1) Verandah Story Binder

2) Alphabet Books

3) Transfer Primer and Transfer Primer Workbook(Melanesian Pidgin to
Numanggang)

4) A Five-Day Lesson Plan: A Transfer Program using the Verandah Story
Notebooks,the Alphabet Books and the Transfer Primer

5) Writing Together-Instructions, A Five-Day Writers' Workshop,The
Authoring Cycle

6) Samples oflllustrated Stories-Variations on a Theme
7) Proposed Numanggang Literacy Survey and Assessment Packet for Adult
Learners
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Appendix A2.1

Verandah Story Binder
The focal point ofthe adult Numanggang literacy program will be the creation
and use ofstories collected in three-ringed binders. The binders will contain stories

written in writer's workshops.Each page will be inserted in a plastic sheet cover for
protection. Stories can be added or subtracted according to instructional purposes,the
desires ofthe students, and the material available.

Paper,plastic notebooks,plastic inserts,writing utensils, and colored pencils are
not available locally. It is hoped that participants will contribute toward the purchase of
these supplies. Where no technology is available,selected scribes with excellent hand

writing could be delegated to transcribe a final copy for publishing. Ifthe final texts are

to be mechanically printed,a typewriter to which Q and qhave been added and a silk
screen printer will produce adequate copies. However,a computer and printer would
yield better quality print. Ideally,a color printer,scanner,and a digital camera could be
purchased for the program,and local people trained to publish the literature.
The initial binder contains a sample ofnon-fiction verandah stories. These are

historical narratives and biographical incidents that have been collected from previous
writers' workshops. The stories were written by various Niunanggang authors.
Illustrations were created by Mugalika,a local artist. The color was subsequently added
in response to research evidence ofpreference for color pictures. Students will be
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encouraged to write true stories to add to this binder. Later, another binder containing
Numanggang myths and legends will be created. Other categories ofstories and literature
can be organized in additional binders.

There are a number ofadvantages to the binder format:

1. Durability-Both the binder and the plastic page covers will protect the paper.

There are no staples that will rust; no paper that ean be soiled or tom;no binding that can
disintegrate.

2. Fluidity-Unlike other possible formats for book publication,the three-ringed
binder assures that the process ofwriting can continue without the neeessity of
publishing and binding an entire new book every time.For example,as historical
narratives are written,they can be placed in chronological order in the binder.Ifmistakes

are discovered in the spelling,or ifthe writer is not satisfied with the final version,only
the page in foeus need be reprinted.

3.Flexibility-Individual stories may be removed from the binder during literacy
courses and writers' workshops to be used by individuals or in small groups.

5.Replicability-The protected stories can later be used as photo-ready copies
for publication.

4.Convenience-Rather than managing and storing numerous small story books

for courses and workshops,the teacher will readily be able to file and store only a few
binders.Furthermore,beeause there is no need to create covers and binding for each
story, publication will be greatly simplified.
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5.Expandability-Additional binders can be added at the discretion ofthe

instructor and the learners. Ifa new category ofstory is produced,a new binder can be
created.Ifno more room is available in a binder, a second one can be used.Potential for

the expansion ofthe materials in the Verandah Story Notebook assure the constant

creative and re-creative nature ofthe Numanggang literacy program. Only the people can
determine its composition and its limitations. As stories are written,edited,collected, and

shared,the history ofNumanggang literary tradition will be birthed. Following is a
beginning list ofsuggested binder titles:

Kahat Biyaagoij-(True Stories)
Mo/oc/oogr/-(Myths and Legends)
Kahat Filinirjgog-(Funny Stories)

Tubuloda diniij Kahat-(How to or Helping Stories)
Kahat Bulaaniggog-(Sad Stories)
The initial entries to the Kahat Biyaagog Veranda Story Notebook are
displayed on pages 173-198.
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Papane Walai] Kahat
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Mimosodi Youkuk
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Papane Walai] Kahat
Tiliu Mahambedi Youkuk
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Koom qaha papane adi wou miikme nimbuune

haatiluguk. Alaa adi yoqet kubugot] mu itouluguk,
moQgoQde adi miik momoot]tuluguk doktiga qetqet miik
daat] miintaluguk u tuwot nu papane hogok katinimbuu
wooQ yehitubulodaluguk.

Adi miik deedig titigdok taali hogohogok agog

naadidapmaguk doktiga fafageeg miik tiyauluguk, undug
doktiga Bepagdi papane kaag indig naadiguk,"Me i qetqet
yauga me yehitubulodaag miik tiyaune agog
naadimindapmaig. Undug doktiga gigit medeene
yeendigog weleeg tubutekeleune nu-walag qanai tibaak."
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UnduQ naadiguk weendok tuwot hinaale heeki

gigitmede tiga buune papane adi miikme haatiguk iggog pilap
hinek weleeg tubutekeleeg hinaale heeki guut haatiga
pepayotneg fooguk.
Pepayot fodapmaag mindag adi bu gigitmede yoyo
tubuune metaam feedi weleehik tubutekeleeg Jesu-walag
gawaambop tigig.
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Gair] yoqetner] uqoq ila hinaale qanai haati tuluu

Bepaqdi naadiuune keenim wapum tiqa qet tawaune Gaiq
ikiq u waabiqa foot] yoqet koobuli Tumut] uqot]tigit]. T\r\a
papat] adi Gait] waabir]a foot]Tumuq itour]a talitimet] qanai
tihaatjr]a kumur]guk doktirja indi Tumut]qet it]og itowaam.
Undut] hogok.
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KoQkoQ diniQ kahat
Mupanudi youkuk
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JfflM
Koom qaha indi-walar] mamanipapaniyee adi
batuk, ma, naqgut], tiga tite hogok naot] haatiyaogir],
Tigo qii mulum noi gineg odi mop kisog hinek tiyoogir].

UnduQ tiga haatiluune nanoge koobut momoog hinek nig
buguk u odi wou kogkog. Kogkog odi toalik deedig gineg
buguk u indig.
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Koom qaha SimbaaQhi gigitmede tiga bugig, adi
buga Yoboig uggog yot maag ila konkog uggog
tububihilaga yeetigig. Kaag Tumughi metaamdi kogkog u
kaag indig yoogig,"Kee,Simbaaghi adi mabaanim undihi
moggogde moggoola buga yeetiig?"
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iQgoQ mindaQkade kaagii] adi naange momoor]
hinek kaag naadifo wapum tiga moggo yeetiyaugig,
kaag kogkogki Gaig kayoogbop maaneg kilidapmaaguk,
kaag koobuk nai indideegog Gaig kayoogbop maaneg
metaam be waapmihi indi kogkogdi miig tinimlak
doktiga indi naadifo wapum taam. Ale indi Bepag
niutumba taneem.
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Mai]got]de adi inditok uggonit] hinek naadiga
nihitubulodaag kogkog niimguk. Kaag kogkogdi bop
meebii-meebii miintalak u ulihilak. Tiga kcQkogdi kedeem
bop u kadokoune moomoor] haati woog naigig gineg
dapmclak. U Bepag-walag silog.
Undug hogok.
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Nu Me Fafau Kaagut
Mupanu Salet3di Youkuk

Nu tiQQ daatne wou Lilige indi me sigihik fafau mu
yaabuga yotnik qeetniner]iggoQ hogok haatiyaagumut, ala
papaanik adi igoi] deebedeebek yauge yauge yoqet nil]
tubumiintaai] metaam sigiihik fafaudi gouyehi nooliduut not
tiga haatiyaagig u woog yaabuguk. Undug tiga heieenig
Papagdi Liligedok made nai kamemimbuune foog kaaguk.
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Kaat] UQgoF] haatiga laabuga naanigguk,"Dalaane, du
iggot] haatilag. Papat] haatilakneg wot], me sigihik bolak
naabugoi]fafau hogok urjgot] haatiii], ala d00nir]bek nor]goi]
woot] yaabudeemeet."
Undut] naanimbuune nu adi momolok heeki noobu

yaabut]a bu naaniliwek yoor]a munta kisat] tii]a moot]yoor]a
haatilugut.
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Ala heleer] noaniQguk,"Doiaane, agot] haloot]fodlm."
UnduQ yoobuu nu munto kisog tugut, iggoQ heleune fiit
ugumut.

Usuwaog agog hogooiineg be dewelat yoogo me fofou
nig koog hake agog kamig bineek kumugbit yooga hehele tiga
tibee Liligedi naanigguk,"Munta mu tibeg. Papag adi me
fafau u boulak kalag, adiguut ku haatilak eg. Ala kaugog
naagila iku budeemek." Yoobune naa hehele kisag naadi
haakut!
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Halee Papar] duut me fafau i buguk kaat] deedir] tibek
yookaagut, be adi buga kohokukut tiniimga mede moomoog
ninigguk. Kaag Papagdibo indig nigguk,"Ya laaneyat."
Undug yoobuu me fafaudi yooguk,"Haaloog nu
yootneneg woog nonage nonim."

Undug yooga uune Liligedibo mede u noadiga
noonimbuune noodiwee uggonig tuguk. Ala heleune woog
adi-walag yoolineg nonage noogumun.
Undug tigo indig noodigut. Biyoogog siginikdi meebii
meebii, eeg yotnik qetnik undugog moloomoloom,Iggog
munoobuiinik odi kubugog. Kunum Betnik odi kubugog u
noadidakaieeg kootigoog me fofou yoobu munto mu tugut
be tiiot be tiboot.

Undug hogok.
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Gip Henaagii]
Mimasadi Youkuk

Me gawadaar] nig yooli tuwai folog maat]itouluguk,
ala qeliineg weene uguk. Woog kaluune meyat lufoom adi
kade yo+hik gineg uggog gip yahenaagumuk.
Kaag indig yeenigguk,"Papag yakaat, gip neeg
henaamdeemek."
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UnduQ yeenimbuune gip hembe nig tuwoodi tiga
miggumuk. Mimbuune qefologgog foog ilaga naaguk.
Iggog magig hogoli doktiga yalag-yalag naag kumuyeeguk.
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Kaat] gip hambedi koodi ginag foog iluune dautilitilik tiga,
kohoogdi imedok yooga welewele tubuune ime tiga
mimbuune naaguk. Undug tiga muntoag pilali momoog
yooliide looguk.
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Tout Dobugumun Dinir] Kahat
Zuhukec Yumdi Youkuk
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HeleeniQ me kuyahi mohok tout dobunee Guabude
ugumun. Wooi]tout yodobunee qii wapum uluune tout

pilapilap dobuQO yehiqiilet]a taalipmet] banee qii agog
dokooguk. Kaat]foog tout ime kubaaliner] boiyoneene male
diweeguk, kaag ime ginat] kale kaiig titoioogumun. Loot] me
nit]di mer]gir] kaat] indit] yooguk,"Ai! Mekuyohi, pilapl
Mei]gii] kakoot] ir]gor] hotok!"
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Undut] yoobuune ime heegumun. Henaggaali foot]
diwekaagumun. Moot] kaat] me nii]di kumaai]kade
wenetoomga kaaguk. Be meggig kakaag uggog hatuguk u
kaag yeenigguk,"Me heeki, agog iggog hotok! Yeenimbuune
tebe mokopdi youlo ukig, ulo tigo woog hinoogig.
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Hinaar] hatuune bufaune ugir]. Uluune mambip hinek
tubuune kamat] gaali unet] yoo tigit], iggog masisihik dapmaune
wabiga ugig. Woot] me nig kawade u mu kaag taalik igaakog
bineek yooga woog muug kawade folog ukuk. Undug tiga moog
kaag kihamaane tiga ugig. Woog kootigog me nimaag taalik
didimeegneg be ulat yoo kawade folog loog maag ukuk.
Kaag nooligigyeedi niggig,"Noobu gehitubukakaluwek."
Undug nimbuune adi yooguk,"Moog,kedeem hatat ale."
Undug yoobuune naagilaga yohite Kasinde ugig.
Mekuyahi indigdi tiyaugig; Kaawek, Risieoc, C[embeg,
Zuhukec eeg nooli maag.
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Kamodi Me Nig Naagii]
Maiyucdi Youkuk

Koom Tumut]it]oi] me nit] itauluguk adi wou Baadiba. Adi
taamr]ir] mu tiguk. Adi hogok itauluguk. Me u koom Gopmozun
get duwai]itauluguk. Ale kougoi] wabit]a laabu!]a Tumut]it]got]
iauluguk.
Ala adi kedeem hogok mu haatiluguk. Adi me yagitnit. Ala

heleet]nit] Kasit]de haguwo nawe looguk. Loot] naadapmaat]
kougot] meet]imeet]it]ye woot] yaabu yaut]a buguk. But]a Siinet]
ut]got] Pasto Gat]nedi kudup yot maaguknet] ut]got] deikuk.
Deihahaleet] agot] ut]got] kumut]dapmat]tit]a haakuk.
Kaat] metaam adi mu naadii]a haatiluu melenai lufoom
kulitnit] agoQ dapmaaguk. Kaat]Tumur]hi kamo adi ut]ambut]at
tit]a nayaagit].
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Kaat] heleer]nir] Diput malaamdi kadehite udee
ugumuk. Woot]kaluu bubugaim dendet] adi yot be
bahaamut adi gouye tigo hookuk. Koag Diput malaamdi

woot] kaluune Baadiba kamodi naluu fukunig agot]
bitakatauluguk. Undinig kaag kiyaane hogok laabuga
goggog ulune metaam buga bopneg, me heekidi palag
koomteegog tutumbaag kologdabek maag tutumbaag
hogok foog tiga palag gineg kameegig.
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Undut]tiQQ UQgoQ ninaadit]a naagila buga woog me
yotneg weneegig.

Undug tiga kamo mebitik naagig u widihi kumug tigig.
Undug hogok.
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Kale KoIIq Ugumun
Munok BendoQdi Youkuk
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Heleenit]taam kuyahi, agoQ naa, unduQ tiga kale koiir]
ugumun, woog kale sukut yaabuga weneet] widihi+augumun.
Undut]ti dewetouQa guyaanet] hinek woor] kohoonik,
kayoonik simbandaune moot] kaat] nooli indi taaloopet haati
tiyaugumun, kaai] noolidi fiit fafat]er]a dewetoui]a ham
fukunit] loot]tege siili nit] kaat] kigit]. Kit]a foloot] kunakunat
10 moggookii].
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UnduQ tiQQ fukui] haakumun indi kutininimbuune indibo

qet hogooli i mu katumbaat] weneggeila ugumun woot]
taamyat lufoom mage foogumuk foog bem nig gineg uggog
uloodi haakumuk kaag taamyat lufoom nigdibo foog
yehitubulodaag yehihamaanedim yaage foogumuk foog
bembitik nig yaaii fambikenega wanakag maga hamde ugig.
Undug tuluu nooli indi noobu maag widihi kumuluwekneg
yaage gibita momoogumun.
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UnduQ tirja naadigumun adi nehigoQ uggog foog kikakika
tiga gege titaagig kaag naadiga kutiyeeninee kumaag taalik
duwaag qai laabugig kaag kale widihigumun u bopneeg
yaabuga mongoola yaaweneeg kadahiga yopmagde ugumun.
Undug hogok.
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Hinale-walaQ Nindidime Mede
Mede Kunakunat Dinir| Pepayot Woondok Mede

Kahat hogohogok pepa yeeg ginet] ikiig adi biyaagog metaam-walai]
haatihaati ginet] milntaagii]. Hinale heekl adi kedeem pepayot waapmihi be
metaam yenindidimeeg kahat yeendi yehitubulodaune kunatkunat tineet].
Kaai] hidi taalik fee ginet] keleeg yehitubulodanet]. Taalik lufoom kabe adi
indit]:

1. Kahat yeen adi hautat]got] kunaluu pepayot heeki naadit]a welewele
yaabunaadifo tineet].

2. Kahat kubugot] dinig haapmug moggoola woog pepayot heeki meenig
mimbu nee naadinaadi gineg kunat tibek.

3. Kahat kubugog dinig haapmug moggoola woog pepayot heeki-walag bop
kuyaanig nigdok mimbu noggog kunatneg.
Mede Youyout Dinig Bop Woondok Mede

Metaam nooli adi nehi-walag mede kahat youtne naadiga bopneeg
kutihaanimbu woog indig yehitubulodaneeg. Kahat yeeg u metaam yeembu
kunatnaadiga iluu naadinaadihik tubukaika tubuu nehi-walag kahat kedeem
youtne tigit. Undug tubudapmaag mede kahathik tubudidimeeg welewele
maag youluu kahat gitipmuhi u pepa yeeg guut kiula moggo woog yopmag
boiga metaam be pepayot waapmihi kahat u maag kunatneeg.
O hinale heeki,

Pepa moomoog hinek yeeg adi baigog hinek kadokoyaneeg.
Helema-helemag hinale dinig boogit gineg kameyaneeg. Pepayot
waapmihi be metaam hogohogok adi kameyaneeg. Pepayot waapmihi be
metaam hogohogok adi yohite mu moggo uneeg. Mookog. Pepa kunalit
be kahat moloomgog mu tiga uneeg. Eeg hidi baigog hinek kadokoune adi
mendag be geggegit tiga kadaka mu tineg.
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English Translation:
Instructions for Teachers
Literacy Classes

The stories in this hook are all true stories. They can he used in literacy classes to
help teach reading. You may use the stories in many ways. Here are some ideas you
may try in your classes:

1. Read the stories out loud to the students and show them the pictures.
2. Take out a story and give it to one person to read silently.
3. Take out a story and give it to a small group ofstudents to read together.
Writers' Workshops

Use the stories in this hook during writers' workshops. The participants may read
these stories to help them think ofnew stories to write. After the writers have written,
corrected,and illustrated new true stories you may add them to this hook.

Please keep this book in your literacy box. Do not allow the students to take

the book or stories from the book home with them. Please keep all stories
inside the plastic covers so they will not get wet or dirty.
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APPENDIX A2.2

Samples of Alphabet Books
The samples ofAlphabet Books in this Appendix are representative ofthe hooks

authored and created by Munok Bendong and Mulang Mainapo. Although the
illustrations were not done by them,the pictures are reflections oftheir ideas and desires.

These books will be produced as big hooks to be used in conjunction with the
Verandah Story Notebooks and the Transfer Primer and Transfer Primer Workbook. The

letters will be introduced throughout the five-day class. The Alphabet Song on page 219,
written by Bayang Saleng and sung to the beat ofkundu drums,reinforces the letters and
the key words introduced in the Alphabet Books.
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O o - Ohoop

/

I

Munok Bendot] duut Mulat] Mainapodi youkumuk.

202

Ohoop

Du kale nowee gaafikiTjgoi] naadiQG kome yaler]
koQi] kamodi tigo uu made deedig yoobeg?

Ohoop!

Mokoye nigdi woog dininoge tubukodakaune woog
koog made daadig yoobag?
203

4

Ohoop!

r>

NanoQe kobaar] nit] tuwaai] hoonefar]gipiieu maune
mede deedii] yoobei]?

Ohoop

n -

Nooke nil]

wanaai] haudeemek daagik'
ginei] mauluune mede deedii] yoobei]?
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D d-Dum

Munok BendoQ duut Mulat] Mainapodi youkumuk.

205

Heekimiit kadaa nil] hautahik mooQ kaai] dum ginei]
hakiii].

206

TiQQ undugoQ dum ginet] nanage deeti hinaneg moot]
kaat] map hokiit].

207

Ala mehikdi dum ginet] uggot]fiit fowoot] houtadok
metaom yeeninoodiguk.

208

iQgoQ metaam adi moot] hogok yeenimbuune
waabit]a dum ginet] hogok ur]goi] hakiii].

209

G g - Gitom

Munok Bendot]duut Mulai] Mainapodi youkumuk.

210
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Heleenir] waapmihi gitom nanee naadiga
hayoonaadigee ime gineg gitom kalir] tinee uglQ.

4.

Tiga gitom adi kobaag hinek doktiga boigog baigog
hahinaluu mambip tiyeembuk.
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Kaai] gitom nooli hogok moggoola dum ginei]
yaudewedewe ugif].

1^

Timet] ugukdi wooq bem meebii folog youtuggup
tiQa tigii].
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Mm- Mag

u

Munok Bendot] duut MuIqq Mainapodi youkumuk.
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Mat] momoor]odi heletna-helemot] nanar]e momohi
hogok tiulidokoolok.

sn

'..i

Tir]a mat] monnoot]odi yot kodoko moat]tilok.

214

h

Ala nainit]de mar] momoor]adi dinina qanai maar]tilak.

>9

Mat] momoor]adi waapmihir]iyee momoor]hogok
nibidokoolak.
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N n - Noq

Munok BendoQ duut Mulai] Mainapodi youkumuk.

216

(J

"I

Noq mamanipapaniyeedi mot]go haatigig adi
kawadedi tutumbaai] moggo haatigig.

Nog koobuk moggo dinina qanai tiyaam yaadi
fofohi hinek.
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Nor] koobuhi adi miikit doktir]a nihitubulodaune qanai
tiyaam.

Tir]a nor]di nihitubulodaune fiyopmai] be
woobunor]loor]got]folor] tiyaam.
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KUNAT KITILIT KAP

(written by the Numanggang and sung to kundu drums)
Indi wanaat] kap tooyaam.
Indi kudi naadidapmaai],
Kunakunat kedeem tinim,

Tit]a naadifo tinim.
T t -taam

A a - QQelo, QQelo
E e - eyaai], eyaai]
0 o - ohoop,ohoop
1 i - ipaar], ipaai]
U u - uyaar], uyaat]

K k - kalaam

P p-papar]
W w - wom

Y y-yoor]
L

a,e,o,i, u qanai wapum tiii],
tooQQ naadinim

I - lufoom

H h - haapmuk
F f-fukut

Metaam kudi i momoot]
Tooqq kedeem naadinim.
Kudi wou indii] toonim.
TooQa kedeem naadinim.
Mm- mar]
N n - nor]

Q Q-Qaf]

S s- sukut

Kudi agor]toodapmayaam.
Lufoom hogok u toonim.
Toor]a naadidapmanim.
Kudi u wou indir] yoonim.
Q q - qeheyehi
C[q - qeheyehi
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APPENDIX A2.3

Transfer Primer

(Melanesian Pidgin to Numanggang)
The Transfer Primer is divided into five lessons. Each lesson is supplemented by
a Transfer Primer Workbook(Appendix A2.4)lesson to be completed either in class or
as homework.The lessons will be used as a guideline by the teachers to introduce each
concept. The lesson content is as follows:

Lesson 1: a)Introduction to the Alphabet,b)Vowels(Already Known)
Lesson 2: Known Consonants
Lesson 3: New Consonants

Lesson 4: a)Lengthened Vowels,b)Story Writing
Lesson 5: a)Other Difficult Features,b)Reading Practice

Both the transfer primer and the transfer primer workbook were created prior to
the writing ofthis paper. Although most ofthe illustrations were created by Barbara

Hynum,the cartoon format was suggested by Ngeram Mahambe and all pictures were
repeatedly subjected to assessment by the Numanggang. All text material was authored,
reviewed and revised by local readers and teachers. The following people were involved
in the creation ofthis primer:

Mupangnuc Saleng

Samuel Saleng

Gambing Gindoko

Mugarekac Daugnak

Bajang Saleng

Hawa Mumuge

Ngelam Mahambe

Tirijuc Mangbiang
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OLAMAN!TOKPLES BILONG MI
I SWIT MOA!
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Ooo! Ei...em nau! Ai, nau mi ritim

tokples bilong mi na mi klia!

r

222

Eh, yu sanap na yu
lukim mi ritim tokples na yu
■-S.. aigris long mi, a?

m

s
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Ai
mi

mi

les

skul pinis

long

Tokples bilong

no

N

mi 1 swit tru. Yu ritim na

sku gen

mi klia, tasol mi lapun
pinis na mi no inop >
ritim.
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Av
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Mi save ritim \

Mi laik sove^

pepa long tok pisin,
tasol tokples em
hevi tumas long

no mi omamos

long traim.

mi.
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Mi save, yupeio I got
loik long ritim tokples tasol
yupeio I got plonti tingting, olsem
no mi loik tokim yupeio.
Tokples i no hat.

Sopos yu sove rit ^
no roil long tok pisin, boi

yu inop ritim tokples tu. No
ken wori. Kom,no boi mi

X.

.
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heipim yu.

^

Aa

Mm

Tt

H h

Ee

N n

Kk

Ss

00

QG

Pp

Ff

I i

B b

Ww

Qq

U u

D d

Yy

qq

Gg

L1
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Orait, yu lukim dispela blekbod.
Long tokples bilong yumi i gat twenti-tu

leta +QS0I. No oting yu save planti pinis,
a? Yu kaunim namba bilong sampela
\.Jeta yu save pinis long en.
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5^.

Lukim pepa ya.
Ating yu save pinis long a,e,o,i, u.

Tru,a? Dispela 5-pela leta i gat bikpela
wok long tokples bilong yumi.^
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I
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r
Ee

Oo
I i
Uu
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Yu laik lukim

wok bilong a,e,o, I, u?
Orait, stori i stop long pes 31.
Sapos yu laik, lukim plonti a,e,o,i, u
i stop insoit long stori long
tokples no bai mi
wetim yu.

CSIl

Wanem tingling
bilong yu? Me tok tru, a?
Plonti a,e,o,i, u 1 stop

olgeto tok long tokples
bilong yumi.

m
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Mi laik yu traim long rltim dispela faipela sotpela
tok long tokples no lukim gut a,e,o,i, u.

Pd

bam
bem
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dum
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bom

bim

Mm

Bb

Tt

H h

Nn

Dd

K k

Ss

Gg

PP

Ff

V-.s'v"""
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Sampela leta moa
yu save pinis mi bin raitim long

blekbod. Sopos yu bungim dispelo
leta wantaim a,e,o,i, u bai yu inap
long ritim planti tokples. Long sampela
tok long dispela lesen bai yu lukim
narapela leta q yu no save yet
long en. No ken wari.
Traim tasol.
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M m

Yakee!)

,y •: :x.' /•

mihi

makaye

Makgyedi mihi siwee tilak.

N n
Naadifo
tilat.
ijm m i

If
%

w

na

namaane

Namagneyee nap qaali yakoam.
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Oe, beheep
momooi}!

bubulaak

beheep

Bubulaak beheepner] haatilak.

Dd

dumaak
Aa, kale nowit!

0-.

dimbuk ^

Dumaak dimbuk nawee duwookene fSdk:
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Gg
Hakule

tilit.

gomak

Ai, mele

momooi]!

gitom

Gomak adi hakule tilak.
Gitom adi mele hokom tilak.
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Tt
Hhhhhh,tege adi
kobaag hinek!
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llr!

tout

iU

Iti

w
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X

tege

iS
kudup

Kk

kamo

Nu kada

tege
je

■

mu nawit
00

Me tege tout tilak.
Kamo kudup gagaayeQ deitok.
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Konkoloon
ko

OQ

papaali

pupup

4

Pupup hogohogok adi papaalihigit.
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Ww

i

is.'f

waagim
worn

Ri-l
m
111

111

Yy
iJJ

m

iie

Hi

!(

yot
yat

Mane gaali
tubuune yot fee )
nolat.

y

''

Waagim duut wonri adi yot maaneg hakaamuk.
Me kuya adi ygt nalak.
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LI

III

n

tmambut!

loopne

Taam bubuyehiyat adi \\k mowoodi ti loopne taamuk.
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Oo,timit]

H h

kedeem

'tSt-.

imiiil
sW'
NP#'

hinamo

"S4iwV'<^

hawom

Hinamo duut howom adi menot toomuk.

Ss
^

Deeti

sitawaat] nawit,
V

ee?

sisige
subat

Sisige adi map naadipa subat nawee tilak.
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Ff

Yakee!

filimpit

Nehidawek,
ee! ^

fukut

Me fukutrjit adi filimpit tubuune boho ti yakalak.
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Ai, gutpela tru! Yu ritim planti
stori pinis na raitim sampela tok olsem na mi
amamas long yu!

Nau bal yu

^ lainim dispela tripela \
leta I no stop long tok
pisin. Yu bin lukim
sampela g pinis long stori

long hapsait,a? Long
dispela lesen bai yu kisim
\ save long g,q, na q^./

Qg
Qq
qq.
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Qo

I] long tokples em olsem ng long tok pisin.

]
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Qakgaak
Oaai]

rjam

rjakrjaak adi nom naar]"ooonrjO^tooiak.
MihinaaQgitdi taam kohoot] rjaar) siwee tilak.
Nanage r)amr)it mu nanagdok.
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Qq

F

long tokples em olsem kw long tok PIsin.

/, / Mh

qembeke

\

■r

qebobol

W.:

qet
:

-V

qoQ

Qembeke adi kudikudiqit mohinek hatak, kaai] qeboboi
yaluune
folot] bem yakiqnei] gat] heeki kap miyeiQ.
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Long tokples bilohg yumi i gat q^tasol i no got long tok
pisin. Lukim piksa long daunbilo. Traim long ritim tok no
horim nek bilong dispelo leta q,.

qaim

q."

qenteen

atak

m
□

Qatak duut qenteer) adi qaim ginei] loot] hoiuu qH widihilak.
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1

Oo,du momooQ hinek tilai}! Inde-walat]
mede u agoQ naadidapmalai] doktiga baagi
mede kdoti mu yoobit.

aa
ee
oo

uu

Kahat nooli ginei]
a,e,o,i, u noggot] hakiit] u
agog yaabugag doktiga
V kootigog gaanigdakalewit.
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MaQgoQde tiga a,e,o,i, u lufoom youkaam? Indi adi mede
yoohamaane taam doktiga lufoom youkaam. Mede kumaai]
hatak kunaali naadiweg.

bop
booi]

siwe

siwee

Bat] adi me momooi] hinek.
Pupup baai] u kobaai] hinek.

Too siwe tir]a mik tugumuk.
Kamodi momolok siwee tuguk.
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worn

woom

mundi

mundii

Worn koobugoQ gaalimun.
IggoQ woomgaamulit.

Kopkog kabot nnundi tilak.
Mundii haabuga naadifo tilak.

une

Agog buiot ale une.

uune

Midi uune nu koobuk wit.
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Lesen 5

X Ai, baigoQ!

X

Kaule mu tibet].
Inde-walai] mede ginai]
mede kitili 22 hogok
hakiig. Tigaane kudi
lufoom-kulitnig yeendok

\ mawaanen. X

V

Numat]goQ mede ginei] v neemu hatak. Tigaane kudi
youtawooQ v naadiga v mu youtuwaai]adi indig w.
Numaggot] mede gineg r neemu hatak. Tigaane kudi
youtawoog r naadiga r mu youtuwaag adi indig I.
Numaggog mede ginegjneemu hatak. Tigaane kudi

youtawoogjnaadigajmu youtuwaag adi indig y.
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Kobuk J adi NumaQgoQ mede gineg mu hatak gaanigat
iggoQ miti gineg kunatawoog kaweg, me wohiye be qet
wohiye J haluune yalat] gaanigat yooga mu naadiweg.

Jesu
Jerusalem
Josua
Johane

Jakobo
Jodati Ime
Jona
Juda

il!
Johane ^
/a

I

Jesu

Jodan Ime

Johonedi Jesu Jodan Ime gineg imeyout timigguk.
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Kobuk, mede qeheyehi yoonaadinim. Metaam adi mede

qeheyeenit] noobu kaaq naadibeedi tiiq. Unduq ti baigoq
baigoQ mu kunakiiq. Mooq. Kunat kitili tububuhitneq
yakiiq hogok yabuqa naadinaadihik gineq mede fiit yooiq.
I naadiweq. Numaqgoq mede gineq mede fee adi

nomandop kubugoq iqgoq meebii moloomoloom. Unduq
doktiqa dikii lekiqgoq yotak u didimeeqgoq diwekoaq
naadiqo tububuhitneq be dapmaqdopmaqneq u mooq
noodiqa didimeeqgoq noodidakeleeq kunoliweq.

Mede lufoom komaqkode u yoonaadineq:

yehifubukedabaluguk
yehifubukadakaluguk

naadigalikamimbuune
naadigalikanimbunne
250

Luka 8:22-25

Heleenii] Jesu waagim kabe foloQ Iooq mihiQiyee ime
fokolok lonim yeenigguk kaag ila ugig. Ila wooq Jesu damo
deikuk kaag fifiggoobut tiga ime giyoondaag buga waagim
kabe maaneg foog yehitubufambekenewee tuguk. Kaag
mihigiyee adi Jesu talaamsukuleeg indig niggig,"Wapum,
Wapum,indi agog kumunee taam/'

Undug nimbuune Jesu adi sukuleeg pilaali sububa duut
ime mede yeenimbuune kulemaagumuk. Kaag mihigiyee
yeenigguk,"Midi naadisukilitihik de?"

Undug yeenigguk kaag adi boho tiga muntaag nehi uggog
indig yoonaadigig,"Me i deedinig doktiga sububa duut imedi
medeegig naadiyaamuk!"

251

Ninaadi Tugut
Hawa Mumugedi Youkuk

Tumui]iQot] Tride ginar] Gigi+mede yoonaadi u neemu
tiyaagumun. Ala heleenir] Isum,Gatiwin, Mugoieka odi 1980

ginoQ Ukoiampade loot] haatii]a udooneet]foot] metaotn kuyahi
tiihitubulodoogit].

Tit]a Tride indigot]foot] ninaadi yoobu nnot]gokaagit]digot]
nnot]gokaagit], kaat] nu adi helema-helenriat] ninaadi mot]gokaagit]
kaat] hogok ila bulugut. Undut] ila bu naadiwee tuwot mu tubuu

heleenit]foogumunnet]indit] yoogut. Nu naadinaadi yotnet] mu
foogut daabugot] hogok ila bulat, ale kamit] adi ninaadi nuubo
tibit. Undut] yoot]a ninaadi yooluu tibit be biwit undut] naadit]a
weleene pitpit tubuune agot] moot] hinek ila tugut. Ila tit]a fiit
yeenimbeene naamgit] kaat] nu ninaadi u tit]a kame ikut.
Kame ilat]a Gigitmede yoonaadi tigit] u bee naadigut ale, nu
adi ninaadi deedit] deedit] tibit yoot]a naadinaadi ila tulugut.
Undut]tit]a agog ninaadi nai tubuune weleene pitpit hinek
tubuune agot] moot] hinek naadit]a ila tulugut. Tit]a ila naadiwee
Munaabuliidi weleene ginet]foog weleene pitpit tuguk u
tubukulemaaguk kaat] nu ninaadi kedeem tugut.
Undut]tugut doktit]a koobuk adi ninaadi be Gigitmede
yooyoo u kedeem tilat.

Undug hogok.
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Hulei! Du agoQ naadidapmalai]^

doktiga kougoi] NumaQgoQ mede gineg
kunakunat be youyout kedeem tibaag,tiga
naadiga Bepag-walag mede kunaaluu
woondi haatihaati gaambaak. ^

&
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V
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HeleeniQ
Jesu adi gigitmede
vv. yoyo tuluune...

Indi-walar) mode
u kobaat] \
hinek, e!

A
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Appendix A2.4

Transfer Primer Workbook

(Melonesion Pidgin to Numanggong)
The Transfer Primer Workbook is divided into five lessons which correspond to the
lessons presented in the Transfer Primer. Although the work in the Workbook may be
done individually,the leamers may prefer to work in small groups.
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OLAMAN! TOKPLES BILONG MI
I SWIT MOA!

%

JL

WOKBUK
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Lesen 1

Mi soim yu pinis ol leta long tokples bllong yuml. Olsem no yu yet yu
raitim long daunbilo. Ml soim yu sampela Aa pinis.

Aa

Aa Aa

Ee
Oo
li
Uu
Mm
Nn

Go
Bb
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Dd_

Gg_
Tt_
Kk_

PPWw

Yy_
LI _
Hh_

Ss_

Ff _

Qq_
qcL
259

Rai+im nem bilong ol piksa long lain. Isi, a?
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Lesen 2

Kisim pensil bilong yu na raunim ol tok i hait i stop namel long ol
leta noting I stop insoit long bokls. 01 tok 1 wonkoin long ol tok I
stop dounbilo long listo. Mi raunim tupelo tok pinis.
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q

u

g

u

u

d

s

m
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n

k

b

y

o

d

makaye
kudup

gomak

dumaak

yat

pupup

tout

nap

ilk

worn
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Q

1^

1
1

w

o

s

f

Long dispela liklik pilai yu mas roitim sampelo tokples i go insoit long
dispelo bokis. Sampelo tok 1 go stret no sampelo tok I go doun. Yu
yet lukim tok long tok pisin no yu roitim long tokples insoit long bokis.
Mi roitim nombo won tok i go stret pinis.

Tok i go stret:

Tok i go doun:
1. pik
2. bus poul

1. kumul

2. moni bilong bipo
3. bus

'd

3. diwoi

1.

u

m

a

2.

a

2.

3.
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k

Yu save planti pinis olsem no yu inop ritim dispelo sotpela stori.

Yot moloom adi

gilem kaledok

boiguk.

tr

Ala mamblp

c;iHE H\

tubuune kubome

I'-.'

odi kobup buguk.
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niai ti

Is

Adi gilem u mu

kadakaleeguk.

iUBut

Dokti adi

gilem u
kobup tobo
tigo

-f

momooQ

uguk.
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Tupela tok i stop insait long banis. Yu makim wanpela tasol no stretim
tok. Tingim stori long kubome yu bin ritim pinis no bai yu save vvdnem
tok yu mas raitim. Bihoin raitim olgeta long ol lain 1 stop daunbilo.

1. Yot moloom adi

(gilem,tebe) kaledok boiguk.

2. Mambip tubuune
kabup buguk.

(hinaale, kubome)adi

3. Kubome adi gilem mu

(naaguk,

kadakaleeguk).

4. Kubome adi gilem u kabup
mauguk.
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(tobo, dahi)

Lesen 3

Dispela stori i gat planti g tasol mi raitim

stori 1 go no mi lusim wonpelo spes long yu
putim ol g. Mi bin putim wonpeia pinis.

Heleenit] ma

ni

odi nana e

sisooni u am tibaakne
yoo a
hekoobu tibit yoo tuluune
ak ak i
makat kooluune wabi a nom ila mi guk.
Undu

ti

a mu kaa

ituune

mihina git ni
bu a kohoo
aa
siguk. Undu tubuune yakawe toobuune
ak

ak sukulee

bulaani go

makat kooluune mii

naadi a nom kootigo

mi guk.

Nau ritim gen!

266

I Dispela 5-pela tok i gat plonti q,Yu ritim no raitim.
1. Map kisaqgoQ naadiQc nonaqe QomQit ncQot.

2. Miiq odi QakQaakqit] nom mimbuune"qqqqi]" hatooguk.

3. Mihinooggit nit] bui]a kohoot]i]aar] siguk.

4. Eyaai]ne mai]gor]de yooi]a undut]tinoamular].

5. Indi ugar]but]at tiga yalisulukuneei] moat] nindihiguk.
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Dispela stori i gat plonti q
tosol mi roitlm stori i go no
mi lusim wonpeia spes long
yu putim ol q. Mi bin putim
wonpeia pinis.

Nu heleeniQ yootne q eetnenet] wee yoot]a ugut.
Uge ugee eboboi nit] kaat] ui]gor] loot] yaali kawee
mele fofor]ner]kade eboboi eheyeenit] nit] loot]
yaakuk, kaat] uuyeet] yakawee bem nit] ginet] at]fee
but]a kap miyeegit]. U yaabut]a naadifo tit]a woot]
eboboi nit] ginet] loot] kawee mulu at] ginet]
embeke mohinek haluu kaat] naadifo tit]a
yootne eetnenet] usuwaagut.

Nau ritim gen!
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Kisim pensil bilong yu na raunim ol tok i bait i stop
namel long ol leta noting 1 stop insolt long bokis. 01 tok
1 wonkoin long ol tok 1 stop dounbilo long listo.
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e
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q

a

n

a

1

t

q

e

m

b

e

k

e

y

f

n

o

P

g

o

d

w

f

a

q

i

o

w

q

1

h

1

t

a

a

Q

q

g

q

a

Q

d

i

Q

Q

qembeke
qet
qaq
qeboboi
qaqa

qanai
qeep
qihita
qayaat]
qeetniq
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Dispela stori i gat sompela
tosol mi raltim stori no mi lusim

wonpelo spes long yu putim ol
q,. Mi bin putim wonpeia pinis.

Heleenit] qatak duut enteei] adi mele
momooQ hogok diweune loopne tidee ugumuk.
WooQ
aim gineg I0013 ilat]a enteeg adi mede
mohinek toobuune otok adi naadifo tiga
aim
gineg loot] tatakut ya tuguk. Undug tiga naadifo
tiga hatuluu
ii wapum buga widihiune wabi
wooleeg maugumuk.

Nou ritim gen!
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Kisim pensil bilong yu na raunim ol tok i hait i stop
namel long ol leta noting 1 stop Inscit long bokls. 01 tok
1 wonkoin long ol tok 1 stop dounbilo long listo.
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1

1

0
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q

d
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a

1

m

q

e

a

d
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1

e

b
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1

d

b

u

1
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q

k

q

1

1

q

e

d

1

s

u

0

p

t

g

e

m

s

k

a

qii
qenteer]
qatak
qaim
qendilik

qaabem
qetimbit
qeheyeer]
qihilit
qaqar]
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Yu ritim sampela tok moa i stat
long q no q^, Raitim long lain.

Qanai.

qanai .

_qihi
-qihi

Qaqa.

.qaat]

qaqa_

.qaoQ

Qayaaq.

.Qaqai].

qayaai]_

.qaqai].

Qihita.

_qihiba
_qihiba_

qihita_
Qedeqede.

_qendilik_
_qendilik_

qedeqede_
Qaambunda.

qaambunda_

_qaabem.
.qaabem_

Qeheyeeniq.

_qeheyeer].
_qeheyeei]_

qeheyeenir]_

272

Dispela stori i gat plonti q no q_tasol mi no raitlm.
Yu yet, yu lukim tok no raitlm q o q,.

4^^

%

NainiQde ar] tii]a
endilik adi yot madee bem
_ede ede kalit] tugumuk.
anai titauga eheye
tiga
aimdi gulup iga ikula tugumuk.
Tiga
ii wapum ukuk, be yopmag talik undugog
eheyeenig hinek doktiga anai wabi tiga ugumuk.
11 wapum hinek ukuk dokti aim gineggineg
imeg ag gagaayeg heebiyaakumuk. Yaligila
endilik adi agog damo deikuk.
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\

i

\

&
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i
4

4
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-i'
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A
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Kaat] at] odi yakoune otok a at] wopum
nil] bui]a aimsu foloi] loiluune _a a tooguk.
Toobuune endilik odi sukule tji]a innei] at] ginei]
mafooguk.

Tii]a

agdok .^ihito kisoi] hinek tinnir]a nnomoi]

tii]a mauguk.
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Long dispela liklik pilai yu mas roitim sompelo tokples i go inscit long
dispelo bokis. Sampela tok i go stret no sampelo tok i go doun. Yu
yet lukim tok long tok pisin na yu roitim long tokples inscit long bokis.

Tok i go stret:

Tok i go doun:

1. osde

1. renbo

2. yelopelc
3. liklik pisin i save wisil

2. ren

3. grasop
4. waitpela kumul

4.

1.

3.

1.

2.

2.

3.
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Kahat youlawooQ qet hamap biqat u du aa,ee,oo,ii, uu
youlet]. Mede nooli agot]tigat u kaag naadiwet].

Gitom u Henag

Hel ee nir] menit]di gitom kalii] w
q tiga
buga bin
guk. K
g momolok nigdi buga kaag
nin_

diguk.

''Du d

dig tiga gitom f

buga hinalag?"

8?

276

mogg

la

Undut] y
guk k,
wet], w
t] imei]qar] n

sil

Y] indii] nii]guk,"Du
t] k
t] sil_ tnalu

tnal
nai]galek k
i] y
bu moi]golei]/'
Undut] nimb_ ne adi w
t] ifTiet]qat] nit]

k
t] sil
tnalu sil^
_tnal
kob
kok
g tit]a tawaune kumut]a h
kuk.

Kedeem tii]at] ale kootigot] kunoali naodiwei].

277

Mede lufoom gimbahat] ginet] hakaamuk. U yaabuga kubugog
nit] tiga mede tubudidimeweg. U tubudapmag mede wanaag
youdapmaweg.

1. Bern folot] maat]
yougolooguk.

(bag, boat])

2. MihinaaQgitdi me

3. Yot maag

(siwe. siwee)tuguk.

(wom,woom)goaiigut.

4. Nanage folk tubuune

(mundi. mundii)

laabulak.

5. Daa hogok

(une, uune) nu koobuk bit

ale.

278

Du kudi i kunaali naadiQa me yeendinit]folooQ giner]
maggot] hokiit] u fek homaaneune woot] ui]gor]
youtawek. Kubugog agog tigat.

maagii

daawiii

baali

m

kayoog

meebii

fideeli

sigiig

kabaa

kohoog

279

Kunatkunat be youtyout agoQ naadilar]
doktiga komaai]iggor] kahatge youlei].

280

Kedeem tilar] doktiQa nookedok
kunaali-mimbuu naadiwe.

281
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Lesanl

V

NumaQgoQ mede gineg v neemu hatak. Tigaane kudi
youtawooQ v naadiga v mu youtuwaag adi indig w.
Mede i kunaali naadiga youleg.
waagim

kawade

wene

tawa

worn

hawom

wiwii

tuwai

282

NumaQgoQ mede ginei] r neemu hatak. Tigaane kudi
youtawooQ r naadiga r mu youtuwaat] adi indig I.
Mede i kunaali naadiga youleg:

lakata
looQgoQ

pilap
talolo

lik

kunilit

lufoom

mulum

Numaggot] mede ginegjneemu hatak. Tigaane kudi
youtawoogjnaadigaj mu youtuwaag adi indig y.
Mede i kunaali naadiga youleg;

yaagit

kiyaane

yeyemeg

gagaayeg.

yot

yuwoi

283

Mede komaat]kade adi qeheyeeniQ doktiqa
dikidikii meebimeebinit u dobudobu tiqa
moloomoloom yatner]. Nu agoq talitimer]
tihamuQa namba wan tugut.

tubu/didime/gak
tubumeekoguk
tubuhautawek

tubuwolandalok

yeenit]/ku/laak

yeenigkilitilok
yeenindidime
yeenigkodokalak

yehi/kiu/kuk

yehitiulidokooguk
yehitubulodowaak
yehitubumiintogaambaak
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Aa

Tt
(Wohoge

Ee
00

Kk

\

NumdQgoi] Mede

1i

Ww

U u

Yoobit

Toobit

Kunalit

Youlit

M m

Yy
LI

N n

H h

Qo

Ss

Bb
Dd

Pp

Ff
(Hinale wou)

Gg

Qq
q.q.
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APPENDIX A2.5

Five-Day Lesson Plan: A Transfer Proorom
using the
Verandah Storv Binders.
the Alphabet Books

and the Transfer Primer
The following lesson plan incorporates the Verandah Story Notebooks,the

Alphabet Books,and the Transfer Primer into a simple five-day introductory class to be

held for several hours each day.The learners enter the class with some proficiency in
literacy in a second language,but little or no proficiency in the vernacular. Because of

previous exposure to print,and because ofthe simplicity ofthe orthography(one sound
to one symbol correspondence)the lessons move quickly.In trial classes,the young adult
learners have assimilated the material with minimal exposure and by the end ofthe five

lessons are writing short stories in Numanggang with a high degree ofaccmacy in
spelling and with grammatical accuracy,even at the diseoiuse level. The older adults

moved through the lessons quickly,but had more difficulty in production,both in reading
and in writing.

The lesson plan is tentative, as all elements ofthe program are subject to revision,
correction,or rejection by the Numanggang.The plan reflects many ofthe components
included by local teachers during the classes held in 1996. Other elements,such as

devotional time using translated portions ofthe Bible and prayers and liturgy in the
vernacular have been part ofprevious programs taught by Nmnanggang teachers,and
would most likely be included as part ofthe curriculum in the future.
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Sonda kubugoQ woondok yoohebet—
woQ adi metaam baagi mede agog kunakunat

tiig iggog Numaggog kunakunat tine tiig
Melenai 1

Melenai 2

Melenai 3

Melenai 4

Melenai 5

Hinaledi taali+imii] tiyeembuune kunakunat dinit] talik naadidekeleneei].
Hinale adi kahat gitipmuhi Walanda diniij Kahat pepa ginet]
mu youkumuQ hogok kunayembek.

Olcman! Tok

Lesen 2

Lesen 3

Lesen 4

Lesen 5

Lesen 2

Lesen 3

Lesen 4

Lesen 6

M-G

T-L

H-q

Kootigog

Pies Bilong Mi i
Swit Moa pepo
ginei] Lesen 1
titindok.

Oioman!

wondinii] wok
pepo ginei]
Lesen 1 titindok.

A-0

Kunat kitili pepo

mede

malabumug
tikaneg.

Kunot kitili kap
tooyeembuune

Kunat kitili kap be kap nooli Numaggag mede gineg tooneg

tooko tooka

tineg.

Metaam moloomoloom Walanda dinig Kahat kunaka kanaka tineeg
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English Translation;

Five-Day Lesson Plan for Literacy Transfer
from Melanesian Pidgin to Numanggang
Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Modeled reading by the instructor using stories not currently published in the
Veranda Story Notebooks

Transfer Primer
Lesson 1

Lesson 2

Lesson 3

Lesson 4

Lesson 5

Lesson 1

Lesson 2

Lesson 3

Lesson 4

Lesson 5

A-0

M-G

T-L

H-q

Review

Transfer Primer
Workbook

Alphabet Big
Books

Introduce

Alphabet Song

Sing Alphabet Song and other Numaggog songs

Individual and small group reading ofstories from the Verandah Story Notebooks
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APPENDIX A2.6

WritiriQ Together 
Instructions.

A Five-Dov Writers' Workshop.
ond The Authoring Cycle

289

Instructions
Upon completion ofthe five day transfer class(see Appendix A2.3 on page 220),
students will bring their original story to a writers' workshop to be held for a second five

days.During these sessions,the stories will be edited by peers and revised by the author.
Once satisfied with the composition,the author will submit it to the editing committee

for final revision. The author will decide whether to illustrate the story personally or have
a local artist illustrate it. Provision will be made for needed art materials such as pens and
colored pencils.Ifpossible,photography will be offered as an option.

The group will determine at the onset ofthe workshop who will be appointed to
the editing committee and who will help in the illustration ofthe stories. Too often,the
visiting literacy worker dictates the choice ofeditors and requires the authors to illustrate

their own stories. The local people,who often live in close community are acutely aware
who among them are gifted as leaders,capable editors,and gifted artists. In addition,

traditional peoples are quite often more comfortable working interdependently in
community and often value group accomplishment as opposed to individual
achievement. Such is the case with the Numanggang.
The Five-Day Writers' Workshop schedule on the next page is offered as a

tentative schedule. Only crucial elements are included. Additional components ofthe
schedule such as breaks,refreshments,devotions,singing,timing,etc. will be left to the
discretion ofthe Numanggang.
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Sonda KubugoQ Mede Youkayouka dinig Yoohebet
Melenai 1

Melenai 2

Melenai 3

Melenai 4

Melenai 5

Helema-helemai] noQgoi]ila Walanda Kahat Pepa kunatnei].(Neebek nil] kunat kedeem
tilakdi me+aam noolidok taaii+imei]tubuune naadiga naadidakaleneq, be metaam lufoom.
Metaam noggoi]
yoonaadiqa
kahat moomooi]
adi deedii].
Kahat u deedig
yooga be youla
tiga notniyedi
naadiga
moomoog hinek
naadineg.

lufoom noggog ila kunatneg.)
Ful sitop be
Mede nooli
Mede
koma be ninadi
yohaamaneya
qeheyehi u
dinig fek
m bag tiga
deedig
yoonaadineg.
baag
kunatnim.
naabugog.

Deedig tiga
kahathik

metaam nooli

guut
yoonaadinem.

Mede undihi

tiga fekhik u
yoonaadineg.
Eeg w,1 tiga y
maag.

Bop bop tiga
kahat youtdok

Bop bop tiga
kitubulodaag

naadinaadihik

kahathik

kiula maggog
tigig be
mintahaamgig
kaag kahat

kunatnaadiga
noggog

Kahathik

Kahathikdok

tubudidimedap
mag komitidok
yembu
naadineg.

welewele

yoonadiga
tubudidimeneg.

naadiga
youtneg.
Hinale heekidi

Masin folog
youluune
Walanda Pepa
gineg
tomboyoutneg.

taali yenimbu
naadineg.

moomoog

naadineg.
Me be taam

Undug tubuu

Kahat dinig

moioom-moloom

moioom

welewele

kahathik

moloom ila

yoonaadineg.

youtneg.

tubudidimeneg.

Munihinag
tineg! Kahathik
agog youkig
doktiga
nohiyedok
kunat

tiyemneg.
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English Translation:

Five - Day Writers Workshop
Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Read together from the Verandah Story Notebooks

(modeled reading by a fluent reader,in small groups or in pairs)

Discuss what

Discuss proper

Discuss

Discuss and

makes a good

punctuation

lengthened
vowels and w,1,

practice ways of
attacking long

and y

words

story

Discuss ways
of sharing
stories with

others

In a small

In a small

Work on final

group,share
experiences

group,share

copy and

Prepare story
for publication

stories and

submit stories

and add to a

and brainstorm

listen to

to editing

Verandah

for possible

suggestions

committee

Work on

Story
Notebook

stories to write

illustrations.
Demonstrations
and instruction

Individuals

Individuals

Discuss

write their own

revise their

possibilities for

stories

stories

illustrations

would be helpful

Celebrate!

Read final
stories

together
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Authoring Cycle
A simplified version ofthe authoring cycle,depicted in pictures(see pages 299
300),is offered as an aid for learners to follow while participating in a writers'

workshop. The necessary steps from conception ofa story through to celebration are

included. The pictures,in laminated form,can be taped to a wall or in a visible place.
The steps are as follows:think,write,share,re-write, edit,type,illustrate, celebrate.
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Naadinaadi qqnai finer)

Metaam woq adi kahat fee hinek naadigit] be yoogit] be kunakit] ala
weendok naadiga maQgot]kahat u moomooQ hinek tiga pepa folog youtne
tigit. Naadinaadihik tubukaikadok taalik fee. Lufoomkabe adi indig:
1. Metaam nooli-walag kahat u kunakunat tineg. Be da-walag nig yoobuune
metaam naadiga nehi-walag naaditoomuneg.
2. Me be taam gawadag kahat moomoog hinek yohauta tilak nenoobu
naadineg doktiga me be taam u ninaadiune buga kahat moomoog yobuune
naadineg.

3. Metaam indig yeeninaadiweg, Neemek filiniggog hinek miintahamguk? Be
neemek miintahambuune naadifo hinek tigig? Be maggog miintaune hehele
kisag hinek tigig?

4. Welewele yabuga kahat noobu naaditoomuneg doktiga welewele
hogohogok moggola lik gineg boiune metaam yabuga yoonaadineg.
5. Bop bop tiga yoonaadiga kitubuloda tineg.
Youyout tineg

Kahat moloomoloom agog naadiga pepa folog youtneg. Metaam
hogohogok moloomoloom youtneg. Kunat kitili be pundok be neemek
noolidok naadibeedi mu tineg. Moog hinek. Hogok pepa folog youtneg.
Mindagkade nohiye kedeem yehitubulodaune tubudidimeneg. Koobuk hogok
pepa folog youla nehi kunali kabe tubudidimeneg.
Kitubuloda tineg

Undug tubudapmaag kahat moloomdi noligiyeedok kunat tiyeembu
adi tubulodaag deedig deedig tiga kahat moomoog hinek miintadakalewek
nimbu naadiwek.
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Komiti tubudidimeneQ

Undut]tubudapmaai]agoQ tubudidime komitidok yeembu adi maai]
tubudidimeneQ. Adi unduQ tiQa kahat moloom kootigoQ mimbuune
naadinaadihik moggola kahat kootigoQ youlek.
Mosin gineg youtneg

Kahat agoQ moomooQ hinek tilak doktiga masin gineg youtdok.
Sitensal be kompiliyuta foloQ youluune Walanda Kahat Pepa gineg
tomboyoutdok. Be qet qeetnig noobu yakiig adi baigog hinek pepa folog
youtneg. Eeg kahat moloom naadibeedi noobu tibek adi neebek kohog
kudutdi tubulodaag pepa folog youlek. Tiga weleweledok naadiga bagam
tuwot biga youtneg.

Welewele youtneg

Agog tuwot youkig doktiga kahat moloomdi weleweledok naadiga
youlek. Weleweledok maag taalik fee hatnimilak doktiga weendok
yoonaadiga mede yookilitiga pepa hogoli folog timeg youtneg. Undug
tubudapmaag agog kahat foloog hinek folog youtneg.
Hinamuni tineg

Ago! Kahat moomoog hinek tilak doktiga Walanda Pepa gineg boineg
kaag nohiyeedok kunakunat tineg.
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English Translation:
Think

The adults you are teaching have had many experiences in life. They have told

these experiences to others,often in the evenings on their verandas. Encourage them to

think about one ofthese events that would make a good story. There are many ways to
do this. The following are some possibilities:

1. Read stories others have written or tell a story about your own personal
experience. This may remind them ofan event in their lives.

2. Often,the students will know who is a skilled story teller in the area. Invite
him/her to come to your class to tell a story.

3. Ask questions such as,"What was the ftinniest,happiest,or most fiightening
thing that has happened to you?"

4. Visual images often trigger memories. Keep a collection ofculturally
appropriate pictures or photographs for the students to peruse.

5. Have them brainstorm together in small groups or pairs to generate
possibilities.
Write

Once the learners have decided on stories to write,have each one write a story.
Encourage them to relax, worrying about conventions and laboring over spelling and

punctuation at this point will hinder the natural flow ofthe story. Once the story is
written,the author should then correct any obvious mistakes before going on to the next
step.
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Share

Have the author read the story to someone else or to a group offriends. The

listeners should offer suggestions that could make the story more interesting or
xmderstandable.
Re-write

After listening to the advice ofothers,the author must re-write the story,trying to
incorporate some ofthe suggestions offered by his/her peers and attempting to correct
any mistakes in spelling and punctuation.
Edit

When the author has completed re-writing the story,it is given to the editor and

the editor's committee who will check the spelling, vowel length,and punctuation as

well as the general discourse structure ofthe text.Ifnecessary,the story should again be
revised by the author.
Type

When the story is ready to prepare for addition to the binder,the text must either

be typed on a typewriter or computer,or carefully handwritten on blank pieces ofpaper
that will fit in the veranda story binder.Ifthere is limited technology and the author does
not feel comfortable writing,a scribe can be designated. The typist or scribe and the

author must work closely together during this step in order to assure that appropriate
space is allowed on each page for the illustrations the author desires to include.
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Illustrate

Once the text is printed,the author may illustrate the story. Pictures that

correspond to the text, designs around the edges,maps,charts,or anything else may be
used that would aid in understanding the story or improving the appearance ofthe text.

Initial rough drafts ofthe illustrations should be done on other paper,ifnecessary.
Celebrate!

The final copy ofthe story may now he added to the appropriate Verandah Story
Binder and shared with others.
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APPENDIX A2.7

Samples of Illustrated Stories 
Variations on a Theme
This file is the beginning ofa more comprehensive file to be gathered on site as

the Numanggang people author and illustrate their stories. As new styles oflay-out and
art are created,samples will he added to the file. The file will he used in future writers'

workshops as a resource. The current entry represents variations that could be used with

one text. Four variations ofartwork are offered: black and white line drawings,color

pictures(using the line drawings),photographs ofthe author,and local decorative design.
The black and white line drawings were done by Mugalika ofTumun.Color was

then added to the drawings as per evidence ofcolor preference among new literates in the
research literature. The third entry offers a photograph ofthe author rather than

illustrations.(The photograph entry was suggested by Henoma Topo'ogo ofthe Morobe

Province). The final variation is decorative design featured on Numanggang string bags.
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Hinale dinig Yoodakele Mede

Metaam kahathik kalas gineng iligila youtneg adi hinale
heeki hid! yehitubulodaune nehi tubudidimeet]tiulidokoot]
Waionda Kohot Pepa tomboyoutneng. Metaam nooljdi welewele
maag kahathikdok youtner] be noolidi taalik nooli keieneei]. Hid!
yehltubulodaai] naadinaadihik tubukaikaneQ.
Taalik undihi pepa yeet] ginei] moggoola boigut doktiga hidi
pepa i kunakunat tiga taali yeen naadidakeledapmaag metaam
momoot]yehitubulodaneeg. Eeg metaam taali gitipmug noobu
naadineg kaag hidi taali moomoog undihi iggog tomboyoula
youtneeg.

English Translation:
Teacher's Instructions

The stories that the Numanggang people write during the classes should be made
ready to put into the Verandah Story Binders. Some ofthe authors will want to draw
pictures. Others will wantto illustrate them in different ways.
This file contains examples ofways to prepare their stories for the binders. As
authors think ofother ways ofillustrating their stories, you may add them to this file.
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Pupup Duut Gikahi-walai] Kahat
Mupanu SaleQdi Youkuk
HeleeniQ baagi hogohogok tiga Pupup adi kadehik haatiga
yaugeene qa+akhik nig ula buga kameeg lla yooglg. "Hidi, kudup
kalig neeg woog bek kaag qatak 1 hinanim/' Undug yooga mede
ulati kuluu ugambugat tuguk. Tiga yooglg, yooglg moog kaag
Pupupdl undug nigglg.
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UnduQ nimbuune Pupupdi uguk. Woot]yoqet gagaayet]
kaaguk be gilem mohinek ikig. U kahake made niggig u kaule tiga
gilemgig kinag-kinag haa tuguk.

I
/'f

Undug tubuune nooligiyee adi deeti kudup pap mu ibi bulok
yoo woomgig. Undug tiga woom haluu male agog fofog tiba
tubuuna wabi kaipmug doobunaag mowoogig.
Undug tiga Gikahidi woog kaluguk, ba Pupup adi gilam kinag
kinag haati tuluguk. U kaag naadiuna tuwot mu tubuuna yooguk,
"Kibibo waapmihigiyaa miintaag baadibaadiluuna naa moggo
naluwaat."
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UnduQ yooguk doktiga pupup mihinii] kubo tilak. Undut]
doktiga nookeyeedl neemek nil] tibei] yoo gaanimbuune wooq
neemek naadigaambuune tuwot mu tibaak. Be neemek nig
tigaambuune tubu-udaane mu titigdok.
Mede kahat undug hogok.
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Pupup Duut Gikahi-walai] Kahat
Mupanu Salet]di Youkuk

Heleenit] baagi hogohogok tiga Pupup adi kadehik haatiga
yaugeene qatakhik nig ula buga kameeg iia yoogig. "HIdi, kudup
kalig neeg woog bek kaag qatak 1 hinanim." Undug yooga mede
ulati kuluu ugambugat tuguk. Tiga yoogig, yoogig moog kaag
Pupupdi undug niggig.
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UnduQ nimbuune Pupupdi uguk. Woot] yoqet gagaayei]
kaaguk be gilem mohinek ikig. U kahake made niggig u kaule tiga
gilemgig kinag-kinag haa tuguk.

jF

Undug tubuune nooligiyee adi deeti kudup pap mu ibi bulak
yoo woomgig. Undug tiga woom haluu male agog fofog tiba
tubuuna wabi kaipmug doobunaag mowoogig.
Undug tiga Gikahidi woog kaluguk, ba Pupup adi gilam kinag
kinag haati tuluguk. U kaag naadiuna tuwot mu tubuuna yooguk,

"Kibibo waapmihigiyaa miintaag baadibaadiluuna naa moggo
naluwaat."
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Undut] yooguk doktiga pupup mihinir] kubo tilak. Undut]
doktiga nookeyeedi neemek nig fiber] yoo gaanimbuune woor]
neemek naadigaambuune tuwot mu tibaak. Be neemek nir]
tigaambuune tubu-udaane mu titir]dok.
Mede kahat undut] hogok.
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Pupup Duut Gikahi-walai] Kahat
Mupanu SaleQdi Youkuk

\

HeleeniQ baagi hogohogok tiga Pupup adi kadehik haatiga
yaugeene qatakhik nig ula buga kameeg ila yoogig. "Hidi, kudup
kalig neeg woog bek kaag qatak 1 hinanim." Undug yooga mede
ulati kuluu ugambugat tuguk. Tiga yoogig, yoogig moog koag
Pupupdi undug niggig.

Undug nimbuune Pupupdi uguk. Woog yoqet gagaayeg
kaoguk be gilem mohinek ikig. U kahake nnede niggig u kauie tiga
gilemgig kinog-kinog hoo tuguk.
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UnduQ tubuune nooliQiyee adi deeti kudup pap mu ibi bulok
yoo woomgiQ. Undut]tigo woom haluu mele agog fofog tibe
tubuune wabi kaipmug doobunoag mowoogig.
Undug tigo Gikohidi woog kcluguk, be Pupup odi gilem kinog
kinog hooti tuluguk. U koag noodiune tuwot mu tubuune yooguk,

"Kibibo waopmihigiyee miintoog beedibeediluune noa moggo
ncluwaot."

Undug yooguk doktigo pupup mihinig kubo tilak. Undug
doktigo nookeyeedi neemek nig tibeg yoo gaonimbuune woog
neemek naadigaambuune tuwot mu tibook. Be neemek nig
tigoombuune tubu-udoane mu titigdok.
Mede kohot undug hogok

f;

/
/
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Pupup Duut Gikahi-walai] Kahat
Mupanu Salei]di Youkuk
HeleeniQ baagi hogohogok tiga Pupup adi kadehik haatiga
yaugeene qatakhik nig ula buga kameeg ila yoogig. "Midi, kudup
kalig neeg woog bek kaag qatak 1 hinanim." Undug yooga mede
ulati kuluu ugambugat tuguk. Tiga yoogig, yoogig moog kaag
Pupupdi undug niggig.

Undug nimbuune Pupupdi uguk. Woog yoqet gagaayeg
kaaguk be gilem mohinek ikig. U kahake mede niggig u kaule tiga
gilemgig kinag-kinag haa tuguk.

Undug tubuune nooligiyee adi deeti kudup pap mu ibi bulak
yoo woomgig. Undug tiga woom haluu mele agog fofog tibe
tubuune wabi kaipmug doobunaag mowoogig.
Undug tiga Gikahidi woog kaluguk, be Pupup adi gilem
kinag kinag haati tuluguk. U kaag naadiune tuwot mu

tubuune yooguk,"Kibibo waapmihigiyee miintaag
beedibeediluune naa moggo naluwaat.'
Undug yooguk doktiga pupup mihinig kubo tilak.
Undug doktiga nookeyeedi neemek nig tibeg yoo
gaanimbuune woog neemek naadigaambuune
tuwot mu tibaak. Be neemek nig tigaambuune
tubu-udoane mu titigdok.
Mede kahat undug hogok.
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APPENDIX A2.8

Proposed Nutnanqqano Literocy
Survey ond Assessment Pocket
for Adult Learners
All siirvey and assessment materials in this packet were developed with a desire

for minimal intrusion. Only those assessments deemed necessary were included. Group
sessions will not be used for assessment in literacy. Rather,surveys will be administered
on an individual basis and reading and writing assessments will be given to students in

need ofextra attention. Information gained from these assessments will be used to help
the student in one-on-one tutoring sessions-a traditionally acceptable choice. This
packet,therefore,contains assessments to be used on an individual basis with adult

learners.(Assessment7 is administered in collaborative small groups and has been

formulated this way to test the response to this type ofstrategy in the classroom).

Consistent with the philosophy ofthe necessity for instruction to be given only by
other Numanggang,assessments,as well, will not be administered by expatriates. Trust
must be built in their ownership ofthe entire process oflearning to read and write,

thereby combating the prevalent misconception that the"bombonggi"(white man)knows
best.

The assessments will first be tested on a few adults,and then revised before using
them on a large scale. More assessments will be added later to complete the packet. All
assessments are in Numanggang.English translations ofeach assessment can be found on

pages 333-340.The following assessments can be found in the packet:
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Assessment 1-Attitudes Concerning Reading: A Survey

Purpose: To assess attitudes toward reading among the Numanggang adults in order to

adapt the literacy program to their needs and desires. Initially this survey will be done by
the literacy supervisor to determine ifthere is a need to modify the curriculum for the

adult transfer program.Later,this assessment can be used by the instructor as an
individual measure ofchange in attitude toward reading.
Method:The survey will function as an open-ended questionnaire. The answers will be

tape-recorded on a small,inconspicuous recorder and later transcribed and compiled.
Target Group:A sampling ofindividuals in most ofthe 32 Numanggang villages.

Assessment2-Attitudes Concerning Writing: A Survey

Purpose: To assess attitudes toward writing among the Numanggang adults in order to

adapt the literacy program to their needs and desires.Initially this survey will be done by
the literacy supervisor to determine ifthere is a need to modify the curriculum for the
adult transfer program. Later,this assessment can be used by the instructor as an
individual assessment ofchange in attitude toward writing.

Method: The survey will function as an open-ended questioimaire. The answers will be

tape-recorded on a small,inconspicuous recorder and later transcribed and compiled.
Target Group:A sampling ofindividuals in most ofthe 32 Numanggang villages.

Assessment3-Recognition ofthe Sounds ofthe Alphabet: Alphabetical Order
Purpose: To assess whether or not a student has mastered the sounds ofthe letters in the

Numanggang alphabet.

Method:The evaluator points to each letter and asks the student to say the sound the
letter makes. Each correctly answered letter is checked.
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Assessment4-Recognition ofthe Sounds ofthe Alphabet: Random Order
Purpose: To assess whether or not a student has mastered the sounds ofthe letters in the

Numanggang alphabet.

Method:The evaluator points to each letter in random order and asks the student to say
the sound the letter makes.Each correctly answered letter is checked.

Assessment5-Lengthened Vowel Assessment

Purpose:To assess whether or not a student can differentiate between short and long
vowels.

Method:Sentences containing minimal pairs ofwords with short and long vowels are
dictated.

Assessment6-Vowel Combinations Assessment

Purpose:To assess whether or not a student can hear vowel combinations and correctly
spell words containing those combinations.

Method:The student reads sentences that have words containing vowel combinations.
The student selects the correct spelling for the word.

Assessment 7-W,L,and Y

Purpose: To assess whether or not a student understands the use ofw,1, and y instead of
V,r, andj(as used in the Kate language).

Method: Words containing w,1, and y(both initially and medially)are dictated to the
student.

Assessment8-Word Segments

Purpose: To assess student's ability to read long words correctly by recognizing
morpheme segments and word roots.
Method:Have students divide long words into meaningful segments.
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Assessment9-High Frequency Reading List

Purpose:To assess a student's ability to recognize frequently used words.
Method: Cards containing one word each are shown to the student.Ifthe student is able

to read the word correctly it is marked on the evaluation paper.

Assessment 10-Reading Log

Purpose:To provide a means for the student to record his/her reading.
Method: Student records the title ofthe book and chapter,and the date the selection was
read.

Assessment 11-Reading Log Self-Evaluation Form

Purpose:To help the student in self-evaluation.(Concentrates on comprehension
strategies).

Method:Student records answers(Yes

^No

Reading Log.
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)on forms that are kept with the

Kameka 1 - Mede Kunakunat Wondok Deedig Naadiig
************************************^^^4f***********^.X-.*

Wpu
Yooliqeeli
Guletgig

Melenai_
Me be taam
Hinale-walat] wou_

********************^^4f***************<3f^^.^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Yoodakele mede:Timeg me be taam yenduut hogok ila mede hogok yoyo
tidemek. Tubudapmat] mede kumag kade yoonaadi tiga mede meebi pepa
folog youleg.

Du kedeembe mede kunakunat tilag?

. ■

Maggog mede folog?

Deenig naadigug?_

Daggog naadigug?

Mede deedihi kunatag?(Nius, Gigitmede, pas be deedig)_

Qanai deedigdok taali nooil neemu haalu daa mede kunakunat taali folog
hogok tibe tigag?(bop gineg, be Lae qetneg be deedig)

Nookeye-walag pas dutok youkambu daa be kunakunat tilag?_
Neediyeegdi youkamiig?

^

Nai fee binek?
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Deedit] naadilai], kunakunat dinii] taalik moomooQgot]naadidok u neemek
wapumgot] by moot]?

Indi-walai] mede kunale tilag be deedii]?_

Tiga indi-walag mede folog kunakunat adi neemek wapumgog be deedig
naadilag?

• .

•

Du adi mede kunakunat dinig talik moomooggog be naadi tilag be deedig?

Pepa deedihi kunat tilag?_

Pepa gineg welewele deedihi yabe tilag?_

Pepa kunakunat tiga naadifo be tilag?_

Hinale dinig mede:
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Kameka 2- Mede Youyout Wondok DeediQ NaadiiQ
******»************»**********#*******»***»***********

Wou
Yooliqeeli
GuletQii]

■
^

Melenai
Me be taam
Hinali-walaQ wou

.

Yoodakele mede: Timet] me be taam yenduut hogok ila mede hogok yoyo
tidemek. Tubudapmaat] mede kumagkade yoonaadi tiga mede meebi pepa
folog youleg.

Du kedeembe pepa folog mede youleg?
Maggog mede gineg youleg?

Nai deenig naadigug?_

Daggog naadigug?

Maggogmaggog youtne tineg?_

Qanai deedigdok adi taali nooli mu haalu daa mede youyout hogok tilag?
(Kopi qanai dok, Niew Sout Wells muneeg yot weendok,gawaambop
wendok, yoqet dinig bop weendok, neemek nooli neegbe?)

Daa nookeyedok pas nooli neegbe youyeemulag be deedig?_
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Neei] dok?

_Nai fee binek?

Deedii] naadilat], mede youyout dinii] taalik naadiwe tilai] be deedii]?_

Qanai u moorriQOQgoi]titindok naadilai] be deedit]?_

Du adi mede youyout moomooggoQ be tilai] be deedig?

Numaggog mede youle tilag be deedig?_

Tiga Numaggog mede folog youyout adi neemek wopumgog be deedig
naadilag?_

Mede youyout adi qanai moomoog be hogooli? Dutok deedig naadiiag?

Hinaie dinig mede:
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Kameka 3- Kunat Kitili DiniQ Koodi Kanaadi DiniQ Kameka
************************

Wou

YooliqeelL
Guleti]ii]_

.

_Melenai_
_Me be taam

.Hinali-walai] wou.

*********************************************^^^^^^^^^

Yoodakale Made: Hinaledi kitili moloomoloom youlu me be taam adi wou
yoobuune bogit ginei]fek youlek.
MiIq

MihiQiQ
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Kameka 4- Kunat Kitiii Dinii] Koodi Kanaadi DiniQ Kameka
(Hogohogok Youkumun)
Wou

Melenai

YooliqeelL
GuletQit]_

Me be taam

.Hinali-walai] wou

Yoodakale Made: Hinaledi kitiii moloomoloom youlu me be taam adi wou
yoobuune bogit ginet]fek youlek.
Miig

Mihigig
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Qanai Yeediniq Tubuloda Mede

1. Pepayot metaam yehitubulodaune adi wouhik ginei] kunat kitili
kanaadineQ.

2. Metaam yehitubulodaune kahat pepa ginet] kunat kitili kanaadiga yooneQ.
Qanai i moloomoloom be bop gineg tineg.

3. Kunat kitili yeeg qaadidi qetfolog youka youka tineg.
4. Kunat kitili yeeg tomboyoula mede foloog youtneg.

5. Kunat kitili molomoloom kohoohikdi youligila kunat kitili kap tooneg. Eeg
waagim maag ula kap moomooggog tooneg.
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Kameka 5- Mede Yoohamaane Diniq Kameka

Wou
Yooliqeeli
GuletQiQ

Melenai
Me be taam
Hinali-walai] wou

*****************************************************

Yoodakale Mede;

Timei]adi indii] yoonaadidemek. Mede nooli yoohamaane taam,eeq
nooli hogok yooyaam.Ale indii] yooyaam: Heleet]tideemeek,eeq tebeie
tidemek. Heieegdok naadiga mede hamaane taam -tideemeek. Eei] koobuk
dok naadlQa mede hogok yooyaam - tidemek.
UnduQ yoonaadidapmaai] mede kumagkade 1 yoobune me be taam

adi naadiwek. Mede nooli fekgit youkut adi indiniggog. Mede wog adi du me
be taam nimbuune adi u kanaadiwek.

Bag adi me momoog hinek.
Pupup baag u kobaag hinek.

Kogkog kabot mundi tilak.
Mundii haabuga naadifo tilak.

Agog bulat ale une.

Too sewe tiga miik tugumuk.

Midi uune nu koobuk wit.

Kamodi momolok siwee tuauk.

Wom koobugog gaalimun.
Iggog woomgaamulit.

Taam foloog u bitakag.
Adi folog looguk.

Qanai Yeendinig Tubuloda Mede

1. Pepayot ikiig heeki adi wanakag naadinaadi tiga mede yoohamaane taam
u naadiga tafe folog youtneg.

2. Kahat nooli kunakunat taam u maaneg lohilohi tiga mede yoohamaane
taam undihi yoonaadineg.
3. Me bop moloomoloom tiga mede indihi noolinooli gineg naadiga pepa
folog youtneg.
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Kameka 6- A,E,O,I, U Tomboyout DIniQ Kameka

Wou

Melenai

Yooliqeeli

Me be taam_

Guletqit]

Hinali-walat] wou.

*****************************************************

Yoodakale mede: Mede kumaqkade youkut u pepayot me be taamdok
kunalu tafe folor] youlek. Youla mede mu youkut adi fekqit indii]
adi nee naadiQO youlek. Undut]tubudapmau noQgot] yoonaadidemek.
1. Me i qetqet yauqa me yehitubulodaai] milk tiyaune agoi]
naadimindapmalQ.

2. Undug doktiga gigit medeene yeendigog weieeg tubutekeleune nu-waiag
qanai tibaak.

3. Koom qaha Simbaaghi Gigitmede tiga bugig, adi buga Yoboig uggog yot
moog iio kogkog uggog tububihiloga yeetigig.
4. Indi Bepog niutumbo toneem.

5. Kogkogdi kedeem bop u kodokoune moomoog haati woog ncigig gineg
dapmoiok.

6. Heleenig me kuychi mohok tout dobunee Guobude ugumun.
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Qanai Yeedinii] Tubuloda Mede

1. Nai tuwaune woot]sumatin guut ila kahat noggot] kunatnaadiga a,e,o, i,
u tomboyoutnit diwekaag youlek. Be a,e,o,i,u, moloomgot], be nooli katap
daabugot] youkaam u woog pepa yaabuga folot] youlek. Undug tiga noggog
kunaligila koodihik baigog naadidemek.

2. Pepayot me be taam nimbu kahat gitipmug kunali mede gitlpmug neemu
kunaaiek u diwe kaag pepa folog youlek. Mede gitipmug adi a,e,o,i,u
tomboyoutnit woondok diwe tibetik.

3. Pepayot me be taam u mede kubugog kubugog nimbu koodi naadiga
gaanimbek adi a be e be o be i be u tiga adi tomboyoutnit be tomboyoutnit
mookit, u ganimbu naadiweg.
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Kameka 1-W,L,tiqa KDiniQ Kameka
**********************

Wou

Melenai

YooliqeelL
Guleti]it]_

Me be taam

.Hinali-walar] wou

*****************************************************

Yoodakale made:

Naadit -- v, r, eet]jadi Numat]got] mede ginet] neemu youkaam. Adi
Kate mede ginet] youkii] ii3goi] NumcQgot] mede ginii] mooi]. Numai]goi]
ginet] adi w,I, eet] y youkaam.(Mede yeet] ad v, r, tit]ajduut kameka tit]a
ynaadinet]).

Metaam adi bop moloomoloom tit]a itnet]. Tubuu du mede kumat]
kade kunat tiyeembu not]gor] yoonaadi tit]a pepa folot] didimet]got] youfnet].
Tubudapmaune du adi tafe folot] youluune nehi-walat] kameka tir]a dukuut
wapumgot]yoneg. Kunat kitili malabuhi adi fek indit] tugut- I. w. y.

wene

lik

yout

witne

wom

waagim
ieekit]got]

iakata

iufoom

yeyemet]

ioot]goi]

yuwoi

pHap

tuwai

gujet
kiyaane

kunilit

gagaayet]

hawom

mujum

tajoiok

kawade

yaagit
tawa
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Yoodakale Mede Dinir) Meebii

1. Metaam yeenimbu nehi-walai]Simbaai] miti pepa ginei] kaai] Luka eei]
Aposolo guut kameka tineg. Undut]tiga v, r, eegj Miti gineg yabuga Luka
eeg Aposolo pepo gineg w,I, y yabuga kamekaneg.
2. Bop moloomoloom adi naadinaadi qanai indig tineg. Numaggog neenoobu
w,I, be y guut youkaam u naadiga tafehik foloog youtneg.Tubudapmaag
bop nooliguut kiyonaadi tiga tafe wapum folog youtneg.
3. Agog naadidakaleneg adi indig yonaadineg: Numaggog Gigitmede gineg
adi koomkoom Simbaagtii-walag mede gineg naadigumun doktiga Simbaag
mede dinig taalik keleeg youkaam. Undug doktiga wou undihi adi tububihit
gineg Y yooyaam adi J youkaam. Mede i noggog yoonaadiga woodi
dakeleneg. Jesu adi undug youkam.Yesu adi moog.
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Kameka 8- Mede Dikidikii dining Kameka

Wou

Melenai

Yooliqeeli
Gulett]ii]_

_Me be taam

.Hinali-walaq wou

*****************************************************

Yodakale Mede: Metaam yeenimbu mede kumaat]kade 1 dikidikii meebinit
youdobudobu finer]. Timei]timei] adi agoi]tugut.
nir]/gut

tubulodaguk
yehisikumut]guk
yabunaadii]it

niniyaagit]
yenimbek
tuguknei]kade
yehitubukadakanamguk

tiyaagii]
adiwalai]
nimbuhikuk

tubukulemaaguk

Qanai Yeedinig Tubuloda Mede

1. Mede dikidikii meebinit u pepa foloi] moloomoloom youlet]. Agoi] me be
taamguut ila pepa u tomboyoula mede foloog tubumiintodemek. Undui]
tit]ila indii] nimbeg:"Mede dikii hogok lekii]goi] yoyoam u mede meebi
heekiiok. Dikii hogok u mu noadiwei]adi mede meebi mu naadidakalewei].'
yehi + tubu + kaika + waak
yehi + tubu + kadaka + waak

2. Mede qeheyehi adi malabumui]gog doktiga mede yamaggor]youkig u
kunalu gehitubulodaune mede qeheyeenig u naadidakaleweg. Adi indig:
Kamo kadakaanig dinig kahat adi pupuup kauleg dinig kiliki wendok
yoolak kaag mede qeheyeenig indig kaweg: yehisikumugguk.
Kamo momoog dinig kahat adi kohip wendok yoolak kaag mede
qeheyeenig indig kaweg: yehisiqaaliguk.
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Kameka 9- Mede Hogooli Helema-helemaQ Yooyaam dining Lisita

Wou_

Melenai

YooliqeelL
Guleti]ii]_

_Me be taam

.Hinali-walat] wou.

Yoodakale mede: Timei] indii] tiulidokower]. Mede wot adi nnoloomoloom
pepa folot] moloomgoi] youleQ. UnduQ tiga kubugoQ-kubugot] kameu
sumatendi u kaag kunali yoohauta tibek. Undug tiga adi didimeggog noobu
yoobu du pepa folog fek youleg.

adi

eeg

mede

meenig
yadi
walag
naabugog

wapum

uyadi
kale

folog
bee

kaag
nig
bepag

doktiga

wapum

qet
gineg

neemek

mu

ala

be

mu

tiga
u

indig
undug
dinig
hinek

biyaagog
bop
hogohogok hogoli
kayoog
kudup

buga

du

fafageenig

haati

1

iggog

ime

kaagut

magig

maag

maapme

me

meebii

nai

nooli

pepa

kumo

poop

qanai

qetqet
tuguk

saginig

taam

tigig

tilak

tuwot

uggog

woog

wou

tubuune
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Qanai Yeendinit]Tubuloda Mede

1. Pepayot me be taam nimbu 10 minit wondok tuwot naadinaadi tit]a fek
pepa foloQ youlek. Tiga neemek youtdok qanai mill] binek tubuu mede
lufoomkabe indihi tubulodaai] nimbu naadiqa youlek "moQ..." Qanai u
tubudapmaune noQgoi]ila adi mede Mede Moloomoloom Fee Yooyaam
WoondiniQ Kunakunat Lisita foloQ maaq diwekaaq naadiwek.
2. Sumatendi kahat nil] kunadapmau indii] nimbu naadiwek. Mede wot adi

kahat gineq kunatnei] u baigoQ naadiga pepa foloQ iggoQ youlei].

3. Pepayot heeki duut indig tibeg. Mede wot adi lisita folog ikiig u tafe folog
youlu pepayot me be taam adi kedeem yaabuga naadineg.

4. Pepayot me be taam duut noggog ila kahat kunali mede nooli fee youkig
be yooyaam u noggog yoonaadidemek.

5. Pepayot metaam yenigkilitibuune nehi timeg pepa folog youka youka
tineg. Undug noobu tiga nehi kanaadiga tubudidimeneg tiga kougog kaule
mu tineg.
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Kameka 10- Gigitmede Deedig Kunat Tiiag
Wotne

Yoodakele Mede: Helema-helemat] Gigitmede kunat tibet] adi Pepa
wou tigo Fiyee nombo iggog youleg. Undung tigo Gigitmede
Kunakunat Wondok Daa-walag Komeko gineg mede kobe youleg.
Gigitmede Pepo wou tigo Fiyee nambo
Melenci

Gigitmede Pepo wou tigo Fiyee namba_
Melenoi

Gigitmede Pepo wou tigo Fiyee namba_
Melenoi

Gigitmede Pepo wou tigo Fiyee namba_
Melenoi

Gigitmede Pepo wou tigo Fiyee nombo_
Melenoi

Gigitmede Pepo wou tigo Fiyee nombo_
Melenoi

Gigitmede Pepo wou tigo Fiyee nombo_
Melenoi

Gigitmede Pepo wou tigo Fiyee nombo_
Melenoi
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Kameka 11 - Gigitmede Kunakunat Wondok Daa-walag Kameka

Wotne

Pepa tir]a Fiye

Melenai

*****************************************************

1. Timei] nu adi fiye dinit] made meebli hogohogok kunali naadigat.
Eei]

Moot]

2. Nu adi kahat yeendinii] deedit] agoQ naadigut u ila naadlnaadi
tubudapmaar]tububihilat. Eat]
Moot]

3. Kunakunat tii]ila nu namanaamak miintawa tilak u noobu tibak naadli]at.
Eat]

Moor]_

4. Naamak made mu naadidakalaat]at u kootigoi] kunalat.
Eat]
Moot]

5. Nannanaannak kunalat u naadinaadina ginai] kalat waandok naadli]a foioot]
u daadii] hinak naadii]a lihina naabugoi]tli]at. Eat]
Moot]
6. Naamak made mu naadidakalaai]at u naabak naadilak ninaadiwaa
naanindldimar]ak. Eat]
Moot]

7. Made kunalat u Gigitmada guut tomboyolu naadinaadina baadit]a hatak.
Eat]

Moot]
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English Translations ofNumanggang Assessments
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Assessment 1-Attitudes Concerning Reading: A Survey
Directions: Once rapport has been built with the person to be interviewed, ask the

following questions,allowing time to think,process,and respond.Promptthe adult with
additional questions, and ask for explanations and examples.
Name ofadult
Village where the adult lives^
Approximate age
^Name ofInterviewer

^Date
Gender

Do you know bow to read?
When did you learn bow to read?

Where did you leam bow to read?
Whattype ofthings do you read?

Is there any reason you are ever required to read?(business,banking,church meetings,
village meetings,etc?)
On what occasions?

Do you ever read personal letters from people who live outside ofthe village?
Ifyes,from whom?
How often?

Do you think it's important to be a good reader?
Why/why not?

Do you think it is important to he able to read in Numanggang?
Why/why not?
Do you think you are a good reader?
Why/why not?

What kinds ofbooks and papers would you like to read?
Whattypes ofpictures do you like in books?
Do you enjoy reading?
Why/why not?
Additional comments;
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Assessment2-Attitudes Concerning Writing: A Survey
Directions: Once rapport has been built with the person to be interviewed,ask the

following questions, allowing time to think,process,and respond.Prompt the adult with
additional questions, and ask for explanations and examples.
Name ofadult
Village where the adult lives
Approximate age

_Date
Gender

^Name ofInterviewer

Do you know how to write?

Ifyes,in what language/languages?
When did you leam how to write?
Where did you leam how to write?

What type ofthings do you write?

Is there any reason you are ever required to write?(business,banking,church meetings,
village meetings,etc?)
On what occasions?

Do you ever write personal letters to people who live outside ofthe village?
If yes,to whom?
How often?

Do you think it's important to be a good writer?
Why/why not?

Do you consider yourselfa good writer?
Why/why not?

Do you think it is important to be able to write in Numanggang?
Why/why not?

Do you enjoy writing?
Why/why not?
Additional comments:
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Assessment3-Recognition ofthe Sounds ofthe Alphabet: Alphabetical Order

Name ofadult
Village where the adult lives
Approximate age_
^Name ofInterviewer

^Date
Gender

Directions: The teacher should write each letter ofthe alphabet.Ifthe student can say the
sound ofthat letter, then the teacher will record it in the correct box.

Assessment4-Recognition ofthe Sounds ofthe Alphabet: Random Order
sjcj: Hi*******❖❖*5k

si« H«****5i« slJ ****************H!********Hs

Name ofadult
Village where the adult lives
Approximate age
^Name ofInterviewer

5!<***5i!**H<*****

^Date
Gender

*********************Hi********************************Hi****************

Directions: The teacher should write each letter ofthe alphabet.Ifthe student can say the
sound ofthat letter, then the teacher will record it in the correct box.

Instructional Implications
for Alphabet Sound Recognition Assessments:

1. Have the students recognize the letters ofthe alphabet in their names.
2. Have the students look for the letters ofthe alphabet in literature used in the
classroom. This work can be done either individually or in groups.

3.Have the students try writing the letters ofthe alphabet on the ground using a stick.
4. Have the studentsjoin the letters ofthe alphabet together to form words.

5. Have the students sing the alphabet song and write the letters ofthe alphabet as they
sing them.Playing the drum along with the song encourages the students' enthusiasm.
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Assessment5-Lengthened Vowel Assessment

Name ofadult
Village where the adult lives
Approximate age
^Name ofInterviewer

Date
Gender

Directions:

Discuss together the difference between single vowels and lengthened vowels.
Dictate the following sentences to the class or to an individual. Even though there are
other lengthened vowels in some ofthe sentences,concentrate on the underlined words in
which a long or short vowel changes the meaning.
(See Numanggang assessment form)

Instructional Implications
for Lengthened Vowel Assessment

1. As a class,think ofwords with lengthened vowels and write them on the board.
2. Find lengthened vowels in stories and in other materials.

3. Divide into groups.Each group choses a scribe. Together the group writes as many
words containing lengthened vowels as they can remember.

Assessment6-Vowel Combinations Assessment

Name ofadult
Village where the adult lives
Approximate age
^Name ofInterviewer

^Date
Gender

Directions: Dictate the following sentences to the student. Re-read the underlined words
and have the student write them. When the assessment is complete,discuss the answers
together.
(See Numanggang assessment form).
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Instructional Implications for
Vowel Combinations Assessment

1. Spend time with the student looking at text,finding vowel combinations,single
vowels,and lengthened vowels.Read the word together,listening to the different
sounds.

2. Have the student read new text,finding new words with vowel combinations and
compiling a list.

3. Say words to the student with various vowel combinations and have them tell you
what vowels are in the word.

Assessment1-W,L,and Y Assessment

Indications: Group Assessment(Could also be administered individually)
Directions:

Remember — there is no v, r,orjin Numanggang as there is in Kate.In
Numanggang,we use w instead ofv, Iinstead ofr, and y instead ofj.
Have the class form small groups. Dictate the following words and have them

collaborate to determine the correct spelling. After each word is written by the groups,
write the word on the blackboard and pronounce it together.(The letters that are often
confused are underlined for you).

(See Numanggang assessment form)

Instructional Implications
for the W.L. and Y Assessment

1. Have the students look at their Kate Bible and then compare it with the Numanggang
Scripture. Have them look for v, r andjin the Kate Bible and w, I, andy in the
Numanggang Scripture.

2. Have small groups think ofas many Numanggang words as they can that contain w,1,
and y,writing them on their small blackboards. Then compare the words with the entire
group,and write them on the class blackboard.

3. Discuss the fact that for names ofpeople and places in the Bible that begin with the Y
sound,the translators have decided to use the letter J.
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Assessment8-Word Segment Assessment

Directions: Have the student divide the underlined words into meaningful segments.
The first one is done for you.
(See Numanggang assessment form)

Instructional Implications for
the Word Segment Assessment

1.Put meaningful word segments on cards. Working with the student, make words out
ofthe segments. Show the student that by changing one ofthe segments in the word,the
meaning ofthe word is changed.

2. Help the student to use context clues as they read long words.Point out that it is
sometimes necessary to look at the middle ofthe word in order to determine the
meaning.
Assessment9-High Frequency Reading List

Name ofadult_
Village where the adult lives
Approximate age
^Name ofInterviewer

^Date
Gender

'

Directions: Before giving this assessment,put each word on a card. Show one card at a
time to the student. Put a mark on the line after the word ifthe student knows the word.

(See Numanggang assessment form)

Instructional Implications
for High Freauencv Reading List

1. Have student write as many words as he/she can in ten minutes.Ifthe student has

difficulty getting started, suggest some simple words such as maij, bem,Hk, yof, dum,etc.
After the student is finished,look at the words together and help the student
correct the spelling by attempting to find the words on the High Frequency Reading
List.
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2. After reading a story,have the student write as many words as he/she can remember
fi"om the story.
3. Create word walls together.

4.Examine a text together for frequently used words.

5. Encourage the students to try writing words before you simply give them answers.If

they attempt spelling the words on their own,then correct themselves,they will be
more likely to remember how to spell the word the next time.

Assessment 10-Reading Log

Name

Directions: Every time you read a chapter ofone ofthe books in the New Testament,
record it on this paper. Then write about it on the Reading Log Self-Evaluation Form.
Book and Chapter

^Date

Assessment 11-Reading Log Self-Evaluation Form
Name

Book and Chapter

^Date

1.1 previewed the chapter by reading the section headings. Yes

No

2.1 thought about whatI already knew about this book before I started reading the
chapter. Yes

^No

3. As I was reading I made predictions about whatI thought would happen next.
Yes

^No

4.1 re-read ifI didn't understand. Yes

No

5.1 made pictures in my mind ofwhatI was reading. Yes

No

6.1 asked someone to explain to me the parts I did not imderstand. Yes

^No_

7.1 thought about whatI read and added it to whatI already know about this book.
Yes

No
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Appendix B

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
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Map of Papua New Guinea. (Adapted from the Papua New Guinea embassy
home page at http://diamondhead.net/map.htm).
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Appendix C
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Sample Pictures fromUNESCO's (1973) Picture Perception Study in Zambia,
Practical Guide to Functional Literacy, 1973, p. 119.
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Appendix D
Sample Pictures used in Cook's(1977)
Study ofPicture Perception
in Papua New Guinea(p. 39-43).
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Faceless Outline Drawing
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Detailed Black-and-white Drawing
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Detailed Black-and-white Drawing with Watercolor Wash
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APPENDIX F

Color Tost
Test for Color Choice in Literacy Materials
(This test could also be used in discovering linguistic categories ofcolor)

Instructions: This test is to be administered on an individual basis in a supportive
environment.(Ifthe culture is a consensus-based society,the test can be administered in
a group setting).

Procednre:Present colors 1-68 on pages 353-355. Ask which color/colors would be
preferred for:
1)Book covers:

a)Binders for the various categories ofVerandah Story Binders
b)Books for adults
c)Books for children
I

d)The Bible
e)Song Book

f)The Liturgy

2)Paper used in the Verandah Story Binders stories
3)Paper used for notices
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APPENDIX G

Sources for

Research on Picture Perception in
Traditional Areas ofthe World

Afrolit Society

The Ford Foimdation

P.O. Box 72511

International Division

Nairobi,Kenya

320 East 43rd Street

New York,NY 10017,USA
Association for Educational

Communications and Technology

Lesotho Distance

1126 16thSt.,N.W.
Washington,DC 20036,USA

Teaching Centre
P.O. Box MS 781

Maseru,Lesotho
Center for International Education

Read Magazine
Summer Institute ofLinguistics
Ukarumpa via Lae,EHP
Papua New Guinea

School ofEducation
Hills House South

University ofMassachusetts
Amherst,MA 01300,USA

Centre for the Study ofEducation
in Changing Societies
Badhuisweg 251,P.O.Box 90734
2509 LS The Hague

UNESCO

7Place de Fontenoy
75700 Paris,France

The Netherlands

UNICEF

P.O. Box 44145

Education BroadcastingInternational
(EBIJournal)

P.O. Box 1187

British Council

Katmandu,Nepal

Nairobi,Kenya or

Tavistock House South

Tavistock Square
London WCIH 9LL,England
Taken from:Cook,B.L.(1981). Understanding pictures in Panua New Guinea.
Elgin,IL: David C.Cook Foundation
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